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Cosmic Microwave Background Anisotropy
The anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) consists of the small temperature fluctuations in the blackbody radiation left over from the Big Bang. The average temperature of this radiation is 2.725 K as measured by
the FIRAS instrument on the COBE satellite. Without any contrast enhancement the CMB sky looks like the upper left panel of the figure below. But there are small temperature fluctuations superimposed on this average. One pattern
is a plus or minus 0.00335 K variation with one hot pole and one cold pole: a dipole pattern. A velocity of the observer with respect to the Universe produces a dipole pattern with dT/T = v/c by the Doppler shift. The observed dipole
indicates that the Solar System is moving at 368+/-2 km/sec relative to the observable Universe in the direction galactic longitude l=263.85o and latitude b=48.25o with an uncertainty slightly smaller than 0.1o. If we subtract the
average temperature and expand the contrast by a factor of 400, we get the upper right panel below. This shows the dipole pattern and the emission from the Milky Way which dominates the red color in the picture, which represents
the longest wavelength data. After the average temperature and the dipole pattern are removed, there are intrinsic fluctuations in the CMB which can be seen faintly away from the Milky Way in the lower left panel below, which has
constrast enhanced by 2000X. Finally we can combine the multiple frequencies in a way that eliminates the Milky Way, giving the CMB map in the lower right with a 30,000X contrast enhancement.

Using higher resolution data from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) to create this 4 panel picture gives the results shown below. The lower left and lower right panels both have contrast enhanced by 8,000X.

The Los Angeles Times published an article on 5 Sep 2003 complaining about the contrast enhancement in NASA images. So the LA Times should only publish the upper left panel. But since the search function on their web site
seems to deny the existence of this article, I have posted a scan of the lede here. An expanded view of the lower right panel showing the CMB anisotropy with the galaxy removed is shown below:

This map shows a range of 0.0005 K from the coldest (blue) to the hottest (red) parts of the sky.

These ovals are all maps of the entire celestial sphere in an equal-area Mollweide projection. The image at right shows a topographical map of the Earth in this
projection. Note that there is no part of the Earth that is not included in the oval, and thus there is nothing "outside" the WMAP map. 

The effect of galactic emission is very small, and most of it is removed by the internal linear combination technique, as shown here.

The angular power spectrum of the anisotropy of the CMB contains information about the formation of the Universe and its current contents. This angular power spectrum is a plot of how much the temperature varies from point to
point on the sky (the y-axis variable) vs. the angular frequency ell (the x-axis variable). Ell=10 means that there are ten cycles in the fluctuation around the whole sky, while ell=100 means that there are 100 cycles around the sky. 

The image above shows an all-sky map with only ell=2 power on the left, and another map with only ell=16 power on the right.

Many groups are trying the measure the angular power spectrum, and these data have answered fundamental questions about the nature of the Universe. So it gets into the newspapers often, from the COBE results in April 1992 to the
BOOMERanG results in April 2000 and the WMAP results in February 2003.

The graph above shows the angular power spectrum measured by WMAP and several balloon-borne and ground-based experiments. These data are perfectly consistent with a flat Universe that is dominated by a vacuum energy
density of cosmological constant which provides 73 percent of the total density of the Universe. Another 23 percent of the density is dark matter. Only 4 pecent of the density is ordinary matter made of protons and neutrons.

With 5 years of WMAP data, and improved ground-based and balloon-borne experiments, the consistency with ΛCDM remains excellent.
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2 23. Cosmic microwave background

23.3. Cosmological Parameters

The current ‘Standard Model’ of cosmology contains around 10
free parameters (see The Cosmological Parameters—Sec. 21 of this
Review). The basic framework is the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) metric (i.e., a universe that is approximately homogeneous
and isotropic on large scales), with density perturbations laid down
at early times and evolving into today’s structures (see Big-Bang
cosmology—Sec. 19 of this Review). The most general possible set of
density perturbations is a linear combination of an adiabatic density
perturbation and some isocurvature perturbations. Adiabatic means
that there is no change to the entropy per particle for each species,
i.e., δρ/ρ for matter is (3/4)δρ/ρ for radiation. Isocurvature means
that the set of individual density perturbations adds to zero, for
example, matter perturbations compensate radiation perturbations
so that the total energy density remains unperturbed, i.e., δρ for
matter is −δρ for radiation. These different modes give rise to
distinct (temporal) phases during growth, with those of the adiabatic
scenario being strongly preferred by the data. Models that generate
mainly isocurvature type perturbations (such as most topological
defect scenarios) are no longer considered to be viable. However, an
admixture of the adiabatic mode with up to about 10% isocurvature
contribution is still allowed [18].

Within the adiabatic family of models, there is, in principle, a
free function describing how the comoving curvature perturbations,
R(x, t), vary with length scale. The great virtue of R is that it
is constant for a purely adiabatic perturbation. There are physical
reasons to anticipate that the variance of these perturbations will
be described well by a power-law in scale, i.e., in Fourier space
〈

|R|2k
〉

∝ kn−4, where k is wavenumber and n is the usual definition of
spectral index. So-called ‘scale-invariant’ initial conditions (meaning
gravitational potential fluctuations which are independent of k)
correspond to n = 1. In inflationary models [19], perturbations are
generated by quantum fluctuations, which are set by the energy scale
of inflation, together with the slope and higher derivatives of the
inflationary potential. One generally expects that the Taylor series
expansion of lnRk(ln k) has terms of steadily decreasing size. For
the simplest models, there are thus 2 parameters describing the
initial conditions for density perturbations: the amplitude and slope
of the power spectrum. These can be explicitly defined, for example,
through:

∆2
R ≡

(

k3/2π2
)〈

|R|2k

〉

= A (k/k0)
n−1 ,

with A ≡ ∆2
R
(k0) and k0 = 0.002Mpc−1, say. There are many

other equally valid definitions of the amplitude parameter (see also
Sec. 19 and Sec. 21 of this Review), and we caution that the
relationships between some of them can be cosmology-dependent. In
‘slow roll’ inflationary models, this normalization is proportional to
the combination V 3/(V ′)2, for the inflationary potential V (φ). The
slope n also involves V ′′, and so the combination of A and n can, in
principle, constrain potentials.

Inflation generates tensor (gravitational wave) modes, as well as
scalar (density perturbation) modes. This fact introduces another
parameter, measuring the amplitude of a possible tensor component, or
equivalently the ratio of the tensor to scalar contributions. The tensor
amplitude is AT ∝ V , and thus one expects a larger gravitational wave
contribution in models where inflation happens at higher energies.
The tensor power spectrum also has a slope, often denoted nT, but
since this seems unlikely to be measured in the near future, it is
sufficient for now to focus only on the amplitude of the gravitational
wave component. It is most common to define the tensor contribution
through r, the ratio of tensor to scalar perturbation spectra at some
small value of k (although sometimes it is defined in terms of the
ratio of contributions at % = 2). Different inflationary potentials will
lead to different predictions, e.g., for λφ4 inflation with 50 e-folds,
r = 0.32, and for m2φ2 inflation r $ 0.15, while other models can
have arbitrarily small values of r. In any case, whatever the specific
definition, and whether they come from inflation or something else,
the ‘initial conditions’ give rise to a minimum of 3 parameters: A, n,
and r.

The background cosmology requires an expansion parameter
(the Hubble Constant, H0, often represented through H0 =
100 h kms−1Mpc−1) and several parameters to describe the matter
and energy content of the Universe. These are usually given in terms

Figure 23.1: The theoretical CMB anisotropy power spectrum,
using a standard ΛCDM model from CMBFAST. The x-axis is
logarithmic here. The regions, each covering roughly a decade in
%, are labeled as in the text: the ISW rise; Sachs-Wolfe plateau;
acoustic peaks; and damping tail. Also shown is the shape of
the tensor (gravitational wave) contribution, with an arbitrary
normalization.

of the critical density, i.e., for species ‘x’, Ωx ≡ ρx/ρcrit, where
ρcrit ≡ 3H2

0/8πG. Since physical densities ρx ∝ Ωxh2 ≡ ωx are what
govern the physics of the CMB anisotropies, it is these ωs that are best
constrained by CMB data. In particular CMB observations constrain
Ωbh

2 for baryons and Ωmh2 for baryons plus Cold Dark Matter.

The contribution of a cosmological constant Λ (or other form of
Dark Energy) is usually included via a parameter which quantifies
the curvature, ΩK ≡ 1 − Ωtot, where Ωtot = Ωm + ΩΛ. The radiation
content, while in principle a free parameter, is precisely enough
determined by the measurement of Tγ , and makes a < 10−4

contribution to Ωtot today.

The main effect of astrophysical processes on the C"s comes
through reionization. The Universe became reionized at some redshift
zi, long after recombination, affecting the CMB through the integrated
Thomson scattering optical depth:

τ =

∫ zi

0
σTne (z)

dt

dz
dz,

where σT is the Thomson cross-section, ne(z) is the number density
of free electrons (which depends on astrophysics), and dt/dz is fixed
by the background cosmology. In principle, τ can be determined from
the small-scale matter power spectrum, together with the physics
of structure formation and feedback processes. However, this is a
sufficiently intricate calculation that τ needs to be considered as a free
parameter.

Thus, we have 8 basic cosmological parameters: A, n, r, h, Ωbh
2,

Ωmh2, Ωtot, and τ . One can add additional parameters to this list,
particularly when using the CMB in combination with other data sets.
The next most relevant ones might be: Ωνh2, the massive neutrino
contribution; w (≡ p/ρ), the equation of state parameter for the
Dark Energy; and dn/d lnk, measuring deviations from a constant
spectral index. To these 11 one could of course add further parameters
describing additional physics, such as details of the reionization
process, features in the initial power spectrum, a sub-dominant
contribution of isocurvature modes, etc.

As well as these underlying parameters, there are other quantities
that can be obtained from them. Such derived parameters include the
actual Ωs of the various components (e.g., Ωm), the variance of density
perturbations at particular scales (e.g., σ8), the age of the Universe
today (t0), the age of the Universe at recombination, reionization, etc.
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Cosmic Microwave Background Anisotropy
The anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) consists of the small temperature fluctuations in the blackbody radiation left over from the Big Bang. The average temperature of this radiation is 2.725 K as measured by
the FIRAS instrument on the COBE satellite. Without any contrast enhancement the CMB sky looks like the upper left panel of the figure below. But there are small temperature fluctuations superimposed on this average. One pattern
is a plus or minus 0.00335 K variation with one hot pole and one cold pole: a dipole pattern. A velocity of the observer with respect to the Universe produces a dipole pattern with dT/T = v/c by the Doppler shift. The observed dipole
indicates that the Solar System is moving at 368+/-2 km/sec relative to the observable Universe in the direction galactic longitude l=263.85o and latitude b=48.25o with an uncertainty slightly smaller than 0.1o. If we subtract the
average temperature and expand the contrast by a factor of 400, we get the upper right panel below. This shows the dipole pattern and the emission from the Milky Way which dominates the red color in the picture, which represents
the longest wavelength data. After the average temperature and the dipole pattern are removed, there are intrinsic fluctuations in the CMB which can be seen faintly away from the Milky Way in the lower left panel below, which has
constrast enhanced by 2000X. Finally we can combine the multiple frequencies in a way that eliminates the Milky Way, giving the CMB map in the lower right with a 30,000X contrast enhancement.

Using higher resolution data from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) to create this 4 panel picture gives the results shown below. The lower left and lower right panels both have contrast enhanced by 8,000X.

The Los Angeles Times published an article on 5 Sep 2003 complaining about the contrast enhancement in NASA images. So the LA Times should only publish the upper left panel. But since the search function on their web site
seems to deny the existence of this article, I have posted a scan of the lede here. An expanded view of the lower right panel showing the CMB anisotropy with the galaxy removed is shown below:

This map shows a range of 0.0005 K from the coldest (blue) to the hottest (red) parts of the sky.

These ovals are all maps of the entire celestial sphere in an equal-area Mollweide projection. The image at right shows a topographical map of the Earth in this
projection. Note that there is no part of the Earth that is not included in the oval, and thus there is nothing "outside" the WMAP map. 

The effect of galactic emission is very small, and most of it is removed by the internal linear combination technique, as shown here.

The angular power spectrum of the anisotropy of the CMB contains information about the formation of the Universe and its current contents. This angular power spectrum is a plot of how much the temperature varies from point to
point on the sky (the y-axis variable) vs. the angular frequency ell (the x-axis variable). Ell=10 means that there are ten cycles in the fluctuation around the whole sky, while ell=100 means that there are 100 cycles around the sky. 

The image above shows an all-sky map with only ell=2 power on the left, and another map with only ell=16 power on the right.

Many groups are trying the measure the angular power spectrum, and these data have answered fundamental questions about the nature of the Universe. So it gets into the newspapers often, from the COBE results in April 1992 to the
BOOMERanG results in April 2000 and the WMAP results in February 2003.

The graph above shows the angular power spectrum measured by WMAP and several balloon-borne and ground-based experiments. These data are perfectly consistent with a flat Universe that is dominated by a vacuum energy
density of cosmological constant which provides 73 percent of the total density of the Universe. Another 23 percent of the density is dark matter. Only 4 pecent of the density is ordinary matter made of protons and neutrons.

With 5 years of WMAP data, and improved ground-based and balloon-borne experiments, the consistency with ΛCDM remains excellent.
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23.3. Cosmological Parameters

The current ‘Standard Model’ of cosmology contains around 10
free parameters (see The Cosmological Parameters—Sec. 21 of this
Review). The basic framework is the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) metric (i.e., a universe that is approximately homogeneous
and isotropic on large scales), with density perturbations laid down
at early times and evolving into today’s structures (see Big-Bang
cosmology—Sec. 19 of this Review). The most general possible set of
density perturbations is a linear combination of an adiabatic density
perturbation and some isocurvature perturbations. Adiabatic means
that there is no change to the entropy per particle for each species,
i.e., δρ/ρ for matter is (3/4)δρ/ρ for radiation. Isocurvature means
that the set of individual density perturbations adds to zero, for
example, matter perturbations compensate radiation perturbations
so that the total energy density remains unperturbed, i.e., δρ for
matter is −δρ for radiation. These different modes give rise to
distinct (temporal) phases during growth, with those of the adiabatic
scenario being strongly preferred by the data. Models that generate
mainly isocurvature type perturbations (such as most topological
defect scenarios) are no longer considered to be viable. However, an
admixture of the adiabatic mode with up to about 10% isocurvature
contribution is still allowed [18].

Within the adiabatic family of models, there is, in principle, a
free function describing how the comoving curvature perturbations,
R(x, t), vary with length scale. The great virtue of R is that it
is constant for a purely adiabatic perturbation. There are physical
reasons to anticipate that the variance of these perturbations will
be described well by a power-law in scale, i.e., in Fourier space
〈

|R|2k
〉

∝ kn−4, where k is wavenumber and n is the usual definition of
spectral index. So-called ‘scale-invariant’ initial conditions (meaning
gravitational potential fluctuations which are independent of k)
correspond to n = 1. In inflationary models [19], perturbations are
generated by quantum fluctuations, which are set by the energy scale
of inflation, together with the slope and higher derivatives of the
inflationary potential. One generally expects that the Taylor series
expansion of lnRk(ln k) has terms of steadily decreasing size. For
the simplest models, there are thus 2 parameters describing the
initial conditions for density perturbations: the amplitude and slope
of the power spectrum. These can be explicitly defined, for example,
through:

∆2
R ≡

(

k3/2π2
)〈

|R|2k

〉

= A (k/k0)
n−1 ,

with A ≡ ∆2
R
(k0) and k0 = 0.002Mpc−1, say. There are many

other equally valid definitions of the amplitude parameter (see also
Sec. 19 and Sec. 21 of this Review), and we caution that the
relationships between some of them can be cosmology-dependent. In
‘slow roll’ inflationary models, this normalization is proportional to
the combination V 3/(V ′)2, for the inflationary potential V (φ). The
slope n also involves V ′′, and so the combination of A and n can, in
principle, constrain potentials.

Inflation generates tensor (gravitational wave) modes, as well as
scalar (density perturbation) modes. This fact introduces another
parameter, measuring the amplitude of a possible tensor component, or
equivalently the ratio of the tensor to scalar contributions. The tensor
amplitude is AT ∝ V , and thus one expects a larger gravitational wave
contribution in models where inflation happens at higher energies.
The tensor power spectrum also has a slope, often denoted nT, but
since this seems unlikely to be measured in the near future, it is
sufficient for now to focus only on the amplitude of the gravitational
wave component. It is most common to define the tensor contribution
through r, the ratio of tensor to scalar perturbation spectra at some
small value of k (although sometimes it is defined in terms of the
ratio of contributions at % = 2). Different inflationary potentials will
lead to different predictions, e.g., for λφ4 inflation with 50 e-folds,
r = 0.32, and for m2φ2 inflation r $ 0.15, while other models can
have arbitrarily small values of r. In any case, whatever the specific
definition, and whether they come from inflation or something else,
the ‘initial conditions’ give rise to a minimum of 3 parameters: A, n,
and r.

The background cosmology requires an expansion parameter
(the Hubble Constant, H0, often represented through H0 =
100 h kms−1Mpc−1) and several parameters to describe the matter
and energy content of the Universe. These are usually given in terms

Figure 23.1: The theoretical CMB anisotropy power spectrum,
using a standard ΛCDM model from CMBFAST. The x-axis is
logarithmic here. The regions, each covering roughly a decade in
%, are labeled as in the text: the ISW rise; Sachs-Wolfe plateau;
acoustic peaks; and damping tail. Also shown is the shape of
the tensor (gravitational wave) contribution, with an arbitrary
normalization.

of the critical density, i.e., for species ‘x’, Ωx ≡ ρx/ρcrit, where
ρcrit ≡ 3H2

0/8πG. Since physical densities ρx ∝ Ωxh2 ≡ ωx are what
govern the physics of the CMB anisotropies, it is these ωs that are best
constrained by CMB data. In particular CMB observations constrain
Ωbh

2 for baryons and Ωmh2 for baryons plus Cold Dark Matter.

The contribution of a cosmological constant Λ (or other form of
Dark Energy) is usually included via a parameter which quantifies
the curvature, ΩK ≡ 1 − Ωtot, where Ωtot = Ωm + ΩΛ. The radiation
content, while in principle a free parameter, is precisely enough
determined by the measurement of Tγ , and makes a < 10−4

contribution to Ωtot today.

The main effect of astrophysical processes on the C"s comes
through reionization. The Universe became reionized at some redshift
zi, long after recombination, affecting the CMB through the integrated
Thomson scattering optical depth:

τ =

∫ zi

0
σTne (z)

dt

dz
dz,

where σT is the Thomson cross-section, ne(z) is the number density
of free electrons (which depends on astrophysics), and dt/dz is fixed
by the background cosmology. In principle, τ can be determined from
the small-scale matter power spectrum, together with the physics
of structure formation and feedback processes. However, this is a
sufficiently intricate calculation that τ needs to be considered as a free
parameter.

Thus, we have 8 basic cosmological parameters: A, n, r, h, Ωbh
2,

Ωmh2, Ωtot, and τ . One can add additional parameters to this list,
particularly when using the CMB in combination with other data sets.
The next most relevant ones might be: Ωνh2, the massive neutrino
contribution; w (≡ p/ρ), the equation of state parameter for the
Dark Energy; and dn/d lnk, measuring deviations from a constant
spectral index. To these 11 one could of course add further parameters
describing additional physics, such as details of the reionization
process, features in the initial power spectrum, a sub-dominant
contribution of isocurvature modes, etc.

As well as these underlying parameters, there are other quantities
that can be obtained from them. Such derived parameters include the
actual Ωs of the various components (e.g., Ωm), the variance of density
perturbations at particular scales (e.g., σ8), the age of the Universe
today (t0), the age of the Universe at recombination, reionization, etc.
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– acoustic oscillations which occur in the baryon–photon fluid at the time of photon decoupling. As discussed
in Section 1 the photons are initially strongly coupled to the still separate electrons and baryons, because the
two components interact electromagnetically through Thomson scattering. Following Eq.(1.49) the weak
interaction can be neglected in comparison to Thomson scattering for ordinary matter. On the other hand, we
can see what happens when a sizeable fraction of the matter in the Universe is not baryonic and only
interacts gravitationally and possibly through the weak interaction. Such new, dark matter generates
gravitational wells around regions of large matter accumulation.

The baryon–photon fluid gets pulled into these gravitational wells. For the relativistic photon gas we can
relate the pressure to the volume and the temperature through the thermodynamic equation of state PV / T .
If the temperature cannot adjust rapidly enough, for example in an adiabatic transition, a reduced volume
will induce an increased pressure. This photon pressure acts against the gravitational well. The photons
moving with and against a slope in the gravitational potential induces a temperature fluctuation located
around regions of dark matter concentration. Such an oscillation will give rise to a tower of modes with
definite wave lengths. For a classical box-shaped potential they will be equi-distant, while for a smoother
potential the higher modes will be pulled apart. Strictly speaking, we can separate the acoustic oscillations
into a temperature effect and a Doppler shift, which have separate effects on the CMB power spectrum.

– the effect of general relativity on the CMB photons, not only related to the decoupling, but also related to the
propagation of the streaming photons to us. In general, the so-called Sachs–Wolfe effect describes this
impact of gravity on the CMB photons. Such an effect occurs if large accumulations of mass or energy
generate a distinctive gravitational potential which changes during the time the photons travel through it.
This effect will happen before and while the photons are decoupling, but also during the time they are
traveling towards us. From the discussion above it is clear that it is hard to separate the Sachs–Wolfe effect
during photon decoupling from the other effects generating the acoustic oscillations. For the streaming
photons we need to integrate the effect over the line of sight. The later the photons see such a gravitational
potential, the more likely they are to probe the cosmological constant or the geometrical shape of the
Universe close to today.

Figure 3 confirms that the power spectrum essentially consists of a set of peaks, i.e. a set of angular scales at
which we observe a particularly strong correlation in temperatures. They are generated through the acoustic

Figure 3: Power spectrum as measured by PLANCK in 2015. Figure from the PLANCK collaboration [2].
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Cosmic Microwave Background Anisotropy
The anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) consists of the small temperature fluctuations in the blackbody radiation left over from the Big Bang. The average temperature of this radiation is 2.725 K as measured by
the FIRAS instrument on the COBE satellite. Without any contrast enhancement the CMB sky looks like the upper left panel of the figure below. But there are small temperature fluctuations superimposed on this average. One pattern
is a plus or minus 0.00335 K variation with one hot pole and one cold pole: a dipole pattern. A velocity of the observer with respect to the Universe produces a dipole pattern with dT/T = v/c by the Doppler shift. The observed dipole
indicates that the Solar System is moving at 368+/-2 km/sec relative to the observable Universe in the direction galactic longitude l=263.85o and latitude b=48.25o with an uncertainty slightly smaller than 0.1o. If we subtract the
average temperature and expand the contrast by a factor of 400, we get the upper right panel below. This shows the dipole pattern and the emission from the Milky Way which dominates the red color in the picture, which represents
the longest wavelength data. After the average temperature and the dipole pattern are removed, there are intrinsic fluctuations in the CMB which can be seen faintly away from the Milky Way in the lower left panel below, which has
constrast enhanced by 2000X. Finally we can combine the multiple frequencies in a way that eliminates the Milky Way, giving the CMB map in the lower right with a 30,000X contrast enhancement.

Using higher resolution data from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) to create this 4 panel picture gives the results shown below. The lower left and lower right panels both have contrast enhanced by 8,000X.

The Los Angeles Times published an article on 5 Sep 2003 complaining about the contrast enhancement in NASA images. So the LA Times should only publish the upper left panel. But since the search function on their web site
seems to deny the existence of this article, I have posted a scan of the lede here. An expanded view of the lower right panel showing the CMB anisotropy with the galaxy removed is shown below:

This map shows a range of 0.0005 K from the coldest (blue) to the hottest (red) parts of the sky.

These ovals are all maps of the entire celestial sphere in an equal-area Mollweide projection. The image at right shows a topographical map of the Earth in this
projection. Note that there is no part of the Earth that is not included in the oval, and thus there is nothing "outside" the WMAP map. 

The effect of galactic emission is very small, and most of it is removed by the internal linear combination technique, as shown here.

The angular power spectrum of the anisotropy of the CMB contains information about the formation of the Universe and its current contents. This angular power spectrum is a plot of how much the temperature varies from point to
point on the sky (the y-axis variable) vs. the angular frequency ell (the x-axis variable). Ell=10 means that there are ten cycles in the fluctuation around the whole sky, while ell=100 means that there are 100 cycles around the sky. 

The image above shows an all-sky map with only ell=2 power on the left, and another map with only ell=16 power on the right.

Many groups are trying the measure the angular power spectrum, and these data have answered fundamental questions about the nature of the Universe. So it gets into the newspapers often, from the COBE results in April 1992 to the
BOOMERanG results in April 2000 and the WMAP results in February 2003.

The graph above shows the angular power spectrum measured by WMAP and several balloon-borne and ground-based experiments. These data are perfectly consistent with a flat Universe that is dominated by a vacuum energy
density of cosmological constant which provides 73 percent of the total density of the Universe. Another 23 percent of the density is dark matter. Only 4 pecent of the density is ordinary matter made of protons and neutrons.

With 5 years of WMAP data, and improved ground-based and balloon-borne experiments, the consistency with ΛCDM remains excellent.
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23.3. Cosmological Parameters

The current ‘Standard Model’ of cosmology contains around 10
free parameters (see The Cosmological Parameters—Sec. 21 of this
Review). The basic framework is the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) metric (i.e., a universe that is approximately homogeneous
and isotropic on large scales), with density perturbations laid down
at early times and evolving into today’s structures (see Big-Bang
cosmology—Sec. 19 of this Review). The most general possible set of
density perturbations is a linear combination of an adiabatic density
perturbation and some isocurvature perturbations. Adiabatic means
that there is no change to the entropy per particle for each species,
i.e., δρ/ρ for matter is (3/4)δρ/ρ for radiation. Isocurvature means
that the set of individual density perturbations adds to zero, for
example, matter perturbations compensate radiation perturbations
so that the total energy density remains unperturbed, i.e., δρ for
matter is −δρ for radiation. These different modes give rise to
distinct (temporal) phases during growth, with those of the adiabatic
scenario being strongly preferred by the data. Models that generate
mainly isocurvature type perturbations (such as most topological
defect scenarios) are no longer considered to be viable. However, an
admixture of the adiabatic mode with up to about 10% isocurvature
contribution is still allowed [18].

Within the adiabatic family of models, there is, in principle, a
free function describing how the comoving curvature perturbations,
R(x, t), vary with length scale. The great virtue of R is that it
is constant for a purely adiabatic perturbation. There are physical
reasons to anticipate that the variance of these perturbations will
be described well by a power-law in scale, i.e., in Fourier space
〈

|R|2k
〉

∝ kn−4, where k is wavenumber and n is the usual definition of
spectral index. So-called ‘scale-invariant’ initial conditions (meaning
gravitational potential fluctuations which are independent of k)
correspond to n = 1. In inflationary models [19], perturbations are
generated by quantum fluctuations, which are set by the energy scale
of inflation, together with the slope and higher derivatives of the
inflationary potential. One generally expects that the Taylor series
expansion of lnRk(ln k) has terms of steadily decreasing size. For
the simplest models, there are thus 2 parameters describing the
initial conditions for density perturbations: the amplitude and slope
of the power spectrum. These can be explicitly defined, for example,
through:

∆2
R ≡

(

k3/2π2
)〈

|R|2k

〉

= A (k/k0)
n−1 ,

with A ≡ ∆2
R
(k0) and k0 = 0.002Mpc−1, say. There are many

other equally valid definitions of the amplitude parameter (see also
Sec. 19 and Sec. 21 of this Review), and we caution that the
relationships between some of them can be cosmology-dependent. In
‘slow roll’ inflationary models, this normalization is proportional to
the combination V 3/(V ′)2, for the inflationary potential V (φ). The
slope n also involves V ′′, and so the combination of A and n can, in
principle, constrain potentials.

Inflation generates tensor (gravitational wave) modes, as well as
scalar (density perturbation) modes. This fact introduces another
parameter, measuring the amplitude of a possible tensor component, or
equivalently the ratio of the tensor to scalar contributions. The tensor
amplitude is AT ∝ V , and thus one expects a larger gravitational wave
contribution in models where inflation happens at higher energies.
The tensor power spectrum also has a slope, often denoted nT, but
since this seems unlikely to be measured in the near future, it is
sufficient for now to focus only on the amplitude of the gravitational
wave component. It is most common to define the tensor contribution
through r, the ratio of tensor to scalar perturbation spectra at some
small value of k (although sometimes it is defined in terms of the
ratio of contributions at % = 2). Different inflationary potentials will
lead to different predictions, e.g., for λφ4 inflation with 50 e-folds,
r = 0.32, and for m2φ2 inflation r $ 0.15, while other models can
have arbitrarily small values of r. In any case, whatever the specific
definition, and whether they come from inflation or something else,
the ‘initial conditions’ give rise to a minimum of 3 parameters: A, n,
and r.

The background cosmology requires an expansion parameter
(the Hubble Constant, H0, often represented through H0 =
100 h kms−1Mpc−1) and several parameters to describe the matter
and energy content of the Universe. These are usually given in terms

Figure 23.1: The theoretical CMB anisotropy power spectrum,
using a standard ΛCDM model from CMBFAST. The x-axis is
logarithmic here. The regions, each covering roughly a decade in
%, are labeled as in the text: the ISW rise; Sachs-Wolfe plateau;
acoustic peaks; and damping tail. Also shown is the shape of
the tensor (gravitational wave) contribution, with an arbitrary
normalization.

of the critical density, i.e., for species ‘x’, Ωx ≡ ρx/ρcrit, where
ρcrit ≡ 3H2

0/8πG. Since physical densities ρx ∝ Ωxh2 ≡ ωx are what
govern the physics of the CMB anisotropies, it is these ωs that are best
constrained by CMB data. In particular CMB observations constrain
Ωbh

2 for baryons and Ωmh2 for baryons plus Cold Dark Matter.

The contribution of a cosmological constant Λ (or other form of
Dark Energy) is usually included via a parameter which quantifies
the curvature, ΩK ≡ 1 − Ωtot, where Ωtot = Ωm + ΩΛ. The radiation
content, while in principle a free parameter, is precisely enough
determined by the measurement of Tγ , and makes a < 10−4

contribution to Ωtot today.

The main effect of astrophysical processes on the C"s comes
through reionization. The Universe became reionized at some redshift
zi, long after recombination, affecting the CMB through the integrated
Thomson scattering optical depth:

τ =

∫ zi

0
σTne (z)

dt

dz
dz,

where σT is the Thomson cross-section, ne(z) is the number density
of free electrons (which depends on astrophysics), and dt/dz is fixed
by the background cosmology. In principle, τ can be determined from
the small-scale matter power spectrum, together with the physics
of structure formation and feedback processes. However, this is a
sufficiently intricate calculation that τ needs to be considered as a free
parameter.

Thus, we have 8 basic cosmological parameters: A, n, r, h, Ωbh
2,

Ωmh2, Ωtot, and τ . One can add additional parameters to this list,
particularly when using the CMB in combination with other data sets.
The next most relevant ones might be: Ωνh2, the massive neutrino
contribution; w (≡ p/ρ), the equation of state parameter for the
Dark Energy; and dn/d lnk, measuring deviations from a constant
spectral index. To these 11 one could of course add further parameters
describing additional physics, such as details of the reionization
process, features in the initial power spectrum, a sub-dominant
contribution of isocurvature modes, etc.

As well as these underlying parameters, there are other quantities
that can be obtained from them. Such derived parameters include the
actual Ωs of the various components (e.g., Ωm), the variance of density
perturbations at particular scales (e.g., σ8), the age of the Universe
today (t0), the age of the Universe at recombination, reionization, etc.
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– acoustic oscillations which occur in the baryon–photon fluid at the time of photon decoupling. As discussed
in Section 1 the photons are initially strongly coupled to the still separate electrons and baryons, because the
two components interact electromagnetically through Thomson scattering. Following Eq.(1.49) the weak
interaction can be neglected in comparison to Thomson scattering for ordinary matter. On the other hand, we
can see what happens when a sizeable fraction of the matter in the Universe is not baryonic and only
interacts gravitationally and possibly through the weak interaction. Such new, dark matter generates
gravitational wells around regions of large matter accumulation.

The baryon–photon fluid gets pulled into these gravitational wells. For the relativistic photon gas we can
relate the pressure to the volume and the temperature through the thermodynamic equation of state PV / T .
If the temperature cannot adjust rapidly enough, for example in an adiabatic transition, a reduced volume
will induce an increased pressure. This photon pressure acts against the gravitational well. The photons
moving with and against a slope in the gravitational potential induces a temperature fluctuation located
around regions of dark matter concentration. Such an oscillation will give rise to a tower of modes with
definite wave lengths. For a classical box-shaped potential they will be equi-distant, while for a smoother
potential the higher modes will be pulled apart. Strictly speaking, we can separate the acoustic oscillations
into a temperature effect and a Doppler shift, which have separate effects on the CMB power spectrum.

– the effect of general relativity on the CMB photons, not only related to the decoupling, but also related to the
propagation of the streaming photons to us. In general, the so-called Sachs–Wolfe effect describes this
impact of gravity on the CMB photons. Such an effect occurs if large accumulations of mass or energy
generate a distinctive gravitational potential which changes during the time the photons travel through it.
This effect will happen before and while the photons are decoupling, but also during the time they are
traveling towards us. From the discussion above it is clear that it is hard to separate the Sachs–Wolfe effect
during photon decoupling from the other effects generating the acoustic oscillations. For the streaming
photons we need to integrate the effect over the line of sight. The later the photons see such a gravitational
potential, the more likely they are to probe the cosmological constant or the geometrical shape of the
Universe close to today.

Figure 3 confirms that the power spectrum essentially consists of a set of peaks, i.e. a set of angular scales at
which we observe a particularly strong correlation in temperatures. They are generated through the acoustic

Figure 3: Power spectrum as measured by PLANCK in 2015. Figure from the PLANCK collaboration [2].
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Thermalisation via Compton, Double Compton and
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All necessary equations and definitions to describe the three major types of distortions
expected throughout the thermal history are now assembled. These include, in chronological
order of importance, the temperature shift g , the chemical potential µ distortion, and the
Compton y distortion.

Temperature shift g

The solution for the real photon temperature T� will deviate from Tz whenever energy is
injected, and from the electron temperature Te when their thermal coupling becomes ine�-
cient. Solutions such as Equation (2.6) will then not be applicable. The temperature of the
spectrum will be shifted, even if it can still be described as a BB spectrum.

According to Equation (2.8), this can be written at first order as
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with �T = T� � Tz ⌧ Tz . Thus, the shift of the phase space distribution reads
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The amplitude of the temperature shift is determined by the true BB temperature today
T�(z = 0) and the chosen reference temperature T0 ⌘ Tz(z = 0). Consequently, it can only
be constrained up to the experimental uncertainty on T�(z = 0). In practice, however, it is
always possible to readjust the reference temperature to coincide with the observed one.

Chemical potential µ distortion

We have seen above that the general solution to the Kompaneets equation in full equilibrium
is Equation (2.6), which involves a chemical potential. This chemical potential vanishes only
as long as processes changing the number of photons are e�cient. Otherwise, one finds5
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We find that the shift in the total photon phase-space distribution reads

�f(x) = �µ
G(x)

x
, (2.13)

suggesting a possible definition of the µ distortion shape as

fM(x) = �
G(x)

x
. (2.14)

5To be more rigorous, we should write this solution in terms of x̃ instead of x. However, the di↵erence
between x and x̃ is equivalent to a simple temperature shift distortion, not relevant for this section.
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always possible to readjust the reference temperature to coincide with the observed one.

Chemical potential µ distortion
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is Equation (2.6), which involves a chemical potential. This chemical potential vanishes only
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Due to inefficient photon number changing processes photons gain
 a net non-zero chemical potential

• Z :  104 - 106  

Z >= 106

Note, however, that the above PPSD shift does not respect the number count changing
criterion employed here to separate the distortions. In fact, the definition expressed in Equa-
tion (2.14) can be seen as a superposition of a BB temperature shift and pure µ distortion.
To correct this, we can subtract the temperature shift away and obtain
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where the coe�cient ↵µ is found by imposing that the remaining µ distortion conserves the
photon number density6,
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Here we have defined the useful quantity Gk =
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Note that one could have defined µ distortions in such way to conserve energy rather number
density [51], but the current definition leads to simpler and more consistent formulas.
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Therefore, the shift in the total photon phase-space distribution reads
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We can immediately see that the photon number density is conserved by such a distortion,
since Z
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and thus there is no need to subtract any additional temperature shift.
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7Note that �@B(x)/@x = B(x)(1 +B(x)) = G(x)/x.
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Can Cosmology tell us more about BSM/Dark Matter
CMB Spectral Distortions 

• Small departures  of the CMB  frequency spectrum compared to a perfect black body 
• Typically at redshifts of   Z :  104 - 106    
• Both Standard and non-standard processes 

Thermalisation via Compton, Double Compton and
 Brehmstrahlung scatterings
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• Z <  104  : Compton scattering becomes inefficient,  
• CMB photons boosted via non-relativistic scattering



Can Cosmology tell us more about BSM/Dark Matter

COBE/Firas measurement

Since the pioneering works of the early ’70s [19–22, 61], the theoretical framework sur-
rounding SDs has been developed considerably, with significant progress over the last decade.
In particular, with the development of CosmoTherm [26] it became possible to precisely
compute SD shapes for several physical mechanisms by directly following the full time de-
pendence of the processes involved, which had been approximated in previous numerical
studies (e.g., [24, 25]). It then became possible to build approximate solutions based on
the Green’s function method, which greatly speeds up calculations [26, 62, 63]. A few years
later, several e�cient schemes have been developed to precisely compute other contributions
to SDs like those from non-thermal photon-injection processes [64], the cosmological recombi-
nation radiation (CRR) [65, 66], and late-time contributions from reionization and structure
formation [67, 68].

Thus, today SD theory relies on a remarkably solid analytical and numerical base.
However, the experimental counterpart has unfortunately stayed behind. In fact, the only
observation of the energy power spectrum of CMB photons was conducted in the ’90s by the
COBE/FIRAS satellite at a level of precision such that no SDs were observed [69, 70]. Nev-
ertheless, two important results emerged. First, COBE/FIRAS accurately determined the
average CMB temperature [69–71], which fixes the energy scale for understanding the evolu-
tion of the pre-recombination, radiation-dominated universe. Second, it set upper bounds on
the y and µ parameters describing the final shape of the SDs at approximately |y| < 1.5⇥10�5

and |µ| < 9 ⇥ 10�5 (95% confidence level (CL)), which constrains cosmological models with
exotic energy release at the level �⇢�/⇢� < 6 ⇥ 10�5 (95% CL). Despite their wide-ranging
implications, these values are still too loose to touch on the SDs predicted by the ⇤CDM
model (e.g., [31]). With current technology, significant improvements over the long-standing
COBE/FIRAS bounds could be expected, and even the detection of SDs from ⇤CDM should
be possible [72–74].

In this work we investigate the synergy between CMB anisotropies and SDs, and show
the surprising wealth of information to be gained from futuristic experimental setups, covering
large ranges of parameter space otherwise unconstrained. To achieve this goal, we first
present the implementation of SDs in the Boltzmann code class [75], thus incorporating
the already well developed SD formalism in a general cosmological code, in a fully consistent
way and without redundant steps. This generalizes and improves on similar studies carried
out previously by [39, 76]. We subsequently select a few interesting cosmological scenarios
and perform parameter sensitivity forecasts, to illustrate the synergy between future SD
missions and other cosmological probes. Our results clearly demonstrate that CMB SDs are
an independent and exciting new probe of physics.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the formalism used to describe
SDs, paying special attention to the parameter dependency of the SD shape and amplitude,
before discussing in Section 2.4 several di↵erent mechanisms that can generate SDs. In
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we present the ingredients used for our numerical implementation of
SDs in class, while in Section 3.3 we describe the mock likelihoods that we build to account
for future experiments. In Section 4 we show how this framework can be used to forecast the
sensitivity of parameter reconstruction for di↵erent cosmological models, and we illustrate
the advantage of combining SDs with other cosmological observables. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 5, while the Appendices provide more in-depth details on the SDs
formalism.
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Any excess EM energy dumped by late decaying particles will be  
severely constrained by the above observations  

Figure 4. Heating rate (left panel) and SDs (right panel) caused by DM annihilation (red line)
and decay (green line). The heating rate caused by the dissipation of acoustic waves (black line) is
given as a reference. In the right panel the dot-dashed line represents once more the predicted PIXIE
sensitivity.

Depending on the value of the lifetime, di↵erent approaches can be considered to con-
strain the parameters of the model. In particular, for lifetimes larger than the time of
recombination, ⌧dec � 1013 s, CMB anisotropies are by far the most constraining observation
(see e.g., [160]). Furthermore, for ⌧dec in the range from 0.1 s to ⇡ 108 s, deviations from
BBN predictions have the largest constraining power [161, 162]. However, for lifetimes in the
intermediate range, SDs could be the main source of information [25, 26, 76].

One can define the energy injection rate due to DM decay as

Q̇ = ⇢cdmffracfe↵�dece
��dect . (2.60)

Note that once the age of the universe becomes much larger than the lifetime of the particle,
the exponential term drives the heating to zero, ceasing to perturb the energy density of the
photon bath. The green line in the left panel of Figure 4 shows the heating rate evolution for
some arbitrarily chosen values of (ffrac, �dec), assuming again maximum deposition e�ciency
(fe↵(z) = 1). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Evaporation of Primordial Black Holes

In the last few decades PBHs have attracted particular attention as a possible DM candi-
date (see e.g. [45, 163] for recent reviews, and [99, 160] for further interesting discussions).
Furthermore, according to the formation mechanism that is commonly assumed, their mass
is tightly connected to the shape of the inflationary potential (see e.g. [163] and the many
references listed in Section II therein, as well as [164, 165]). In particular, their abundance is
believed to be intrinsically related to a possible non-Gaussianity of the density perturbations
[166, 167]. Moreover, it has been argued that a potential detection of a PBH might rule out
several WIMP models [168–173].

However, many uncertainties are involved in the modeling of PBHs, especially within the
extent to which one can assume mass monochromaticity, the collapsing process at formation
time, the presence of Hawking radiation, and the accretion mechanism, if present at all. Many
of these open questions could be answered through observing the impact of these di↵erent
assumptions on the thermal history of the universe.
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Energy Injection rates

Decay

Annihilation

shown in [152, 153], such second order corrections are negligible, so that we can safely neglect
the spatial extension of the medium.

2.4.4 Heating mechanisms in exotic scenarios

In addition to the the heating rates predicted within the standard cosmological model, many
other e↵ects can be found that predict di↵erent kinds of energy injection or extraction. The
most famous and frequently studied ones depend on the presence of annihilating, decaying, or
interacting DM, but also Primordial Black Hole (PBH) accretion or evaporation, and early
dark energy scenarios that may influence the heating history of the photon bath. In the
following paragraphs we are going to describe a few examples.

Dark matter annihilation

In the case of annihilating DM, the energy injection rate can be written as

Q̇ = ⇢
2

cdm
ffracfe↵

h�vi

M�

⌘ ⇢
2

cdm
pann , (2.59)

where ffrac represents the fraction of annihilating DM with respect to the total DM content,
h�vi is the annihilation cross section, and M� refers to the mass of DM particle. Since the
free parameters fe↵ , ffrac, h�vi and M� are degenerate, they are usually grouped under a
single quantity pann called annihilation e�ciency (e.g. [1, 103, 154, 155]). The red line in
the left panel of Figure 4 shows the evolution of the heating rate �h Q̇ for a given value of
pann and assuming maximum deposition e�ciency, fe↵(z) = 1 (we recall that we use the
GSVI2013 model [103] for the �h). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Note that Equation (2.59) is true only for the case of s-wave annihilation. If we wanted
to consider an annihilating DM with p-wave annihilation cross-section h�vi / (1 + z) we
would have to introduce additional powers of (1+z) (for more in-depth discussions regarding
the origin of this factor see e.g., [39, 156–158]). However, in this case, reference [39] has
shown that BBN and light element abundances set much stronger bounds on the annihilation
e�ciency than SDs. Therefore, we will not discuss this class of models any further.

Another limitation of the model is given by the clustering of DM [155, 159]. In fact, as
also argued in [38], at low redshifts the averaged squared DM density h⇢

2

cdm
i is enhanced by

a so-called clustering boost factor B(z). However, this factor is negligible when investigating
SDs, as in our case, and we will not take it into consideration for the following discussions.
The factor is, nonetheless, implemented in the code.

Note that assuming a PIXIE detection threshold and all DM annihilating into EM
particles only with maximum e�ciency, i.e. assuming a constant value of fe↵(z) = 1, the
constraint on pann from SDs would be on the order of 5 ⇥ 10�27 cm3

/(s GeV), which is still
about one order of magnitude worse than the current constraint given by Planck, which is
fe↵(z = 600) pann < 3.2 ⇥ 10�28 cm3

/(s GeV) at 95% CL [1].

Dark matter decay

Another way to transfer energy from the dark sector to photons and baryons is through the
decay of unstable dark matter relics. One can assume that some fraction of the DM decays
with a given lifetime ⌧dec and a corresponding decay width �dec = 1/⌧dec.
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COBE/Firas measurement

Since the pioneering works of the early ’70s [19–22, 61], the theoretical framework sur-
rounding SDs has been developed considerably, with significant progress over the last decade.
In particular, with the development of CosmoTherm [26] it became possible to precisely
compute SD shapes for several physical mechanisms by directly following the full time de-
pendence of the processes involved, which had been approximated in previous numerical
studies (e.g., [24, 25]). It then became possible to build approximate solutions based on
the Green’s function method, which greatly speeds up calculations [26, 62, 63]. A few years
later, several e�cient schemes have been developed to precisely compute other contributions
to SDs like those from non-thermal photon-injection processes [64], the cosmological recombi-
nation radiation (CRR) [65, 66], and late-time contributions from reionization and structure
formation [67, 68].

Thus, today SD theory relies on a remarkably solid analytical and numerical base.
However, the experimental counterpart has unfortunately stayed behind. In fact, the only
observation of the energy power spectrum of CMB photons was conducted in the ’90s by the
COBE/FIRAS satellite at a level of precision such that no SDs were observed [69, 70]. Nev-
ertheless, two important results emerged. First, COBE/FIRAS accurately determined the
average CMB temperature [69–71], which fixes the energy scale for understanding the evolu-
tion of the pre-recombination, radiation-dominated universe. Second, it set upper bounds on
the y and µ parameters describing the final shape of the SDs at approximately |y| < 1.5⇥10�5

and |µ| < 9 ⇥ 10�5 (95% confidence level (CL)), which constrains cosmological models with
exotic energy release at the level �⇢�/⇢� < 6 ⇥ 10�5 (95% CL). Despite their wide-ranging
implications, these values are still too loose to touch on the SDs predicted by the ⇤CDM
model (e.g., [31]). With current technology, significant improvements over the long-standing
COBE/FIRAS bounds could be expected, and even the detection of SDs from ⇤CDM should
be possible [72–74].

In this work we investigate the synergy between CMB anisotropies and SDs, and show
the surprising wealth of information to be gained from futuristic experimental setups, covering
large ranges of parameter space otherwise unconstrained. To achieve this goal, we first
present the implementation of SDs in the Boltzmann code class [75], thus incorporating
the already well developed SD formalism in a general cosmological code, in a fully consistent
way and without redundant steps. This generalizes and improves on similar studies carried
out previously by [39, 76]. We subsequently select a few interesting cosmological scenarios
and perform parameter sensitivity forecasts, to illustrate the synergy between future SD
missions and other cosmological probes. Our results clearly demonstrate that CMB SDs are
an independent and exciting new probe of physics.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the formalism used to describe
SDs, paying special attention to the parameter dependency of the SD shape and amplitude,
before discussing in Section 2.4 several di↵erent mechanisms that can generate SDs. In
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we present the ingredients used for our numerical implementation of
SDs in class, while in Section 3.3 we describe the mock likelihoods that we build to account
for future experiments. In Section 4 we show how this framework can be used to forecast the
sensitivity of parameter reconstruction for di↵erent cosmological models, and we illustrate
the advantage of combining SDs with other cosmological observables. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 5, while the Appendices provide more in-depth details on the SDs
formalism.
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Any excess EM energy dumped by late decaying particles will be  
severely constrained by the above observations  

Figure 4. Heating rate (left panel) and SDs (right panel) caused by DM annihilation (red line)
and decay (green line). The heating rate caused by the dissipation of acoustic waves (black line) is
given as a reference. In the right panel the dot-dashed line represents once more the predicted PIXIE
sensitivity.

Depending on the value of the lifetime, di↵erent approaches can be considered to con-
strain the parameters of the model. In particular, for lifetimes larger than the time of
recombination, ⌧dec � 1013 s, CMB anisotropies are by far the most constraining observation
(see e.g., [160]). Furthermore, for ⌧dec in the range from 0.1 s to ⇡ 108 s, deviations from
BBN predictions have the largest constraining power [161, 162]. However, for lifetimes in the
intermediate range, SDs could be the main source of information [25, 26, 76].

One can define the energy injection rate due to DM decay as

Q̇ = ⇢cdmffracfe↵�dece
��dect . (2.60)

Note that once the age of the universe becomes much larger than the lifetime of the particle,
the exponential term drives the heating to zero, ceasing to perturb the energy density of the
photon bath. The green line in the left panel of Figure 4 shows the heating rate evolution for
some arbitrarily chosen values of (ffrac, �dec), assuming again maximum deposition e�ciency
(fe↵(z) = 1). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Evaporation of Primordial Black Holes

In the last few decades PBHs have attracted particular attention as a possible DM candi-
date (see e.g. [45, 163] for recent reviews, and [99, 160] for further interesting discussions).
Furthermore, according to the formation mechanism that is commonly assumed, their mass
is tightly connected to the shape of the inflationary potential (see e.g. [163] and the many
references listed in Section II therein, as well as [164, 165]). In particular, their abundance is
believed to be intrinsically related to a possible non-Gaussianity of the density perturbations
[166, 167]. Moreover, it has been argued that a potential detection of a PBH might rule out
several WIMP models [168–173].

However, many uncertainties are involved in the modeling of PBHs, especially within the
extent to which one can assume mass monochromaticity, the collapsing process at formation
time, the presence of Hawking radiation, and the accretion mechanism, if present at all. Many
of these open questions could be answered through observing the impact of these di↵erent
assumptions on the thermal history of the universe.
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shown in [152, 153], such second order corrections are negligible, so that we can safely neglect
the spatial extension of the medium.

2.4.4 Heating mechanisms in exotic scenarios

In addition to the the heating rates predicted within the standard cosmological model, many
other e↵ects can be found that predict di↵erent kinds of energy injection or extraction. The
most famous and frequently studied ones depend on the presence of annihilating, decaying, or
interacting DM, but also Primordial Black Hole (PBH) accretion or evaporation, and early
dark energy scenarios that may influence the heating history of the photon bath. In the
following paragraphs we are going to describe a few examples.

Dark matter annihilation

In the case of annihilating DM, the energy injection rate can be written as

Q̇ = ⇢
2

cdm
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h�vi

M�

⌘ ⇢
2

cdm
pann , (2.59)

where ffrac represents the fraction of annihilating DM with respect to the total DM content,
h�vi is the annihilation cross section, and M� refers to the mass of DM particle. Since the
free parameters fe↵ , ffrac, h�vi and M� are degenerate, they are usually grouped under a
single quantity pann called annihilation e�ciency (e.g. [1, 103, 154, 155]). The red line in
the left panel of Figure 4 shows the evolution of the heating rate �h Q̇ for a given value of
pann and assuming maximum deposition e�ciency, fe↵(z) = 1 (we recall that we use the
GSVI2013 model [103] for the �h). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Note that Equation (2.59) is true only for the case of s-wave annihilation. If we wanted
to consider an annihilating DM with p-wave annihilation cross-section h�vi / (1 + z) we
would have to introduce additional powers of (1+z) (for more in-depth discussions regarding
the origin of this factor see e.g., [39, 156–158]). However, in this case, reference [39] has
shown that BBN and light element abundances set much stronger bounds on the annihilation
e�ciency than SDs. Therefore, we will not discuss this class of models any further.

Another limitation of the model is given by the clustering of DM [155, 159]. In fact, as
also argued in [38], at low redshifts the averaged squared DM density h⇢
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a so-called clustering boost factor B(z). However, this factor is negligible when investigating
SDs, as in our case, and we will not take it into consideration for the following discussions.
The factor is, nonetheless, implemented in the code.

Note that assuming a PIXIE detection threshold and all DM annihilating into EM
particles only with maximum e�ciency, i.e. assuming a constant value of fe↵(z) = 1, the
constraint on pann from SDs would be on the order of 5 ⇥ 10�27 cm3

/(s GeV), which is still
about one order of magnitude worse than the current constraint given by Planck, which is
fe↵(z = 600) pann < 3.2 ⇥ 10�28 cm3

/(s GeV) at 95% CL [1].

Dark matter decay

Another way to transfer energy from the dark sector to photons and baryons is through the
decay of unstable dark matter relics. One can assume that some fraction of the DM decays
with a given lifetime ⌧dec and a corresponding decay width �dec = 1/⌧dec.
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Spectral distortions at different cosmological epochs. At very early times, with redshift 
, any injection of energy emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. As the age of

the Universe increases, the processes that lead to thermalization of CMB distortions to a blackbody
become less efficient (bremsstrahlung and double Compton scattering when , Compton
scattering when ). The spectral distortions also interplay with distinguished epochs of cosmic
history such as reionization, recombination and Big Bang nucleosynthesis as shown. Specifically,
during the recombination epoch (  years after the Big Bang), the cosmological
recombination lines are imprinted on the CMB as a result of non-equilibrium atomic processes during
that era [2]

The spectral distortion in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) looks
different depending on the moment in the universe's history where this black body
was modified. At very early times where , any injection of energy
emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. If the energy injection is later
(still very early in the Universe's history), we see the shape of the - distortion,
whereas we can see a sharper fluctuation at later times, associated with -
distortion. Here some energy is injected into the CMB at time defined by the
redshift  with the resultant distortion being plotted.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

CMB spectral distortions are tiny departures of the average cosmic microwave background (CMB) frequency spectrum from the predictions given by a
perfect black body. They can be produced by a number of standard and non-standard processes occurring at the early stages of cosmic history, and
therefore allow us to probe the standard picture of cosmology. Importantly, the CMB frequency spectrum and its distortions should not be confused with the
CMB anisotropy power spectrum, which relates to spatial fluctuations of the CMB temperature in different directions of the sky.[1]

Overview [ edit ]

The energy spectrum of the CMB is extremely close to that of
a perfect blackbody with a temperature of .[3][4]

This is expected because in the early Universe matter and
radiation are in thermal equilibrium. However, at redshifts 

, several mechanisms, both standard and non-
standard, can modify the CMB spectrum and introduce
departures from a blackbody spectrum. These departures
are commonly referred to as CMB spectral distortions and
mostly concern the average CMB spectrum across the full
sky (i.e., the CMB monopole spectrum).

Spectral distortions are created by processes that drive
matter and radiation out of equilibrium. One important
scenario relates to spectral distortions from early energy
injection, for instance, by decaying particles, primordial black
hole evaporation or the dissipation of acoustic waves set up
by inflation. In this process, the baryons heat up and transfer
some of their excess energy to the ambient CMB photon
bath via Compton scattering. Depending on the moment of
injection, this causes a distortion, which can be characterized
using so-called - and -type distortion spectra. The
dimensionless  and -parameters are a measure for the
total amount of energy that was injected into the CMB. CMB
spectral distortions therefore provide a powerful probe of
early-universe physics and even deliver crude estimates for
the epoch at which the injection occurred.[5]

The current best observational limits set in the 1990s by COBE-satellite/FIRAS-instrument (COBE/FIRAS) are  and  at
95% confidence level. Within CDM we expect  and , signals that have come into reach of current-day technology (see
§ Experimental and observational challenges). Richer distortion signals, going beyond the classical  and  distortions, can be created by photon injection
processes, relativistic electron distributions and during the gradual transition between the  and -distortion eras. The cosmological recombination
radiation (CRR) is a prime example within CDM that is created by photon injection from the recombining hydrogen and helium plasma around redshifts of

.

History [ edit ]

The first considerations of spectral distortions to the CMB go back to the early days of CMB cosmology starting with the seminal papers of Yakov B.
Zeldovich and Rashid Sunyaev in 1969 and 1970. These works appeared just a few years after the first detection of the CMB by Arno Allan Penzias and
Robert Woodrow Wilson and its interpretation as the echo of the Big Bang by Robert H. Dicke and his team in 1965.[6][7] These findings constitute one of
the most important pillars of Big Bang cosmology, which predicts the blackbody nature of the CMB. However, as shown by Zeldovich and Sunyaev, energy
exchange with moving electrons can cause spectral distortions.

The pioneering analytical studies of Zeldovich and Sunyaev were later complemented by the numerical investigations of Illarionov and Sunyaev in the
1970’s. These treated the thermalization problem including Compton scattering and the Bremsstrahlung process for a single release of energy. In 1982, the
importance of double Compton emission as a source of photons at high redshifts was recognized by Danese and de Zotti. Modern considerations of CMB
spectral distortions started with the works of Burigana, Danese and de Zotti and Hu, Silk and Scott in the early 1990’s.

After COBE/FIRAS provided stringent limits on the CMB spectrum, essentially ruling out distortions at the level , the interest in CMB
spectral distortions decreased. In 2011, PIXIE[8] was proposed to NASA as a mid-Ex satellite mission, providing first strong motivation to revisit the theory
of spectral distortions. Although no successor of COBE/FIRAS has been funded so far, this led to a renaissance of CMB spectral distortions with numerous
theoretical studies and the design of novel experimental concepts [9]

Thermalisation physics [ edit ]

In the cosmological 'thermalization problem', three main eras are distinguished:
the thermalization or temperature-era, the -era and the -era, each with
slightly different physical conditions due to the change in the density and
temperature of particles caused by the Hubble expansion.

Thermalization era [ edit ]

In the very early stages of cosmic history (up until a few months after the Big
Bang), photons and baryons[10] are efficiently coupled by scattering processes
and, therefore, are in full thermodynamic equilibrium. Energy that is injected
into the medium is rapidly redistributed among the photons, mainly by
Compton scattering, while the photon number density is adjusted by photon
non-conserving processes, such as double Compton and thermal
Bremsstrahlung. This allows the photon field to quickly relax back to a
Planckian distribution, even if for a very short phase a spectral distortion
appears. Observations today cannot tell the difference in this case, as there is
no independent cosmological prediction for the CMB monopole
temperature.[11] This regime is frequently referred to as the thermalization or
temperature era and ends at redshift .

µ-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts between  and , efficient energy exchange through
Compton scattering continues to establish kinetic equilibrium between matter and radiation, but photon number changing processes stop being efficient.
Since the photon number density is conserved but the energy density is modified, photons gain an effective non-zero chemical potential, acquiring a Bose-
Einstein distribution. This distinct type of distortion is called -distortion after the chemical potential known from standard thermodynamics.[12] The value
for the chemical potential can be estimated by combining the photon energy density and number density constraints from before and after the energy
injection. This yields the well-known expression,[13]

where  determines the total energy that is injected into the CMB photon field. With respect to the equilibrium blackbody spectrum, the -distortion is
characterized by a deficit of photons at low frequencies and an increment at high frequencies. The distortion changes sign at a frequency of 
, allowing us to distinguish it observationally from the -type distortion.

-distortion signals can be created by decaying particles, evaporating primordial black holes, primordial magnetic fields and other non-standard physics
examples. Within CDM cosmology, the adiabatic cooling of matter and dissipation of acoustic waves set up by inflation cause a -distortion with 

. This signal can be used as a powerful test for inflation, as it is sensitive to the amplitude of density fluctuations at scales corresponding to
physical scales of  (i.e., dwarf galaxies). By combining COBE’s measurements of the large-scale CMB anisotropies with the -distortion
constraint, the first limits on the small-scale power spectrum could be obtained well-before direct measurements became possible [14]

y-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts , also Compton scattering becomes inefficient. The plasma has a temperature of , such that CMB photons are
boosted via non-relativistic Compton scattering, giving rise to a -distortion. Again, by considering the total energetics of the problem and using photon
number conservation, one can obtain the estimate[15]

The name for the -distortion simply stems from the choice of dimensionless variables in the seminal paper of Zeldovich and Sunyaev, 1969.[15] There, the
energy injection caused by the hot electrons residing inside clusters of galaxies was considered and the associated effect is more commonly referred to as
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect. Like for the -distortion, in principle many non-standard physics examples can cause -type distortions.
However, the largest contribution to the all-sky -distortion stems from the cumulative cluster SZ signal, which provides a way to constrain the amount of
hot gas in the Universe. While at , the cosmic plasma on average has a low temperature, electrons inside galaxy clusters can reach temperatures
of a few keV. In this case, the scattering electrons can have speeds of , such that relativistic corrections to the Compton process become
relevant. These relativistic corrections carry information of electron temperatures which can be used as a measure for the cluster energetics.[16]

Beyond µ and y distortions [ edit ]

The classical studies mainly considered energy release (i.e., heating) as a source of distortions. However, recent work has shown that richer signals can
be created by direct photon injection and non-thermal electron populations, both processes that appear in connection with decaying or annihilating
particles. Similarly, it was demonstrated that the transition between the  and -eras is more gradual and that the distortion shape is not simply given by a
sum of - and . All these effects could allow us to differentiate observationally between a wide range of scenarios, as additional time-dependent
information can be extracted.

Cosmological recombination radiation (CRR) [ edit ]

About 280,000 years after the Big Bang, electrons and protons became bound into electrically neutral atoms as the Universe expanded. In cosmology, this
is known as recombination and preludes the decoupling of the CMB photons from matter before they free stream throughout the Universe around 380,000
years after the Big Bang. Within the energy levels of hydrogen and helium atoms, various interactions take place, both collisional and radiative. The line
emission arising from these processes is injected into the CMB, showing as small distortions to the CMB blackbody commonly referred to as the
cosmological recombination radiation (CRR). The specific spectral shape of this distortion is directly related to the redshift at which this emission takes
place, freezing the distortion in time over the microwave frequency bands. Since the distortion signal arises from the hydrogen and two helium
recombination eras, this gives us a unique probe of the pre-recombination Universe that allows us to peek behind the last scattering surface that we
observe using the CMB anisotropies.[2] It gives us a unique way to constrain the primordial amount of helium in the early Universe, before recombination,
and measure the early expansion rate.

Experimental and observational challenges [ edit ]

The expected Lambda-CDM (LCDM) distortion signals are small -- The largest distortion, arising from the cumulative flux of all hot gas in the Universe, has
an amplitude that is about one order of magnitude below the limits of COBE/FIRAS. While this is considered to be an ‘easy’ target, the cosmological
recombination radiation (CRR), as the smallest expected signal, has an amplitude that is another factor of  smaller. All LCDM distortions are
furthermore obscured by large Galactic and extragalactic foreground emissions (e.g., dust, synchrotron and free-free emission, cosmic infrared
background), and for observations from the ground or balloons, atmospheric emission poses another hurdle to overcome.

A detection of the LCDM distortions therefore requires novel experimental approaches that provide unprecedented sensitivity, spectral coverage, control of
systematics and the capabilities to accurately remove foregrounds. Building on the design of FIRAS and experience with ARCADE, this has led to several
spectrometer concepts to observe from space (PIXIE, PRISM, PRISTINE, SuperPIXIE and Voyage2050),[8][2] balloon (BISOU) and the ground (APSERa
and Cosmo at Dome-C, TMS at Teide Observatory). These are all designed to reach important milestones towards a detection of CMB distortions. As an
ultimate frontier, a full characterization and exploitation of the cosmological recombination signal could be achieved by using a coordinated international
experimental campaign, potentially including an observatory on the moon [17]

In June 2021, the European Space Agency unveiled its plans for the future L-class missions as part of Voyage 2050 with a chance for `high precision
spectroscopy` for the new early universe part of their strategy, opening the door for spectral distortions telescopes for the future.[18]
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CMB Spectral distortions

COBE/Firas measurement

Since the pioneering works of the early ’70s [19–22, 61], the theoretical framework sur-
rounding SDs has been developed considerably, with significant progress over the last decade.
In particular, with the development of CosmoTherm [26] it became possible to precisely
compute SD shapes for several physical mechanisms by directly following the full time de-
pendence of the processes involved, which had been approximated in previous numerical
studies (e.g., [24, 25]). It then became possible to build approximate solutions based on
the Green’s function method, which greatly speeds up calculations [26, 62, 63]. A few years
later, several e�cient schemes have been developed to precisely compute other contributions
to SDs like those from non-thermal photon-injection processes [64], the cosmological recombi-
nation radiation (CRR) [65, 66], and late-time contributions from reionization and structure
formation [67, 68].

Thus, today SD theory relies on a remarkably solid analytical and numerical base.
However, the experimental counterpart has unfortunately stayed behind. In fact, the only
observation of the energy power spectrum of CMB photons was conducted in the ’90s by the
COBE/FIRAS satellite at a level of precision such that no SDs were observed [69, 70]. Nev-
ertheless, two important results emerged. First, COBE/FIRAS accurately determined the
average CMB temperature [69–71], which fixes the energy scale for understanding the evolu-
tion of the pre-recombination, radiation-dominated universe. Second, it set upper bounds on
the y and µ parameters describing the final shape of the SDs at approximately |y| < 1.5⇥10�5

and |µ| < 9 ⇥ 10�5 (95% confidence level (CL)), which constrains cosmological models with
exotic energy release at the level �⇢�/⇢� < 6 ⇥ 10�5 (95% CL). Despite their wide-ranging
implications, these values are still too loose to touch on the SDs predicted by the ⇤CDM
model (e.g., [31]). With current technology, significant improvements over the long-standing
COBE/FIRAS bounds could be expected, and even the detection of SDs from ⇤CDM should
be possible [72–74].

In this work we investigate the synergy between CMB anisotropies and SDs, and show
the surprising wealth of information to be gained from futuristic experimental setups, covering
large ranges of parameter space otherwise unconstrained. To achieve this goal, we first
present the implementation of SDs in the Boltzmann code class [75], thus incorporating
the already well developed SD formalism in a general cosmological code, in a fully consistent
way and without redundant steps. This generalizes and improves on similar studies carried
out previously by [39, 76]. We subsequently select a few interesting cosmological scenarios
and perform parameter sensitivity forecasts, to illustrate the synergy between future SD
missions and other cosmological probes. Our results clearly demonstrate that CMB SDs are
an independent and exciting new probe of physics.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the formalism used to describe
SDs, paying special attention to the parameter dependency of the SD shape and amplitude,
before discussing in Section 2.4 several di↵erent mechanisms that can generate SDs. In
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we present the ingredients used for our numerical implementation of
SDs in class, while in Section 3.3 we describe the mock likelihoods that we build to account
for future experiments. In Section 4 we show how this framework can be used to forecast the
sensitivity of parameter reconstruction for di↵erent cosmological models, and we illustrate
the advantage of combining SDs with other cosmological observables. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 5, while the Appendices provide more in-depth details on the SDs
formalism.
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Any excess EM energy dumped by late decaying particles will be  
severely constrained by the above observations  

Figure 4. Heating rate (left panel) and SDs (right panel) caused by DM annihilation (red line)
and decay (green line). The heating rate caused by the dissipation of acoustic waves (black line) is
given as a reference. In the right panel the dot-dashed line represents once more the predicted PIXIE
sensitivity.

Depending on the value of the lifetime, di↵erent approaches can be considered to con-
strain the parameters of the model. In particular, for lifetimes larger than the time of
recombination, ⌧dec � 1013 s, CMB anisotropies are by far the most constraining observation
(see e.g., [160]). Furthermore, for ⌧dec in the range from 0.1 s to ⇡ 108 s, deviations from
BBN predictions have the largest constraining power [161, 162]. However, for lifetimes in the
intermediate range, SDs could be the main source of information [25, 26, 76].

One can define the energy injection rate due to DM decay as

Q̇ = ⇢cdmffracfe↵�dece
��dect . (2.60)

Note that once the age of the universe becomes much larger than the lifetime of the particle,
the exponential term drives the heating to zero, ceasing to perturb the energy density of the
photon bath. The green line in the left panel of Figure 4 shows the heating rate evolution for
some arbitrarily chosen values of (ffrac, �dec), assuming again maximum deposition e�ciency
(fe↵(z) = 1). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Evaporation of Primordial Black Holes

In the last few decades PBHs have attracted particular attention as a possible DM candi-
date (see e.g. [45, 163] for recent reviews, and [99, 160] for further interesting discussions).
Furthermore, according to the formation mechanism that is commonly assumed, their mass
is tightly connected to the shape of the inflationary potential (see e.g. [163] and the many
references listed in Section II therein, as well as [164, 165]). In particular, their abundance is
believed to be intrinsically related to a possible non-Gaussianity of the density perturbations
[166, 167]. Moreover, it has been argued that a potential detection of a PBH might rule out
several WIMP models [168–173].

However, many uncertainties are involved in the modeling of PBHs, especially within the
extent to which one can assume mass monochromaticity, the collapsing process at formation
time, the presence of Hawking radiation, and the accretion mechanism, if present at all. Many
of these open questions could be answered through observing the impact of these di↵erent
assumptions on the thermal history of the universe.
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Energy Injection rates

Decay

Annihilation

shown in [152, 153], such second order corrections are negligible, so that we can safely neglect
the spatial extension of the medium.

2.4.4 Heating mechanisms in exotic scenarios

In addition to the the heating rates predicted within the standard cosmological model, many
other e↵ects can be found that predict di↵erent kinds of energy injection or extraction. The
most famous and frequently studied ones depend on the presence of annihilating, decaying, or
interacting DM, but also Primordial Black Hole (PBH) accretion or evaporation, and early
dark energy scenarios that may influence the heating history of the photon bath. In the
following paragraphs we are going to describe a few examples.

Dark matter annihilation

In the case of annihilating DM, the energy injection rate can be written as

Q̇ = ⇢
2

cdm
ffracfe↵

h�vi

M�

⌘ ⇢
2

cdm
pann , (2.59)

where ffrac represents the fraction of annihilating DM with respect to the total DM content,
h�vi is the annihilation cross section, and M� refers to the mass of DM particle. Since the
free parameters fe↵ , ffrac, h�vi and M� are degenerate, they are usually grouped under a
single quantity pann called annihilation e�ciency (e.g. [1, 103, 154, 155]). The red line in
the left panel of Figure 4 shows the evolution of the heating rate �h Q̇ for a given value of
pann and assuming maximum deposition e�ciency, fe↵(z) = 1 (we recall that we use the
GSVI2013 model [103] for the �h). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Note that Equation (2.59) is true only for the case of s-wave annihilation. If we wanted
to consider an annihilating DM with p-wave annihilation cross-section h�vi / (1 + z) we
would have to introduce additional powers of (1+z) (for more in-depth discussions regarding
the origin of this factor see e.g., [39, 156–158]). However, in this case, reference [39] has
shown that BBN and light element abundances set much stronger bounds on the annihilation
e�ciency than SDs. Therefore, we will not discuss this class of models any further.

Another limitation of the model is given by the clustering of DM [155, 159]. In fact, as
also argued in [38], at low redshifts the averaged squared DM density h⇢

2

cdm
i is enhanced by

a so-called clustering boost factor B(z). However, this factor is negligible when investigating
SDs, as in our case, and we will not take it into consideration for the following discussions.
The factor is, nonetheless, implemented in the code.

Note that assuming a PIXIE detection threshold and all DM annihilating into EM
particles only with maximum e�ciency, i.e. assuming a constant value of fe↵(z) = 1, the
constraint on pann from SDs would be on the order of 5 ⇥ 10�27 cm3

/(s GeV), which is still
about one order of magnitude worse than the current constraint given by Planck, which is
fe↵(z = 600) pann < 3.2 ⇥ 10�28 cm3

/(s GeV) at 95% CL [1].

Dark matter decay

Another way to transfer energy from the dark sector to photons and baryons is through the
decay of unstable dark matter relics. One can assume that some fraction of the DM decays
with a given lifetime ⌧dec and a corresponding decay width �dec = 1/⌧dec.
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Spectral distortions at different cosmological epochs. At very early times, with redshift 
, any injection of energy emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. As the age of

the Universe increases, the processes that lead to thermalization of CMB distortions to a blackbody
become less efficient (bremsstrahlung and double Compton scattering when , Compton
scattering when ). The spectral distortions also interplay with distinguished epochs of cosmic
history such as reionization, recombination and Big Bang nucleosynthesis as shown. Specifically,
during the recombination epoch (  years after the Big Bang), the cosmological
recombination lines are imprinted on the CMB as a result of non-equilibrium atomic processes during
that era [2]

The spectral distortion in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) looks
different depending on the moment in the universe's history where this black body
was modified. At very early times where , any injection of energy
emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. If the energy injection is later
(still very early in the Universe's history), we see the shape of the - distortion,
whereas we can see a sharper fluctuation at later times, associated with -
distortion. Here some energy is injected into the CMB at time defined by the
redshift  with the resultant distortion being plotted.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

CMB spectral distortions are tiny departures of the average cosmic microwave background (CMB) frequency spectrum from the predictions given by a
perfect black body. They can be produced by a number of standard and non-standard processes occurring at the early stages of cosmic history, and
therefore allow us to probe the standard picture of cosmology. Importantly, the CMB frequency spectrum and its distortions should not be confused with the
CMB anisotropy power spectrum, which relates to spatial fluctuations of the CMB temperature in different directions of the sky.[1]

Overview [ edit ]

The energy spectrum of the CMB is extremely close to that of
a perfect blackbody with a temperature of .[3][4]

This is expected because in the early Universe matter and
radiation are in thermal equilibrium. However, at redshifts 

, several mechanisms, both standard and non-
standard, can modify the CMB spectrum and introduce
departures from a blackbody spectrum. These departures
are commonly referred to as CMB spectral distortions and
mostly concern the average CMB spectrum across the full
sky (i.e., the CMB monopole spectrum).

Spectral distortions are created by processes that drive
matter and radiation out of equilibrium. One important
scenario relates to spectral distortions from early energy
injection, for instance, by decaying particles, primordial black
hole evaporation or the dissipation of acoustic waves set up
by inflation. In this process, the baryons heat up and transfer
some of their excess energy to the ambient CMB photon
bath via Compton scattering. Depending on the moment of
injection, this causes a distortion, which can be characterized
using so-called - and -type distortion spectra. The
dimensionless  and -parameters are a measure for the
total amount of energy that was injected into the CMB. CMB
spectral distortions therefore provide a powerful probe of
early-universe physics and even deliver crude estimates for
the epoch at which the injection occurred.[5]

The current best observational limits set in the 1990s by COBE-satellite/FIRAS-instrument (COBE/FIRAS) are  and  at
95% confidence level. Within CDM we expect  and , signals that have come into reach of current-day technology (see
§ Experimental and observational challenges). Richer distortion signals, going beyond the classical  and  distortions, can be created by photon injection
processes, relativistic electron distributions and during the gradual transition between the  and -distortion eras. The cosmological recombination
radiation (CRR) is a prime example within CDM that is created by photon injection from the recombining hydrogen and helium plasma around redshifts of

.

History [ edit ]

The first considerations of spectral distortions to the CMB go back to the early days of CMB cosmology starting with the seminal papers of Yakov B.
Zeldovich and Rashid Sunyaev in 1969 and 1970. These works appeared just a few years after the first detection of the CMB by Arno Allan Penzias and
Robert Woodrow Wilson and its interpretation as the echo of the Big Bang by Robert H. Dicke and his team in 1965.[6][7] These findings constitute one of
the most important pillars of Big Bang cosmology, which predicts the blackbody nature of the CMB. However, as shown by Zeldovich and Sunyaev, energy
exchange with moving electrons can cause spectral distortions.

The pioneering analytical studies of Zeldovich and Sunyaev were later complemented by the numerical investigations of Illarionov and Sunyaev in the
1970’s. These treated the thermalization problem including Compton scattering and the Bremsstrahlung process for a single release of energy. In 1982, the
importance of double Compton emission as a source of photons at high redshifts was recognized by Danese and de Zotti. Modern considerations of CMB
spectral distortions started with the works of Burigana, Danese and de Zotti and Hu, Silk and Scott in the early 1990’s.

After COBE/FIRAS provided stringent limits on the CMB spectrum, essentially ruling out distortions at the level , the interest in CMB
spectral distortions decreased. In 2011, PIXIE[8] was proposed to NASA as a mid-Ex satellite mission, providing first strong motivation to revisit the theory
of spectral distortions. Although no successor of COBE/FIRAS has been funded so far, this led to a renaissance of CMB spectral distortions with numerous
theoretical studies and the design of novel experimental concepts [9]

Thermalisation physics [ edit ]

In the cosmological 'thermalization problem', three main eras are distinguished:
the thermalization or temperature-era, the -era and the -era, each with
slightly different physical conditions due to the change in the density and
temperature of particles caused by the Hubble expansion.

Thermalization era [ edit ]

In the very early stages of cosmic history (up until a few months after the Big
Bang), photons and baryons[10] are efficiently coupled by scattering processes
and, therefore, are in full thermodynamic equilibrium. Energy that is injected
into the medium is rapidly redistributed among the photons, mainly by
Compton scattering, while the photon number density is adjusted by photon
non-conserving processes, such as double Compton and thermal
Bremsstrahlung. This allows the photon field to quickly relax back to a
Planckian distribution, even if for a very short phase a spectral distortion
appears. Observations today cannot tell the difference in this case, as there is
no independent cosmological prediction for the CMB monopole
temperature.[11] This regime is frequently referred to as the thermalization or
temperature era and ends at redshift .

µ-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts between  and , efficient energy exchange through
Compton scattering continues to establish kinetic equilibrium between matter and radiation, but photon number changing processes stop being efficient.
Since the photon number density is conserved but the energy density is modified, photons gain an effective non-zero chemical potential, acquiring a Bose-
Einstein distribution. This distinct type of distortion is called -distortion after the chemical potential known from standard thermodynamics.[12] The value
for the chemical potential can be estimated by combining the photon energy density and number density constraints from before and after the energy
injection. This yields the well-known expression,[13]

where  determines the total energy that is injected into the CMB photon field. With respect to the equilibrium blackbody spectrum, the -distortion is
characterized by a deficit of photons at low frequencies and an increment at high frequencies. The distortion changes sign at a frequency of 
, allowing us to distinguish it observationally from the -type distortion.

-distortion signals can be created by decaying particles, evaporating primordial black holes, primordial magnetic fields and other non-standard physics
examples. Within CDM cosmology, the adiabatic cooling of matter and dissipation of acoustic waves set up by inflation cause a -distortion with 

. This signal can be used as a powerful test for inflation, as it is sensitive to the amplitude of density fluctuations at scales corresponding to
physical scales of  (i.e., dwarf galaxies). By combining COBE’s measurements of the large-scale CMB anisotropies with the -distortion
constraint, the first limits on the small-scale power spectrum could be obtained well-before direct measurements became possible [14]

y-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts , also Compton scattering becomes inefficient. The plasma has a temperature of , such that CMB photons are
boosted via non-relativistic Compton scattering, giving rise to a -distortion. Again, by considering the total energetics of the problem and using photon
number conservation, one can obtain the estimate[15]

The name for the -distortion simply stems from the choice of dimensionless variables in the seminal paper of Zeldovich and Sunyaev, 1969.[15] There, the
energy injection caused by the hot electrons residing inside clusters of galaxies was considered and the associated effect is more commonly referred to as
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect. Like for the -distortion, in principle many non-standard physics examples can cause -type distortions.
However, the largest contribution to the all-sky -distortion stems from the cumulative cluster SZ signal, which provides a way to constrain the amount of
hot gas in the Universe. While at , the cosmic plasma on average has a low temperature, electrons inside galaxy clusters can reach temperatures
of a few keV. In this case, the scattering electrons can have speeds of , such that relativistic corrections to the Compton process become
relevant. These relativistic corrections carry information of electron temperatures which can be used as a measure for the cluster energetics.[16]

Beyond µ and y distortions [ edit ]

The classical studies mainly considered energy release (i.e., heating) as a source of distortions. However, recent work has shown that richer signals can
be created by direct photon injection and non-thermal electron populations, both processes that appear in connection with decaying or annihilating
particles. Similarly, it was demonstrated that the transition between the  and -eras is more gradual and that the distortion shape is not simply given by a
sum of - and . All these effects could allow us to differentiate observationally between a wide range of scenarios, as additional time-dependent
information can be extracted.

Cosmological recombination radiation (CRR) [ edit ]

About 280,000 years after the Big Bang, electrons and protons became bound into electrically neutral atoms as the Universe expanded. In cosmology, this
is known as recombination and preludes the decoupling of the CMB photons from matter before they free stream throughout the Universe around 380,000
years after the Big Bang. Within the energy levels of hydrogen and helium atoms, various interactions take place, both collisional and radiative. The line
emission arising from these processes is injected into the CMB, showing as small distortions to the CMB blackbody commonly referred to as the
cosmological recombination radiation (CRR). The specific spectral shape of this distortion is directly related to the redshift at which this emission takes
place, freezing the distortion in time over the microwave frequency bands. Since the distortion signal arises from the hydrogen and two helium
recombination eras, this gives us a unique probe of the pre-recombination Universe that allows us to peek behind the last scattering surface that we
observe using the CMB anisotropies.[2] It gives us a unique way to constrain the primordial amount of helium in the early Universe, before recombination,
and measure the early expansion rate.

Experimental and observational challenges [ edit ]

The expected Lambda-CDM (LCDM) distortion signals are small -- The largest distortion, arising from the cumulative flux of all hot gas in the Universe, has
an amplitude that is about one order of magnitude below the limits of COBE/FIRAS. While this is considered to be an ‘easy’ target, the cosmological
recombination radiation (CRR), as the smallest expected signal, has an amplitude that is another factor of  smaller. All LCDM distortions are
furthermore obscured by large Galactic and extragalactic foreground emissions (e.g., dust, synchrotron and free-free emission, cosmic infrared
background), and for observations from the ground or balloons, atmospheric emission poses another hurdle to overcome.

A detection of the LCDM distortions therefore requires novel experimental approaches that provide unprecedented sensitivity, spectral coverage, control of
systematics and the capabilities to accurately remove foregrounds. Building on the design of FIRAS and experience with ARCADE, this has led to several
spectrometer concepts to observe from space (PIXIE, PRISM, PRISTINE, SuperPIXIE and Voyage2050),[8][2] balloon (BISOU) and the ground (APSERa
and Cosmo at Dome-C, TMS at Teide Observatory). These are all designed to reach important milestones towards a detection of CMB distortions. As an
ultimate frontier, a full characterization and exploitation of the cosmological recombination signal could be achieved by using a coordinated international
experimental campaign, potentially including an observatory on the moon [17]

In June 2021, the European Space Agency unveiled its plans for the future L-class missions as part of Voyage 2050 with a chance for `high precision
spectroscopy` for the new early universe part of their strategy, opening the door for spectral distortions telescopes for the future.[18]
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Spectral distortions at different cosmological epochs. At very early times, with redshift 
, any injection of energy emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. As the age of

the Universe increases, the processes that lead to thermalization of CMB distortions to a blackbody
become less efficient (bremsstrahlung and double Compton scattering when , Compton
scattering when ). The spectral distortions also interplay with distinguished epochs of cosmic
history such as reionization, recombination and Big Bang nucleosynthesis as shown. Specifically,
during the recombination epoch (  years after the Big Bang), the cosmological
recombination lines are imprinted on the CMB as a result of non-equilibrium atomic processes during
that era [2]

The spectral distortion in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) looks
different depending on the moment in the universe's history where this black body
was modified. At very early times where , any injection of energy
emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. If the energy injection is later
(still very early in the Universe's history), we see the shape of the - distortion,
whereas we can see a sharper fluctuation at later times, associated with -
distortion. Here some energy is injected into the CMB at time defined by the
redshift  with the resultant distortion being plotted.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

CMB spectral distortions are tiny departures of the average cosmic microwave background (CMB) frequency spectrum from the predictions given by a
perfect black body. They can be produced by a number of standard and non-standard processes occurring at the early stages of cosmic history, and
therefore allow us to probe the standard picture of cosmology. Importantly, the CMB frequency spectrum and its distortions should not be confused with the
CMB anisotropy power spectrum, which relates to spatial fluctuations of the CMB temperature in different directions of the sky.[1]

Overview [ edit ]

The energy spectrum of the CMB is extremely close to that of
a perfect blackbody with a temperature of .[3][4]

This is expected because in the early Universe matter and
radiation are in thermal equilibrium. However, at redshifts 

, several mechanisms, both standard and non-
standard, can modify the CMB spectrum and introduce
departures from a blackbody spectrum. These departures
are commonly referred to as CMB spectral distortions and
mostly concern the average CMB spectrum across the full
sky (i.e., the CMB monopole spectrum).

Spectral distortions are created by processes that drive
matter and radiation out of equilibrium. One important
scenario relates to spectral distortions from early energy
injection, for instance, by decaying particles, primordial black
hole evaporation or the dissipation of acoustic waves set up
by inflation. In this process, the baryons heat up and transfer
some of their excess energy to the ambient CMB photon
bath via Compton scattering. Depending on the moment of
injection, this causes a distortion, which can be characterized
using so-called - and -type distortion spectra. The
dimensionless  and -parameters are a measure for the
total amount of energy that was injected into the CMB. CMB
spectral distortions therefore provide a powerful probe of
early-universe physics and even deliver crude estimates for
the epoch at which the injection occurred.[5]

The current best observational limits set in the 1990s by COBE-satellite/FIRAS-instrument (COBE/FIRAS) are  and  at
95% confidence level. Within CDM we expect  and , signals that have come into reach of current-day technology (see
§ Experimental and observational challenges). Richer distortion signals, going beyond the classical  and  distortions, can be created by photon injection
processes, relativistic electron distributions and during the gradual transition between the  and -distortion eras. The cosmological recombination
radiation (CRR) is a prime example within CDM that is created by photon injection from the recombining hydrogen and helium plasma around redshifts of

.

History [ edit ]

The first considerations of spectral distortions to the CMB go back to the early days of CMB cosmology starting with the seminal papers of Yakov B.
Zeldovich and Rashid Sunyaev in 1969 and 1970. These works appeared just a few years after the first detection of the CMB by Arno Allan Penzias and
Robert Woodrow Wilson and its interpretation as the echo of the Big Bang by Robert H. Dicke and his team in 1965.[6][7] These findings constitute one of
the most important pillars of Big Bang cosmology, which predicts the blackbody nature of the CMB. However, as shown by Zeldovich and Sunyaev, energy
exchange with moving electrons can cause spectral distortions.

The pioneering analytical studies of Zeldovich and Sunyaev were later complemented by the numerical investigations of Illarionov and Sunyaev in the
1970’s. These treated the thermalization problem including Compton scattering and the Bremsstrahlung process for a single release of energy. In 1982, the
importance of double Compton emission as a source of photons at high redshifts was recognized by Danese and de Zotti. Modern considerations of CMB
spectral distortions started with the works of Burigana, Danese and de Zotti and Hu, Silk and Scott in the early 1990’s.

After COBE/FIRAS provided stringent limits on the CMB spectrum, essentially ruling out distortions at the level , the interest in CMB
spectral distortions decreased. In 2011, PIXIE[8] was proposed to NASA as a mid-Ex satellite mission, providing first strong motivation to revisit the theory
of spectral distortions. Although no successor of COBE/FIRAS has been funded so far, this led to a renaissance of CMB spectral distortions with numerous
theoretical studies and the design of novel experimental concepts [9]

Thermalisation physics [ edit ]

In the cosmological 'thermalization problem', three main eras are distinguished:
the thermalization or temperature-era, the -era and the -era, each with
slightly different physical conditions due to the change in the density and
temperature of particles caused by the Hubble expansion.

Thermalization era [ edit ]

In the very early stages of cosmic history (up until a few months after the Big
Bang), photons and baryons[10] are efficiently coupled by scattering processes
and, therefore, are in full thermodynamic equilibrium. Energy that is injected
into the medium is rapidly redistributed among the photons, mainly by
Compton scattering, while the photon number density is adjusted by photon
non-conserving processes, such as double Compton and thermal
Bremsstrahlung. This allows the photon field to quickly relax back to a
Planckian distribution, even if for a very short phase a spectral distortion
appears. Observations today cannot tell the difference in this case, as there is
no independent cosmological prediction for the CMB monopole
temperature.[11] This regime is frequently referred to as the thermalization or
temperature era and ends at redshift .

µ-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts between  and , efficient energy exchange through
Compton scattering continues to establish kinetic equilibrium between matter and radiation, but photon number changing processes stop being efficient.
Since the photon number density is conserved but the energy density is modified, photons gain an effective non-zero chemical potential, acquiring a Bose-
Einstein distribution. This distinct type of distortion is called -distortion after the chemical potential known from standard thermodynamics.[12] The value
for the chemical potential can be estimated by combining the photon energy density and number density constraints from before and after the energy
injection. This yields the well-known expression,[13]

where  determines the total energy that is injected into the CMB photon field. With respect to the equilibrium blackbody spectrum, the -distortion is
characterized by a deficit of photons at low frequencies and an increment at high frequencies. The distortion changes sign at a frequency of 
, allowing us to distinguish it observationally from the -type distortion.

-distortion signals can be created by decaying particles, evaporating primordial black holes, primordial magnetic fields and other non-standard physics
examples. Within CDM cosmology, the adiabatic cooling of matter and dissipation of acoustic waves set up by inflation cause a -distortion with 

. This signal can be used as a powerful test for inflation, as it is sensitive to the amplitude of density fluctuations at scales corresponding to
physical scales of  (i.e., dwarf galaxies). By combining COBE’s measurements of the large-scale CMB anisotropies with the -distortion
constraint, the first limits on the small-scale power spectrum could be obtained well-before direct measurements became possible [14]

y-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts , also Compton scattering becomes inefficient. The plasma has a temperature of , such that CMB photons are
boosted via non-relativistic Compton scattering, giving rise to a -distortion. Again, by considering the total energetics of the problem and using photon
number conservation, one can obtain the estimate[15]

The name for the -distortion simply stems from the choice of dimensionless variables in the seminal paper of Zeldovich and Sunyaev, 1969.[15] There, the
energy injection caused by the hot electrons residing inside clusters of galaxies was considered and the associated effect is more commonly referred to as
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect. Like for the -distortion, in principle many non-standard physics examples can cause -type distortions.
However, the largest contribution to the all-sky -distortion stems from the cumulative cluster SZ signal, which provides a way to constrain the amount of
hot gas in the Universe. While at , the cosmic plasma on average has a low temperature, electrons inside galaxy clusters can reach temperatures
of a few keV. In this case, the scattering electrons can have speeds of , such that relativistic corrections to the Compton process become
relevant. These relativistic corrections carry information of electron temperatures which can be used as a measure for the cluster energetics.[16]

Beyond µ and y distortions [ edit ]

The classical studies mainly considered energy release (i.e., heating) as a source of distortions. However, recent work has shown that richer signals can
be created by direct photon injection and non-thermal electron populations, both processes that appear in connection with decaying or annihilating
particles. Similarly, it was demonstrated that the transition between the  and -eras is more gradual and that the distortion shape is not simply given by a
sum of - and . All these effects could allow us to differentiate observationally between a wide range of scenarios, as additional time-dependent
information can be extracted.

Cosmological recombination radiation (CRR) [ edit ]

About 280,000 years after the Big Bang, electrons and protons became bound into electrically neutral atoms as the Universe expanded. In cosmology, this
is known as recombination and preludes the decoupling of the CMB photons from matter before they free stream throughout the Universe around 380,000
years after the Big Bang. Within the energy levels of hydrogen and helium atoms, various interactions take place, both collisional and radiative. The line
emission arising from these processes is injected into the CMB, showing as small distortions to the CMB blackbody commonly referred to as the
cosmological recombination radiation (CRR). The specific spectral shape of this distortion is directly related to the redshift at which this emission takes
place, freezing the distortion in time over the microwave frequency bands. Since the distortion signal arises from the hydrogen and two helium
recombination eras, this gives us a unique probe of the pre-recombination Universe that allows us to peek behind the last scattering surface that we
observe using the CMB anisotropies.[2] It gives us a unique way to constrain the primordial amount of helium in the early Universe, before recombination,
and measure the early expansion rate.

Experimental and observational challenges [ edit ]

The expected Lambda-CDM (LCDM) distortion signals are small -- The largest distortion, arising from the cumulative flux of all hot gas in the Universe, has
an amplitude that is about one order of magnitude below the limits of COBE/FIRAS. While this is considered to be an ‘easy’ target, the cosmological
recombination radiation (CRR), as the smallest expected signal, has an amplitude that is another factor of  smaller. All LCDM distortions are
furthermore obscured by large Galactic and extragalactic foreground emissions (e.g., dust, synchrotron and free-free emission, cosmic infrared
background), and for observations from the ground or balloons, atmospheric emission poses another hurdle to overcome.

A detection of the LCDM distortions therefore requires novel experimental approaches that provide unprecedented sensitivity, spectral coverage, control of
systematics and the capabilities to accurately remove foregrounds. Building on the design of FIRAS and experience with ARCADE, this has led to several
spectrometer concepts to observe from space (PIXIE, PRISM, PRISTINE, SuperPIXIE and Voyage2050),[8][2] balloon (BISOU) and the ground (APSERa
and Cosmo at Dome-C, TMS at Teide Observatory). These are all designed to reach important milestones towards a detection of CMB distortions. As an
ultimate frontier, a full characterization and exploitation of the cosmological recombination signal could be achieved by using a coordinated international
experimental campaign, potentially including an observatory on the moon [17]

In June 2021, the European Space Agency unveiled its plans for the future L-class missions as part of Voyage 2050 with a chance for `high precision
spectroscopy` for the new early universe part of their strategy, opening the door for spectral distortions telescopes for the future.[18]
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CMB Spectral distortions

COBE/Firas measurement

Since the pioneering works of the early ’70s [19–22, 61], the theoretical framework sur-
rounding SDs has been developed considerably, with significant progress over the last decade.
In particular, with the development of CosmoTherm [26] it became possible to precisely
compute SD shapes for several physical mechanisms by directly following the full time de-
pendence of the processes involved, which had been approximated in previous numerical
studies (e.g., [24, 25]). It then became possible to build approximate solutions based on
the Green’s function method, which greatly speeds up calculations [26, 62, 63]. A few years
later, several e�cient schemes have been developed to precisely compute other contributions
to SDs like those from non-thermal photon-injection processes [64], the cosmological recombi-
nation radiation (CRR) [65, 66], and late-time contributions from reionization and structure
formation [67, 68].

Thus, today SD theory relies on a remarkably solid analytical and numerical base.
However, the experimental counterpart has unfortunately stayed behind. In fact, the only
observation of the energy power spectrum of CMB photons was conducted in the ’90s by the
COBE/FIRAS satellite at a level of precision such that no SDs were observed [69, 70]. Nev-
ertheless, two important results emerged. First, COBE/FIRAS accurately determined the
average CMB temperature [69–71], which fixes the energy scale for understanding the evolu-
tion of the pre-recombination, radiation-dominated universe. Second, it set upper bounds on
the y and µ parameters describing the final shape of the SDs at approximately |y| < 1.5⇥10�5

and |µ| < 9 ⇥ 10�5 (95% confidence level (CL)), which constrains cosmological models with
exotic energy release at the level �⇢�/⇢� < 6 ⇥ 10�5 (95% CL). Despite their wide-ranging
implications, these values are still too loose to touch on the SDs predicted by the ⇤CDM
model (e.g., [31]). With current technology, significant improvements over the long-standing
COBE/FIRAS bounds could be expected, and even the detection of SDs from ⇤CDM should
be possible [72–74].

In this work we investigate the synergy between CMB anisotropies and SDs, and show
the surprising wealth of information to be gained from futuristic experimental setups, covering
large ranges of parameter space otherwise unconstrained. To achieve this goal, we first
present the implementation of SDs in the Boltzmann code class [75], thus incorporating
the already well developed SD formalism in a general cosmological code, in a fully consistent
way and without redundant steps. This generalizes and improves on similar studies carried
out previously by [39, 76]. We subsequently select a few interesting cosmological scenarios
and perform parameter sensitivity forecasts, to illustrate the synergy between future SD
missions and other cosmological probes. Our results clearly demonstrate that CMB SDs are
an independent and exciting new probe of physics.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the formalism used to describe
SDs, paying special attention to the parameter dependency of the SD shape and amplitude,
before discussing in Section 2.4 several di↵erent mechanisms that can generate SDs. In
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we present the ingredients used for our numerical implementation of
SDs in class, while in Section 3.3 we describe the mock likelihoods that we build to account
for future experiments. In Section 4 we show how this framework can be used to forecast the
sensitivity of parameter reconstruction for di↵erent cosmological models, and we illustrate
the advantage of combining SDs with other cosmological observables. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 5, while the Appendices provide more in-depth details on the SDs
formalism.
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Any excess EM energy dumped by late decaying particles will be  
severely constrained by the above observations  

Figure 4. Heating rate (left panel) and SDs (right panel) caused by DM annihilation (red line)
and decay (green line). The heating rate caused by the dissipation of acoustic waves (black line) is
given as a reference. In the right panel the dot-dashed line represents once more the predicted PIXIE
sensitivity.

Depending on the value of the lifetime, di↵erent approaches can be considered to con-
strain the parameters of the model. In particular, for lifetimes larger than the time of
recombination, ⌧dec � 1013 s, CMB anisotropies are by far the most constraining observation
(see e.g., [160]). Furthermore, for ⌧dec in the range from 0.1 s to ⇡ 108 s, deviations from
BBN predictions have the largest constraining power [161, 162]. However, for lifetimes in the
intermediate range, SDs could be the main source of information [25, 26, 76].

One can define the energy injection rate due to DM decay as

Q̇ = ⇢cdmffracfe↵�dece
��dect . (2.60)

Note that once the age of the universe becomes much larger than the lifetime of the particle,
the exponential term drives the heating to zero, ceasing to perturb the energy density of the
photon bath. The green line in the left panel of Figure 4 shows the heating rate evolution for
some arbitrarily chosen values of (ffrac, �dec), assuming again maximum deposition e�ciency
(fe↵(z) = 1). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Evaporation of Primordial Black Holes

In the last few decades PBHs have attracted particular attention as a possible DM candi-
date (see e.g. [45, 163] for recent reviews, and [99, 160] for further interesting discussions).
Furthermore, according to the formation mechanism that is commonly assumed, their mass
is tightly connected to the shape of the inflationary potential (see e.g. [163] and the many
references listed in Section II therein, as well as [164, 165]). In particular, their abundance is
believed to be intrinsically related to a possible non-Gaussianity of the density perturbations
[166, 167]. Moreover, it has been argued that a potential detection of a PBH might rule out
several WIMP models [168–173].

However, many uncertainties are involved in the modeling of PBHs, especially within the
extent to which one can assume mass monochromaticity, the collapsing process at formation
time, the presence of Hawking radiation, and the accretion mechanism, if present at all. Many
of these open questions could be answered through observing the impact of these di↵erent
assumptions on the thermal history of the universe.
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shown in [152, 153], such second order corrections are negligible, so that we can safely neglect
the spatial extension of the medium.

2.4.4 Heating mechanisms in exotic scenarios

In addition to the the heating rates predicted within the standard cosmological model, many
other e↵ects can be found that predict di↵erent kinds of energy injection or extraction. The
most famous and frequently studied ones depend on the presence of annihilating, decaying, or
interacting DM, but also Primordial Black Hole (PBH) accretion or evaporation, and early
dark energy scenarios that may influence the heating history of the photon bath. In the
following paragraphs we are going to describe a few examples.

Dark matter annihilation

In the case of annihilating DM, the energy injection rate can be written as

Q̇ = ⇢
2

cdm
ffracfe↵

h�vi

M�

⌘ ⇢
2

cdm
pann , (2.59)

where ffrac represents the fraction of annihilating DM with respect to the total DM content,
h�vi is the annihilation cross section, and M� refers to the mass of DM particle. Since the
free parameters fe↵ , ffrac, h�vi and M� are degenerate, they are usually grouped under a
single quantity pann called annihilation e�ciency (e.g. [1, 103, 154, 155]). The red line in
the left panel of Figure 4 shows the evolution of the heating rate �h Q̇ for a given value of
pann and assuming maximum deposition e�ciency, fe↵(z) = 1 (we recall that we use the
GSVI2013 model [103] for the �h). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Note that Equation (2.59) is true only for the case of s-wave annihilation. If we wanted
to consider an annihilating DM with p-wave annihilation cross-section h�vi / (1 + z) we
would have to introduce additional powers of (1+z) (for more in-depth discussions regarding
the origin of this factor see e.g., [39, 156–158]). However, in this case, reference [39] has
shown that BBN and light element abundances set much stronger bounds on the annihilation
e�ciency than SDs. Therefore, we will not discuss this class of models any further.

Another limitation of the model is given by the clustering of DM [155, 159]. In fact, as
also argued in [38], at low redshifts the averaged squared DM density h⇢

2

cdm
i is enhanced by

a so-called clustering boost factor B(z). However, this factor is negligible when investigating
SDs, as in our case, and we will not take it into consideration for the following discussions.
The factor is, nonetheless, implemented in the code.

Note that assuming a PIXIE detection threshold and all DM annihilating into EM
particles only with maximum e�ciency, i.e. assuming a constant value of fe↵(z) = 1, the
constraint on pann from SDs would be on the order of 5 ⇥ 10�27 cm3

/(s GeV), which is still
about one order of magnitude worse than the current constraint given by Planck, which is
fe↵(z = 600) pann < 3.2 ⇥ 10�28 cm3

/(s GeV) at 95% CL [1].

Dark matter decay

Another way to transfer energy from the dark sector to photons and baryons is through the
decay of unstable dark matter relics. One can assume that some fraction of the DM decays
with a given lifetime ⌧dec and a corresponding decay width �dec = 1/⌧dec.
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Spectral distortions at different cosmological epochs. At very early times, with redshift 
, any injection of energy emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. As the age of

the Universe increases, the processes that lead to thermalization of CMB distortions to a blackbody
become less efficient (bremsstrahlung and double Compton scattering when , Compton
scattering when ). The spectral distortions also interplay with distinguished epochs of cosmic
history such as reionization, recombination and Big Bang nucleosynthesis as shown. Specifically,
during the recombination epoch (  years after the Big Bang), the cosmological
recombination lines are imprinted on the CMB as a result of non-equilibrium atomic processes during
that era [2]

The spectral distortion in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) looks
different depending on the moment in the universe's history where this black body
was modified. At very early times where , any injection of energy
emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. If the energy injection is later
(still very early in the Universe's history), we see the shape of the - distortion,
whereas we can see a sharper fluctuation at later times, associated with -
distortion. Here some energy is injected into the CMB at time defined by the
redshift  with the resultant distortion being plotted.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

CMB spectral distortions are tiny departures of the average cosmic microwave background (CMB) frequency spectrum from the predictions given by a
perfect black body. They can be produced by a number of standard and non-standard processes occurring at the early stages of cosmic history, and
therefore allow us to probe the standard picture of cosmology. Importantly, the CMB frequency spectrum and its distortions should not be confused with the
CMB anisotropy power spectrum, which relates to spatial fluctuations of the CMB temperature in different directions of the sky.[1]

Overview [ edit ]

The energy spectrum of the CMB is extremely close to that of
a perfect blackbody with a temperature of .[3][4]

This is expected because in the early Universe matter and
radiation are in thermal equilibrium. However, at redshifts 

, several mechanisms, both standard and non-
standard, can modify the CMB spectrum and introduce
departures from a blackbody spectrum. These departures
are commonly referred to as CMB spectral distortions and
mostly concern the average CMB spectrum across the full
sky (i.e., the CMB monopole spectrum).

Spectral distortions are created by processes that drive
matter and radiation out of equilibrium. One important
scenario relates to spectral distortions from early energy
injection, for instance, by decaying particles, primordial black
hole evaporation or the dissipation of acoustic waves set up
by inflation. In this process, the baryons heat up and transfer
some of their excess energy to the ambient CMB photon
bath via Compton scattering. Depending on the moment of
injection, this causes a distortion, which can be characterized
using so-called - and -type distortion spectra. The
dimensionless  and -parameters are a measure for the
total amount of energy that was injected into the CMB. CMB
spectral distortions therefore provide a powerful probe of
early-universe physics and even deliver crude estimates for
the epoch at which the injection occurred.[5]

The current best observational limits set in the 1990s by COBE-satellite/FIRAS-instrument (COBE/FIRAS) are  and  at
95% confidence level. Within CDM we expect  and , signals that have come into reach of current-day technology (see
§ Experimental and observational challenges). Richer distortion signals, going beyond the classical  and  distortions, can be created by photon injection
processes, relativistic electron distributions and during the gradual transition between the  and -distortion eras. The cosmological recombination
radiation (CRR) is a prime example within CDM that is created by photon injection from the recombining hydrogen and helium plasma around redshifts of

.

History [ edit ]

The first considerations of spectral distortions to the CMB go back to the early days of CMB cosmology starting with the seminal papers of Yakov B.
Zeldovich and Rashid Sunyaev in 1969 and 1970. These works appeared just a few years after the first detection of the CMB by Arno Allan Penzias and
Robert Woodrow Wilson and its interpretation as the echo of the Big Bang by Robert H. Dicke and his team in 1965.[6][7] These findings constitute one of
the most important pillars of Big Bang cosmology, which predicts the blackbody nature of the CMB. However, as shown by Zeldovich and Sunyaev, energy
exchange with moving electrons can cause spectral distortions.

The pioneering analytical studies of Zeldovich and Sunyaev were later complemented by the numerical investigations of Illarionov and Sunyaev in the
1970’s. These treated the thermalization problem including Compton scattering and the Bremsstrahlung process for a single release of energy. In 1982, the
importance of double Compton emission as a source of photons at high redshifts was recognized by Danese and de Zotti. Modern considerations of CMB
spectral distortions started with the works of Burigana, Danese and de Zotti and Hu, Silk and Scott in the early 1990’s.

After COBE/FIRAS provided stringent limits on the CMB spectrum, essentially ruling out distortions at the level , the interest in CMB
spectral distortions decreased. In 2011, PIXIE[8] was proposed to NASA as a mid-Ex satellite mission, providing first strong motivation to revisit the theory
of spectral distortions. Although no successor of COBE/FIRAS has been funded so far, this led to a renaissance of CMB spectral distortions with numerous
theoretical studies and the design of novel experimental concepts [9]

Thermalisation physics [ edit ]

In the cosmological 'thermalization problem', three main eras are distinguished:
the thermalization or temperature-era, the -era and the -era, each with
slightly different physical conditions due to the change in the density and
temperature of particles caused by the Hubble expansion.

Thermalization era [ edit ]

In the very early stages of cosmic history (up until a few months after the Big
Bang), photons and baryons[10] are efficiently coupled by scattering processes
and, therefore, are in full thermodynamic equilibrium. Energy that is injected
into the medium is rapidly redistributed among the photons, mainly by
Compton scattering, while the photon number density is adjusted by photon
non-conserving processes, such as double Compton and thermal
Bremsstrahlung. This allows the photon field to quickly relax back to a
Planckian distribution, even if for a very short phase a spectral distortion
appears. Observations today cannot tell the difference in this case, as there is
no independent cosmological prediction for the CMB monopole
temperature.[11] This regime is frequently referred to as the thermalization or
temperature era and ends at redshift .

µ-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts between  and , efficient energy exchange through
Compton scattering continues to establish kinetic equilibrium between matter and radiation, but photon number changing processes stop being efficient.
Since the photon number density is conserved but the energy density is modified, photons gain an effective non-zero chemical potential, acquiring a Bose-
Einstein distribution. This distinct type of distortion is called -distortion after the chemical potential known from standard thermodynamics.[12] The value
for the chemical potential can be estimated by combining the photon energy density and number density constraints from before and after the energy
injection. This yields the well-known expression,[13]

where  determines the total energy that is injected into the CMB photon field. With respect to the equilibrium blackbody spectrum, the -distortion is
characterized by a deficit of photons at low frequencies and an increment at high frequencies. The distortion changes sign at a frequency of 
, allowing us to distinguish it observationally from the -type distortion.

-distortion signals can be created by decaying particles, evaporating primordial black holes, primordial magnetic fields and other non-standard physics
examples. Within CDM cosmology, the adiabatic cooling of matter and dissipation of acoustic waves set up by inflation cause a -distortion with 

. This signal can be used as a powerful test for inflation, as it is sensitive to the amplitude of density fluctuations at scales corresponding to
physical scales of  (i.e., dwarf galaxies). By combining COBE’s measurements of the large-scale CMB anisotropies with the -distortion
constraint, the first limits on the small-scale power spectrum could be obtained well-before direct measurements became possible [14]

y-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts , also Compton scattering becomes inefficient. The plasma has a temperature of , such that CMB photons are
boosted via non-relativistic Compton scattering, giving rise to a -distortion. Again, by considering the total energetics of the problem and using photon
number conservation, one can obtain the estimate[15]

The name for the -distortion simply stems from the choice of dimensionless variables in the seminal paper of Zeldovich and Sunyaev, 1969.[15] There, the
energy injection caused by the hot electrons residing inside clusters of galaxies was considered and the associated effect is more commonly referred to as
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect. Like for the -distortion, in principle many non-standard physics examples can cause -type distortions.
However, the largest contribution to the all-sky -distortion stems from the cumulative cluster SZ signal, which provides a way to constrain the amount of
hot gas in the Universe. While at , the cosmic plasma on average has a low temperature, electrons inside galaxy clusters can reach temperatures
of a few keV. In this case, the scattering electrons can have speeds of , such that relativistic corrections to the Compton process become
relevant. These relativistic corrections carry information of electron temperatures which can be used as a measure for the cluster energetics.[16]

Beyond µ and y distortions [ edit ]

The classical studies mainly considered energy release (i.e., heating) as a source of distortions. However, recent work has shown that richer signals can
be created by direct photon injection and non-thermal electron populations, both processes that appear in connection with decaying or annihilating
particles. Similarly, it was demonstrated that the transition between the  and -eras is more gradual and that the distortion shape is not simply given by a
sum of - and . All these effects could allow us to differentiate observationally between a wide range of scenarios, as additional time-dependent
information can be extracted.

Cosmological recombination radiation (CRR) [ edit ]

About 280,000 years after the Big Bang, electrons and protons became bound into electrically neutral atoms as the Universe expanded. In cosmology, this
is known as recombination and preludes the decoupling of the CMB photons from matter before they free stream throughout the Universe around 380,000
years after the Big Bang. Within the energy levels of hydrogen and helium atoms, various interactions take place, both collisional and radiative. The line
emission arising from these processes is injected into the CMB, showing as small distortions to the CMB blackbody commonly referred to as the
cosmological recombination radiation (CRR). The specific spectral shape of this distortion is directly related to the redshift at which this emission takes
place, freezing the distortion in time over the microwave frequency bands. Since the distortion signal arises from the hydrogen and two helium
recombination eras, this gives us a unique probe of the pre-recombination Universe that allows us to peek behind the last scattering surface that we
observe using the CMB anisotropies.[2] It gives us a unique way to constrain the primordial amount of helium in the early Universe, before recombination,
and measure the early expansion rate.

Experimental and observational challenges [ edit ]

The expected Lambda-CDM (LCDM) distortion signals are small -- The largest distortion, arising from the cumulative flux of all hot gas in the Universe, has
an amplitude that is about one order of magnitude below the limits of COBE/FIRAS. While this is considered to be an ‘easy’ target, the cosmological
recombination radiation (CRR), as the smallest expected signal, has an amplitude that is another factor of  smaller. All LCDM distortions are
furthermore obscured by large Galactic and extragalactic foreground emissions (e.g., dust, synchrotron and free-free emission, cosmic infrared
background), and for observations from the ground or balloons, atmospheric emission poses another hurdle to overcome.

A detection of the LCDM distortions therefore requires novel experimental approaches that provide unprecedented sensitivity, spectral coverage, control of
systematics and the capabilities to accurately remove foregrounds. Building on the design of FIRAS and experience with ARCADE, this has led to several
spectrometer concepts to observe from space (PIXIE, PRISM, PRISTINE, SuperPIXIE and Voyage2050),[8][2] balloon (BISOU) and the ground (APSERa
and Cosmo at Dome-C, TMS at Teide Observatory). These are all designed to reach important milestones towards a detection of CMB distortions. As an
ultimate frontier, a full characterization and exploitation of the cosmological recombination signal could be achieved by using a coordinated international
experimental campaign, potentially including an observatory on the moon [17]

In June 2021, the European Space Agency unveiled its plans for the future L-class missions as part of Voyage 2050 with a chance for `high precision
spectroscopy` for the new early universe part of their strategy, opening the door for spectral distortions telescopes for the future.[18]
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Spectral distortions at different cosmological epochs. At very early times, with redshift 
, any injection of energy emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. As the age of

the Universe increases, the processes that lead to thermalization of CMB distortions to a blackbody
become less efficient (bremsstrahlung and double Compton scattering when , Compton
scattering when ). The spectral distortions also interplay with distinguished epochs of cosmic
history such as reionization, recombination and Big Bang nucleosynthesis as shown. Specifically,
during the recombination epoch (  years after the Big Bang), the cosmological
recombination lines are imprinted on the CMB as a result of non-equilibrium atomic processes during
that era [2]

The spectral distortion in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) looks
different depending on the moment in the universe's history where this black body
was modified. At very early times where , any injection of energy
emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. If the energy injection is later
(still very early in the Universe's history), we see the shape of the - distortion,
whereas we can see a sharper fluctuation at later times, associated with -
distortion. Here some energy is injected into the CMB at time defined by the
redshift  with the resultant distortion being plotted.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

CMB spectral distortions are tiny departures of the average cosmic microwave background (CMB) frequency spectrum from the predictions given by a
perfect black body. They can be produced by a number of standard and non-standard processes occurring at the early stages of cosmic history, and
therefore allow us to probe the standard picture of cosmology. Importantly, the CMB frequency spectrum and its distortions should not be confused with the
CMB anisotropy power spectrum, which relates to spatial fluctuations of the CMB temperature in different directions of the sky.[1]

Overview [ edit ]

The energy spectrum of the CMB is extremely close to that of
a perfect blackbody with a temperature of .[3][4]

This is expected because in the early Universe matter and
radiation are in thermal equilibrium. However, at redshifts 

, several mechanisms, both standard and non-
standard, can modify the CMB spectrum and introduce
departures from a blackbody spectrum. These departures
are commonly referred to as CMB spectral distortions and
mostly concern the average CMB spectrum across the full
sky (i.e., the CMB monopole spectrum).

Spectral distortions are created by processes that drive
matter and radiation out of equilibrium. One important
scenario relates to spectral distortions from early energy
injection, for instance, by decaying particles, primordial black
hole evaporation or the dissipation of acoustic waves set up
by inflation. In this process, the baryons heat up and transfer
some of their excess energy to the ambient CMB photon
bath via Compton scattering. Depending on the moment of
injection, this causes a distortion, which can be characterized
using so-called - and -type distortion spectra. The
dimensionless  and -parameters are a measure for the
total amount of energy that was injected into the CMB. CMB
spectral distortions therefore provide a powerful probe of
early-universe physics and even deliver crude estimates for
the epoch at which the injection occurred.[5]

The current best observational limits set in the 1990s by COBE-satellite/FIRAS-instrument (COBE/FIRAS) are  and  at
95% confidence level. Within CDM we expect  and , signals that have come into reach of current-day technology (see
§ Experimental and observational challenges). Richer distortion signals, going beyond the classical  and  distortions, can be created by photon injection
processes, relativistic electron distributions and during the gradual transition between the  and -distortion eras. The cosmological recombination
radiation (CRR) is a prime example within CDM that is created by photon injection from the recombining hydrogen and helium plasma around redshifts of

.

History [ edit ]

The first considerations of spectral distortions to the CMB go back to the early days of CMB cosmology starting with the seminal papers of Yakov B.
Zeldovich and Rashid Sunyaev in 1969 and 1970. These works appeared just a few years after the first detection of the CMB by Arno Allan Penzias and
Robert Woodrow Wilson and its interpretation as the echo of the Big Bang by Robert H. Dicke and his team in 1965.[6][7] These findings constitute one of
the most important pillars of Big Bang cosmology, which predicts the blackbody nature of the CMB. However, as shown by Zeldovich and Sunyaev, energy
exchange with moving electrons can cause spectral distortions.

The pioneering analytical studies of Zeldovich and Sunyaev were later complemented by the numerical investigations of Illarionov and Sunyaev in the
1970’s. These treated the thermalization problem including Compton scattering and the Bremsstrahlung process for a single release of energy. In 1982, the
importance of double Compton emission as a source of photons at high redshifts was recognized by Danese and de Zotti. Modern considerations of CMB
spectral distortions started with the works of Burigana, Danese and de Zotti and Hu, Silk and Scott in the early 1990’s.

After COBE/FIRAS provided stringent limits on the CMB spectrum, essentially ruling out distortions at the level , the interest in CMB
spectral distortions decreased. In 2011, PIXIE[8] was proposed to NASA as a mid-Ex satellite mission, providing first strong motivation to revisit the theory
of spectral distortions. Although no successor of COBE/FIRAS has been funded so far, this led to a renaissance of CMB spectral distortions with numerous
theoretical studies and the design of novel experimental concepts [9]

Thermalisation physics [ edit ]

In the cosmological 'thermalization problem', three main eras are distinguished:
the thermalization or temperature-era, the -era and the -era, each with
slightly different physical conditions due to the change in the density and
temperature of particles caused by the Hubble expansion.

Thermalization era [ edit ]

In the very early stages of cosmic history (up until a few months after the Big
Bang), photons and baryons[10] are efficiently coupled by scattering processes
and, therefore, are in full thermodynamic equilibrium. Energy that is injected
into the medium is rapidly redistributed among the photons, mainly by
Compton scattering, while the photon number density is adjusted by photon
non-conserving processes, such as double Compton and thermal
Bremsstrahlung. This allows the photon field to quickly relax back to a
Planckian distribution, even if for a very short phase a spectral distortion
appears. Observations today cannot tell the difference in this case, as there is
no independent cosmological prediction for the CMB monopole
temperature.[11] This regime is frequently referred to as the thermalization or
temperature era and ends at redshift .

µ-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts between  and , efficient energy exchange through
Compton scattering continues to establish kinetic equilibrium between matter and radiation, but photon number changing processes stop being efficient.
Since the photon number density is conserved but the energy density is modified, photons gain an effective non-zero chemical potential, acquiring a Bose-
Einstein distribution. This distinct type of distortion is called -distortion after the chemical potential known from standard thermodynamics.[12] The value
for the chemical potential can be estimated by combining the photon energy density and number density constraints from before and after the energy
injection. This yields the well-known expression,[13]

where  determines the total energy that is injected into the CMB photon field. With respect to the equilibrium blackbody spectrum, the -distortion is
characterized by a deficit of photons at low frequencies and an increment at high frequencies. The distortion changes sign at a frequency of 
, allowing us to distinguish it observationally from the -type distortion.

-distortion signals can be created by decaying particles, evaporating primordial black holes, primordial magnetic fields and other non-standard physics
examples. Within CDM cosmology, the adiabatic cooling of matter and dissipation of acoustic waves set up by inflation cause a -distortion with 

. This signal can be used as a powerful test for inflation, as it is sensitive to the amplitude of density fluctuations at scales corresponding to
physical scales of  (i.e., dwarf galaxies). By combining COBE’s measurements of the large-scale CMB anisotropies with the -distortion
constraint, the first limits on the small-scale power spectrum could be obtained well-before direct measurements became possible [14]

y-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts , also Compton scattering becomes inefficient. The plasma has a temperature of , such that CMB photons are
boosted via non-relativistic Compton scattering, giving rise to a -distortion. Again, by considering the total energetics of the problem and using photon
number conservation, one can obtain the estimate[15]

The name for the -distortion simply stems from the choice of dimensionless variables in the seminal paper of Zeldovich and Sunyaev, 1969.[15] There, the
energy injection caused by the hot electrons residing inside clusters of galaxies was considered and the associated effect is more commonly referred to as
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect. Like for the -distortion, in principle many non-standard physics examples can cause -type distortions.
However, the largest contribution to the all-sky -distortion stems from the cumulative cluster SZ signal, which provides a way to constrain the amount of
hot gas in the Universe. While at , the cosmic plasma on average has a low temperature, electrons inside galaxy clusters can reach temperatures
of a few keV. In this case, the scattering electrons can have speeds of , such that relativistic corrections to the Compton process become
relevant. These relativistic corrections carry information of electron temperatures which can be used as a measure for the cluster energetics.[16]

Beyond µ and y distortions [ edit ]

The classical studies mainly considered energy release (i.e., heating) as a source of distortions. However, recent work has shown that richer signals can
be created by direct photon injection and non-thermal electron populations, both processes that appear in connection with decaying or annihilating
particles. Similarly, it was demonstrated that the transition between the  and -eras is more gradual and that the distortion shape is not simply given by a
sum of - and . All these effects could allow us to differentiate observationally between a wide range of scenarios, as additional time-dependent
information can be extracted.

Cosmological recombination radiation (CRR) [ edit ]

About 280,000 years after the Big Bang, electrons and protons became bound into electrically neutral atoms as the Universe expanded. In cosmology, this
is known as recombination and preludes the decoupling of the CMB photons from matter before they free stream throughout the Universe around 380,000
years after the Big Bang. Within the energy levels of hydrogen and helium atoms, various interactions take place, both collisional and radiative. The line
emission arising from these processes is injected into the CMB, showing as small distortions to the CMB blackbody commonly referred to as the
cosmological recombination radiation (CRR). The specific spectral shape of this distortion is directly related to the redshift at which this emission takes
place, freezing the distortion in time over the microwave frequency bands. Since the distortion signal arises from the hydrogen and two helium
recombination eras, this gives us a unique probe of the pre-recombination Universe that allows us to peek behind the last scattering surface that we
observe using the CMB anisotropies.[2] It gives us a unique way to constrain the primordial amount of helium in the early Universe, before recombination,
and measure the early expansion rate.

Experimental and observational challenges [ edit ]

The expected Lambda-CDM (LCDM) distortion signals are small -- The largest distortion, arising from the cumulative flux of all hot gas in the Universe, has
an amplitude that is about one order of magnitude below the limits of COBE/FIRAS. While this is considered to be an ‘easy’ target, the cosmological
recombination radiation (CRR), as the smallest expected signal, has an amplitude that is another factor of  smaller. All LCDM distortions are
furthermore obscured by large Galactic and extragalactic foreground emissions (e.g., dust, synchrotron and free-free emission, cosmic infrared
background), and for observations from the ground or balloons, atmospheric emission poses another hurdle to overcome.

A detection of the LCDM distortions therefore requires novel experimental approaches that provide unprecedented sensitivity, spectral coverage, control of
systematics and the capabilities to accurately remove foregrounds. Building on the design of FIRAS and experience with ARCADE, this has led to several
spectrometer concepts to observe from space (PIXIE, PRISM, PRISTINE, SuperPIXIE and Voyage2050),[8][2] balloon (BISOU) and the ground (APSERa
and Cosmo at Dome-C, TMS at Teide Observatory). These are all designed to reach important milestones towards a detection of CMB distortions. As an
ultimate frontier, a full characterization and exploitation of the cosmological recombination signal could be achieved by using a coordinated international
experimental campaign, potentially including an observatory on the moon [17]

In June 2021, the European Space Agency unveiled its plans for the future L-class missions as part of Voyage 2050 with a chance for `high precision
spectroscopy` for the new early universe part of their strategy, opening the door for spectral distortions telescopes for the future.[18]
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Spectral distortions at different cosmological epochs. At very early times, with redshift 
, any injection of energy emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. As the age of

the Universe increases, the processes that lead to thermalization of CMB distortions to a blackbody
become less efficient (bremsstrahlung and double Compton scattering when , Compton
scattering when ). The spectral distortions also interplay with distinguished epochs of cosmic
history such as reionization, recombination and Big Bang nucleosynthesis as shown. Specifically,
during the recombination epoch (  years after the Big Bang), the cosmological
recombination lines are imprinted on the CMB as a result of non-equilibrium atomic processes during
that era [2]

The spectral distortion in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) looks
different depending on the moment in the universe's history where this black body
was modified. At very early times where , any injection of energy
emerges as a temperature shift in the black body. If the energy injection is later
(still very early in the Universe's history), we see the shape of the - distortion,
whereas we can see a sharper fluctuation at later times, associated with -
distortion. Here some energy is injected into the CMB at time defined by the
redshift  with the resultant distortion being plotted.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

CMB spectral distortions are tiny departures of the average cosmic microwave background (CMB) frequency spectrum from the predictions given by a
perfect black body. They can be produced by a number of standard and non-standard processes occurring at the early stages of cosmic history, and
therefore allow us to probe the standard picture of cosmology. Importantly, the CMB frequency spectrum and its distortions should not be confused with the
CMB anisotropy power spectrum, which relates to spatial fluctuations of the CMB temperature in different directions of the sky.[1]

Overview [ edit ]

The energy spectrum of the CMB is extremely close to that of
a perfect blackbody with a temperature of .[3][4]

This is expected because in the early Universe matter and
radiation are in thermal equilibrium. However, at redshifts 

, several mechanisms, both standard and non-
standard, can modify the CMB spectrum and introduce
departures from a blackbody spectrum. These departures
are commonly referred to as CMB spectral distortions and
mostly concern the average CMB spectrum across the full
sky (i.e., the CMB monopole spectrum).

Spectral distortions are created by processes that drive
matter and radiation out of equilibrium. One important
scenario relates to spectral distortions from early energy
injection, for instance, by decaying particles, primordial black
hole evaporation or the dissipation of acoustic waves set up
by inflation. In this process, the baryons heat up and transfer
some of their excess energy to the ambient CMB photon
bath via Compton scattering. Depending on the moment of
injection, this causes a distortion, which can be characterized
using so-called - and -type distortion spectra. The
dimensionless  and -parameters are a measure for the
total amount of energy that was injected into the CMB. CMB
spectral distortions therefore provide a powerful probe of
early-universe physics and even deliver crude estimates for
the epoch at which the injection occurred.[5]

The current best observational limits set in the 1990s by COBE-satellite/FIRAS-instrument (COBE/FIRAS) are  and  at
95% confidence level. Within CDM we expect  and , signals that have come into reach of current-day technology (see
§ Experimental and observational challenges). Richer distortion signals, going beyond the classical  and  distortions, can be created by photon injection
processes, relativistic electron distributions and during the gradual transition between the  and -distortion eras. The cosmological recombination
radiation (CRR) is a prime example within CDM that is created by photon injection from the recombining hydrogen and helium plasma around redshifts of

.

History [ edit ]

The first considerations of spectral distortions to the CMB go back to the early days of CMB cosmology starting with the seminal papers of Yakov B.
Zeldovich and Rashid Sunyaev in 1969 and 1970. These works appeared just a few years after the first detection of the CMB by Arno Allan Penzias and
Robert Woodrow Wilson and its interpretation as the echo of the Big Bang by Robert H. Dicke and his team in 1965.[6][7] These findings constitute one of
the most important pillars of Big Bang cosmology, which predicts the blackbody nature of the CMB. However, as shown by Zeldovich and Sunyaev, energy
exchange with moving electrons can cause spectral distortions.

The pioneering analytical studies of Zeldovich and Sunyaev were later complemented by the numerical investigations of Illarionov and Sunyaev in the
1970’s. These treated the thermalization problem including Compton scattering and the Bremsstrahlung process for a single release of energy. In 1982, the
importance of double Compton emission as a source of photons at high redshifts was recognized by Danese and de Zotti. Modern considerations of CMB
spectral distortions started with the works of Burigana, Danese and de Zotti and Hu, Silk and Scott in the early 1990’s.

After COBE/FIRAS provided stringent limits on the CMB spectrum, essentially ruling out distortions at the level , the interest in CMB
spectral distortions decreased. In 2011, PIXIE[8] was proposed to NASA as a mid-Ex satellite mission, providing first strong motivation to revisit the theory
of spectral distortions. Although no successor of COBE/FIRAS has been funded so far, this led to a renaissance of CMB spectral distortions with numerous
theoretical studies and the design of novel experimental concepts [9]

Thermalisation physics [ edit ]

In the cosmological 'thermalization problem', three main eras are distinguished:
the thermalization or temperature-era, the -era and the -era, each with
slightly different physical conditions due to the change in the density and
temperature of particles caused by the Hubble expansion.

Thermalization era [ edit ]

In the very early stages of cosmic history (up until a few months after the Big
Bang), photons and baryons[10] are efficiently coupled by scattering processes
and, therefore, are in full thermodynamic equilibrium. Energy that is injected
into the medium is rapidly redistributed among the photons, mainly by
Compton scattering, while the photon number density is adjusted by photon
non-conserving processes, such as double Compton and thermal
Bremsstrahlung. This allows the photon field to quickly relax back to a
Planckian distribution, even if for a very short phase a spectral distortion
appears. Observations today cannot tell the difference in this case, as there is
no independent cosmological prediction for the CMB monopole
temperature.[11] This regime is frequently referred to as the thermalization or
temperature era and ends at redshift .

µ-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts between  and , efficient energy exchange through
Compton scattering continues to establish kinetic equilibrium between matter and radiation, but photon number changing processes stop being efficient.
Since the photon number density is conserved but the energy density is modified, photons gain an effective non-zero chemical potential, acquiring a Bose-
Einstein distribution. This distinct type of distortion is called -distortion after the chemical potential known from standard thermodynamics.[12] The value
for the chemical potential can be estimated by combining the photon energy density and number density constraints from before and after the energy
injection. This yields the well-known expression,[13]

where  determines the total energy that is injected into the CMB photon field. With respect to the equilibrium blackbody spectrum, the -distortion is
characterized by a deficit of photons at low frequencies and an increment at high frequencies. The distortion changes sign at a frequency of 
, allowing us to distinguish it observationally from the -type distortion.

-distortion signals can be created by decaying particles, evaporating primordial black holes, primordial magnetic fields and other non-standard physics
examples. Within CDM cosmology, the adiabatic cooling of matter and dissipation of acoustic waves set up by inflation cause a -distortion with 

. This signal can be used as a powerful test for inflation, as it is sensitive to the amplitude of density fluctuations at scales corresponding to
physical scales of  (i.e., dwarf galaxies). By combining COBE’s measurements of the large-scale CMB anisotropies with the -distortion
constraint, the first limits on the small-scale power spectrum could be obtained well-before direct measurements became possible [14]

y-distortion era [ edit ]

At redshifts , also Compton scattering becomes inefficient. The plasma has a temperature of , such that CMB photons are
boosted via non-relativistic Compton scattering, giving rise to a -distortion. Again, by considering the total energetics of the problem and using photon
number conservation, one can obtain the estimate[15]

The name for the -distortion simply stems from the choice of dimensionless variables in the seminal paper of Zeldovich and Sunyaev, 1969.[15] There, the
energy injection caused by the hot electrons residing inside clusters of galaxies was considered and the associated effect is more commonly referred to as
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect. Like for the -distortion, in principle many non-standard physics examples can cause -type distortions.
However, the largest contribution to the all-sky -distortion stems from the cumulative cluster SZ signal, which provides a way to constrain the amount of
hot gas in the Universe. While at , the cosmic plasma on average has a low temperature, electrons inside galaxy clusters can reach temperatures
of a few keV. In this case, the scattering electrons can have speeds of , such that relativistic corrections to the Compton process become
relevant. These relativistic corrections carry information of electron temperatures which can be used as a measure for the cluster energetics.[16]

Beyond µ and y distortions [ edit ]

The classical studies mainly considered energy release (i.e., heating) as a source of distortions. However, recent work has shown that richer signals can
be created by direct photon injection and non-thermal electron populations, both processes that appear in connection with decaying or annihilating
particles. Similarly, it was demonstrated that the transition between the  and -eras is more gradual and that the distortion shape is not simply given by a
sum of - and . All these effects could allow us to differentiate observationally between a wide range of scenarios, as additional time-dependent
information can be extracted.

Cosmological recombination radiation (CRR) [ edit ]

About 280,000 years after the Big Bang, electrons and protons became bound into electrically neutral atoms as the Universe expanded. In cosmology, this
is known as recombination and preludes the decoupling of the CMB photons from matter before they free stream throughout the Universe around 380,000
years after the Big Bang. Within the energy levels of hydrogen and helium atoms, various interactions take place, both collisional and radiative. The line
emission arising from these processes is injected into the CMB, showing as small distortions to the CMB blackbody commonly referred to as the
cosmological recombination radiation (CRR). The specific spectral shape of this distortion is directly related to the redshift at which this emission takes
place, freezing the distortion in time over the microwave frequency bands. Since the distortion signal arises from the hydrogen and two helium
recombination eras, this gives us a unique probe of the pre-recombination Universe that allows us to peek behind the last scattering surface that we
observe using the CMB anisotropies.[2] It gives us a unique way to constrain the primordial amount of helium in the early Universe, before recombination,
and measure the early expansion rate.

Experimental and observational challenges [ edit ]

The expected Lambda-CDM (LCDM) distortion signals are small -- The largest distortion, arising from the cumulative flux of all hot gas in the Universe, has
an amplitude that is about one order of magnitude below the limits of COBE/FIRAS. While this is considered to be an ‘easy’ target, the cosmological
recombination radiation (CRR), as the smallest expected signal, has an amplitude that is another factor of  smaller. All LCDM distortions are
furthermore obscured by large Galactic and extragalactic foreground emissions (e.g., dust, synchrotron and free-free emission, cosmic infrared
background), and for observations from the ground or balloons, atmospheric emission poses another hurdle to overcome.

A detection of the LCDM distortions therefore requires novel experimental approaches that provide unprecedented sensitivity, spectral coverage, control of
systematics and the capabilities to accurately remove foregrounds. Building on the design of FIRAS and experience with ARCADE, this has led to several
spectrometer concepts to observe from space (PIXIE, PRISM, PRISTINE, SuperPIXIE and Voyage2050),[8][2] balloon (BISOU) and the ground (APSERa
and Cosmo at Dome-C, TMS at Teide Observatory). These are all designed to reach important milestones towards a detection of CMB distortions. As an
ultimate frontier, a full characterization and exploitation of the cosmological recombination signal could be achieved by using a coordinated international
experimental campaign, potentially including an observatory on the moon [17]

In June 2021, the European Space Agency unveiled its plans for the future L-class missions as part of Voyage 2050 with a chance for `high precision
spectroscopy` for the new early universe part of their strategy, opening the door for spectral distortions telescopes for the future.[18]

See also [ edit ]
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COBE/Firas measurement

Since the pioneering works of the early ’70s [19–22, 61], the theoretical framework sur-
rounding SDs has been developed considerably, with significant progress over the last decade.
In particular, with the development of CosmoTherm [26] it became possible to precisely
compute SD shapes for several physical mechanisms by directly following the full time de-
pendence of the processes involved, which had been approximated in previous numerical
studies (e.g., [24, 25]). It then became possible to build approximate solutions based on
the Green’s function method, which greatly speeds up calculations [26, 62, 63]. A few years
later, several e�cient schemes have been developed to precisely compute other contributions
to SDs like those from non-thermal photon-injection processes [64], the cosmological recombi-
nation radiation (CRR) [65, 66], and late-time contributions from reionization and structure
formation [67, 68].

Thus, today SD theory relies on a remarkably solid analytical and numerical base.
However, the experimental counterpart has unfortunately stayed behind. In fact, the only
observation of the energy power spectrum of CMB photons was conducted in the ’90s by the
COBE/FIRAS satellite at a level of precision such that no SDs were observed [69, 70]. Nev-
ertheless, two important results emerged. First, COBE/FIRAS accurately determined the
average CMB temperature [69–71], which fixes the energy scale for understanding the evolu-
tion of the pre-recombination, radiation-dominated universe. Second, it set upper bounds on
the y and µ parameters describing the final shape of the SDs at approximately |y| < 1.5⇥10�5

and |µ| < 9 ⇥ 10�5 (95% confidence level (CL)), which constrains cosmological models with
exotic energy release at the level �⇢�/⇢� < 6 ⇥ 10�5 (95% CL). Despite their wide-ranging
implications, these values are still too loose to touch on the SDs predicted by the ⇤CDM
model (e.g., [31]). With current technology, significant improvements over the long-standing
COBE/FIRAS bounds could be expected, and even the detection of SDs from ⇤CDM should
be possible [72–74].

In this work we investigate the synergy between CMB anisotropies and SDs, and show
the surprising wealth of information to be gained from futuristic experimental setups, covering
large ranges of parameter space otherwise unconstrained. To achieve this goal, we first
present the implementation of SDs in the Boltzmann code class [75], thus incorporating
the already well developed SD formalism in a general cosmological code, in a fully consistent
way and without redundant steps. This generalizes and improves on similar studies carried
out previously by [39, 76]. We subsequently select a few interesting cosmological scenarios
and perform parameter sensitivity forecasts, to illustrate the synergy between future SD
missions and other cosmological probes. Our results clearly demonstrate that CMB SDs are
an independent and exciting new probe of physics.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the formalism used to describe
SDs, paying special attention to the parameter dependency of the SD shape and amplitude,
before discussing in Section 2.4 several di↵erent mechanisms that can generate SDs. In
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we present the ingredients used for our numerical implementation of
SDs in class, while in Section 3.3 we describe the mock likelihoods that we build to account
for future experiments. In Section 4 we show how this framework can be used to forecast the
sensitivity of parameter reconstruction for di↵erent cosmological models, and we illustrate
the advantage of combining SDs with other cosmological observables. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 5, while the Appendices provide more in-depth details on the SDs
formalism.
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Any excess EM energy dumped by late decaying particles will be  
severely constrained by the above observations  

Figure 4. Heating rate (left panel) and SDs (right panel) caused by DM annihilation (red line)
and decay (green line). The heating rate caused by the dissipation of acoustic waves (black line) is
given as a reference. In the right panel the dot-dashed line represents once more the predicted PIXIE
sensitivity.

Depending on the value of the lifetime, di↵erent approaches can be considered to con-
strain the parameters of the model. In particular, for lifetimes larger than the time of
recombination, ⌧dec � 1013 s, CMB anisotropies are by far the most constraining observation
(see e.g., [160]). Furthermore, for ⌧dec in the range from 0.1 s to ⇡ 108 s, deviations from
BBN predictions have the largest constraining power [161, 162]. However, for lifetimes in the
intermediate range, SDs could be the main source of information [25, 26, 76].

One can define the energy injection rate due to DM decay as

Q̇ = ⇢cdmffracfe↵�dece
��dect . (2.60)

Note that once the age of the universe becomes much larger than the lifetime of the particle,
the exponential term drives the heating to zero, ceasing to perturb the energy density of the
photon bath. The green line in the left panel of Figure 4 shows the heating rate evolution for
some arbitrarily chosen values of (ffrac, �dec), assuming again maximum deposition e�ciency
(fe↵(z) = 1). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Evaporation of Primordial Black Holes

In the last few decades PBHs have attracted particular attention as a possible DM candi-
date (see e.g. [45, 163] for recent reviews, and [99, 160] for further interesting discussions).
Furthermore, according to the formation mechanism that is commonly assumed, their mass
is tightly connected to the shape of the inflationary potential (see e.g. [163] and the many
references listed in Section II therein, as well as [164, 165]). In particular, their abundance is
believed to be intrinsically related to a possible non-Gaussianity of the density perturbations
[166, 167]. Moreover, it has been argued that a potential detection of a PBH might rule out
several WIMP models [168–173].

However, many uncertainties are involved in the modeling of PBHs, especially within the
extent to which one can assume mass monochromaticity, the collapsing process at formation
time, the presence of Hawking radiation, and the accretion mechanism, if present at all. Many
of these open questions could be answered through observing the impact of these di↵erent
assumptions on the thermal history of the universe.
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shown in [152, 153], such second order corrections are negligible, so that we can safely neglect
the spatial extension of the medium.

2.4.4 Heating mechanisms in exotic scenarios

In addition to the the heating rates predicted within the standard cosmological model, many
other e↵ects can be found that predict di↵erent kinds of energy injection or extraction. The
most famous and frequently studied ones depend on the presence of annihilating, decaying, or
interacting DM, but also Primordial Black Hole (PBH) accretion or evaporation, and early
dark energy scenarios that may influence the heating history of the photon bath. In the
following paragraphs we are going to describe a few examples.

Dark matter annihilation

In the case of annihilating DM, the energy injection rate can be written as

Q̇ = ⇢
2

cdm
ffracfe↵

h�vi

M�

⌘ ⇢
2

cdm
pann , (2.59)

where ffrac represents the fraction of annihilating DM with respect to the total DM content,
h�vi is the annihilation cross section, and M� refers to the mass of DM particle. Since the
free parameters fe↵ , ffrac, h�vi and M� are degenerate, they are usually grouped under a
single quantity pann called annihilation e�ciency (e.g. [1, 103, 154, 155]). The red line in
the left panel of Figure 4 shows the evolution of the heating rate �h Q̇ for a given value of
pann and assuming maximum deposition e�ciency, fe↵(z) = 1 (we recall that we use the
GSVI2013 model [103] for the �h). The right panel displays the corresponding SD.

Note that Equation (2.59) is true only for the case of s-wave annihilation. If we wanted
to consider an annihilating DM with p-wave annihilation cross-section h�vi / (1 + z) we
would have to introduce additional powers of (1+z) (for more in-depth discussions regarding
the origin of this factor see e.g., [39, 156–158]). However, in this case, reference [39] has
shown that BBN and light element abundances set much stronger bounds on the annihilation
e�ciency than SDs. Therefore, we will not discuss this class of models any further.

Another limitation of the model is given by the clustering of DM [155, 159]. In fact, as
also argued in [38], at low redshifts the averaged squared DM density h⇢

2

cdm
i is enhanced by

a so-called clustering boost factor B(z). However, this factor is negligible when investigating
SDs, as in our case, and we will not take it into consideration for the following discussions.
The factor is, nonetheless, implemented in the code.

Note that assuming a PIXIE detection threshold and all DM annihilating into EM
particles only with maximum e�ciency, i.e. assuming a constant value of fe↵(z) = 1, the
constraint on pann from SDs would be on the order of 5 ⇥ 10�27 cm3

/(s GeV), which is still
about one order of magnitude worse than the current constraint given by Planck, which is
fe↵(z = 600) pann < 3.2 ⇥ 10�28 cm3

/(s GeV) at 95% CL [1].

Dark matter decay

Another way to transfer energy from the dark sector to photons and baryons is through the
decay of unstable dark matter relics. One can assume that some fraction of the DM decays
with a given lifetime ⌧dec and a corresponding decay width �dec = 1/⌧dec.
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Can Cosmology tell us more about BSM/Dark Matter
BBN Constraints

Production of light elements D, He-3/4,  Li-7 
 A small amount of Be-9, B-10/11 via CNO processes 

Characterized by the Baryon-Photon ratio
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Abstract 

We present several Big Bang Nucleosynthesis constraints on nonequilibrium processes in the Early Universe, representing 
Beyond Standard Model Physics, including neutrino oscillations, processes with considerable lepton asymmetry, with sterile 
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BBN predicted abundances depend on the well measured cross sections of nuclear processes, which have been continuously 
updated. Over 400 nuclear reactions are considered. Modern analyses of nuclear rates for BBN have been provided (NACRE 
compilation of Angulo et al. 1999 [7]! NACRE-II, Xu et al. 2013[8]) and modern BBN codes are used . like  PArthENoPE 
"#$%&'($)*()&+,-).//0!)12'%$3+$2)*()&+,-)./456-)7+(*899:)"78;*<-)./4.6-)#=>?7@)"#$(82A)*()&+,-)./406 [9-12]. BBN predicted 
yields of light elements are compared with their observationally determined abundances.  

      The primordially produced light elements abundances are obtained from observational data from regions  least 
contaminated by stellar evolution and following  account for galactic chemical evolution is provided. D is measured in high 
redshift low-metallicity H clouds which absorb light from background QSA. He-4 is determined from analysis of  emission 
lines in extragalactic H II regions in blue compact galaxies, and the following regression to zero metalicity. Li is measured in 
Population II stars in the spheroid of  the Galaxy, whith extremely low metalicity, compared to the metalicity of the Sun: Z<1/10 
000 ZSun.  The contemporary observational determination  of the primordial abundance of D reads (Cooke et al., 2017)[13]: 

                             BCDE".,F.5G0.03) 10-5. 
 
Recent He-4 primordial mass fraction determined with  
high  accuracy is (Particle Data group 2019))[6]:   
                             YpE/-.HF! 0,003 .   
 
The primordial  Li is (Sbordone et al. (2010))[14]:                          
                             I$CDE"4,F0G0.31) 10-10.    
 
It is by a factor of 3 less than the BBN predicted value. This Li-7 problem is considered as an indication for BSM physics. 

A recent review on Li problem is presented in ref. (Vinay Singh et al, 2017, see also A. Coc, 2016)[15,16]. 
   The remarkable concordance between the predicted by BBN theory abundances and the determined from observational 

data allows to use  BBN as the earliest test for BSM physics, corresponding to energy range (1 MeV- 10 KeV).   
 

BBN is sensitive to the expansion rate H(t),  which at the RD stage  is parametrized by Neff ,  where H(t) E)"0CJ"G#)1/2 

KEKL+KM 
 

 
and to the lepton asymmetry L parameterized by the degeneracy parameter  N . 
In  standard BBN it is assumed that NeffEJ,/HO)&'P NE/. Both D and He-4 produced primordially depend on H(t),   and are 

used to constrain Neff (G. Steigman,  2012!)?&'3&'2)*()&+-)./4.6[18,17]. CMB provides complimentary bounds, which recently 
have become comparable in accuracy with the BBN ones. 

A recent stringent BBN constraint reads (Pitrou et al. (2018))[4]: 
                                      NQff E.,00+0.27-0.27   (68%). 
 
It is in good agreement with the CMB constraint (Planck Collaboration 2018+ lensing + BAO)  :  
                        
                                 NQff E.,RR+0.34-0.34   (95%)      
          
A considerable reduction of the error  was reached by using the updated Planck results plus D plus He-4 data (Pitrou et al. 

2018)[4]: 
                    NQff EJ,/4+0.15-0.15   (95% Planck+D+He-4)   

Additional relativistic during BBN sterile neutrino !s is strongly constrained. The BBN cosmological bounds on Neff   are used 
also to constrain different models of beyond SM physics which introduce additional light species during the BBN epoch. Just 
to mension some of them: supersymmetric models , which introduce the lightest particle (neutralino or gravitino), string theory, 
extradimensions theories, GUT models with right handed neutrinos, etc. 

       BBN is sensitive to lepton asymmetry  (Wagoner et al. (1967)).  L increases the radiation energy density by 
 
 

and speeds the Universe expansion,  delays of matter/radiation equality epoch, thus influences BBN, CMB, evolution of 
perturbations i.e. LSS (Lesgourgues&Pastor 1999)[13].  
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Any excess energy injection at late times can alter the predictions of BBN, 
primarily by photodissociation of  light elements

Lyman-alpha Constraints

If a relativistic relic is produced deep in radiation dominated epoch  Denisty perturbations of these particles suppresed for scales below 
Their free streaming length 
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
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. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104
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we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal
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. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104
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seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
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al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]

whose width is given by [5]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2

�0
1
�m

2
G̃

)/(2m�0
1
),

is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
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SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.
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cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)
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The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
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ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
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straints.
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0
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0
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wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
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annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama  2003, Feng++ 2004, 2005 
 Pospelov, Ritz, Voloshin 2008  +many more
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LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
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itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
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they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
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rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.
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cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
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tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
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duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
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and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
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tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

Spin-3/2 Superpartners of  gravitons
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
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the above constraints lead to m�0
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� 34 GeV [30]. The
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SuperWIMPS
Models of SuperWIMPS

Consider a frozen-out NLSP neutralino with (possibly) the right relic abundance decays late to LSPs 

Example 1 : Gravitinos

2

parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama  2003, Feng++ 2004, 2005 
 Pospelov, Ritz, Voloshin 2008  +many more
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from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
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1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama  2003, Feng++ 2004, 2005 
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
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LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,
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In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
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Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
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ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
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and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
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ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
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In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]

whose width is given by [5]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2

�0
1
�m

2
G̃

)/(2m�0
1
),

is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
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Spin-3/2 Superpartners of  gravitons

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
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0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.
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BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
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1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
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denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
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1. Note
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B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/
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F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the
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Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
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where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,
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annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
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1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !
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B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/
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F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the
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breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,
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SuperWIMPS
Models of SuperWIMPS

Consider a frozen-out NLSP neutralino with (possibly) the right relic abundance decays late to LSPs 

Example 1 : Gravitinos

2

parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama  2003, Feng++ 2004, 2005 
 Pospelov, Ritz, Voloshin 2008  +many more
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LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
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ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

2

parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this
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superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
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out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
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subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
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strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
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and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh
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2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
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LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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SuperWIMPS
Models of SuperWIMPS

Consider a frozen-out NLSP neutralino with (possibly) the right relic abundance decays late to LSPs 

Example 1 : Gravitinos

2

parameter space. Only a small sliver can potentially be
probed [7–20], via searches for long-lived particles by AT-
LAS, CMS, or future experiments such as FASER and
Mathusla 2. In a similar vein, bounds on the superWIMP
parameter space from direct and indirect dark matter
searches are practically non-existent. Our best prospects
for probing and constraining superWIMP scenarios lie in
cosmological observations.

In this work we take gravitinos and axinos originating
from late decays of neutralino as a prototypical exam-
ple where cosmological constraints constrain the bulk of
the parameter space. We will use the term superWIMPs
loosely, to denote a quasi-stable SUSY particle (which
may have the right relic abundance via freeze-out or
other mechanism at some early time), and decays at late
times with associated SM energy released in the early uni-
verse plasma. A number of early studies have considered
how gravitino superWIMPs can be probed cosmologi-
cally [5, 21–24], based primarily on the electromagnetic
and/or hadronic energy released from NLSP-to-LSP de-
cay and its consequences for the light element yields
from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) energy spectrum. Us-
ing measurements of the Deuterium and Helium-4 abun-
dances, as well as the COBE-FIRAS constraint on µ-type
spectral distortions, stringent constraints on the grav-
itino superWIMP parameter space can be set for NLSP
lifetimes in the range tNLSP ⇠ 104

! 108 s. (YW: do
we need to discuss bound-state catalysis for Lithium?
Pospelov’s thing, discused in Pradler papers.) (YW: are
there really “constraints from �Ne↵ bounds”? Haven’t
seen them. Not really, but for cases where the gravitino
has a large mass hierarchy. There is a paper by Hooper et
al. I actually think there may be if the hierarchy is very
large. I’ll write down a formula ) (YW: Didn’t anyone
ever do a BBN/energy injection analysis for the axino?
Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama  2003, Feng++ 2004, 2005 
 Pospelov, Ritz, Voloshin 2008  +many more
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Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]

In this work, we extend these early analyses to include
constraints from the CMB temperature and polarisation
anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010

! 1020 s, in partic-
ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
lows us to place stringent constraints on vast swathes of
superWIMP parameter space previously considered vi-

2
This assumes that the �0

1 has not been ruled out via jets/leptons

+ missing energy searches. Within the general PMSSM scenario

large regions of parameter space are unconstrained []. DS: Needs

more discussion on this

able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.

2
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Not even Pradler/Ste↵en?) DS: One Ste↵en paper with
staus [25]
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anisotropies from the Planck CMB mission [X]. Just as
they impact on the light elements and the CMB energy
spectrum, electromagnetic energy injections from NLSP
decay can likewise have drastic consequences for the
reionisation history of the universe [X]. Energy injection
over NLSP lifetimes of tNLSP ⇠ 1010
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ular, can significantly disrupt the free electron fraction
in the cosmic plasma, altering the CMB anisotropies in
ways that are strongly disfavoured by current anisotropy
measurements. As we shall demonstrate, this in turn al-
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able, providing a powerful complement to conventional
SUSY dark matter searches at colliders as well as at di-
rect and indirect dark matter detection experiments.

Lastly, we note that, in the recent years, cosmologi-
cal anomalies such as the Hubble and the �8 tensions
have motivated potential solutions involving gravitinos
and axinos within the context of decaying dark matter
scenarios [26–28]. (YW: need a couple of sentences about
these, e.g., non-EM decay products, long lifetime, what-
ever, to quickly illustrate why these scenarios are not
already constrained.)

The paper is organised as follows. We begin in sec-
tion II with a summary of some well-motivated SUSY
superWIMP scenarios that are subject to the constraints
of this work. BLAH BLAH. (YW: is this for us to point
out? I mean, we are also not presenting a formalism of
energy injection.) While this work will primarily focus
on SUSY superWIMPS, other BSM models with par-
ticles that inject significant electromagnetic energy are
subject to similar constraints. In particular, as we will
show, operators with large scale suppression, and hence
long life times mean that large mass hierarchies are con-
strained very e↵ectively.(This argument needs to be made
sharper.)

II. SUSY SUPERWIMPS

The general mechanism of superWIMP production in
the early universe is straightforward. Heavier SUSY par-
ticles undergo cascade decays to lighter SUSY particles
and eventually to the NLSP. The NLSP then freezes
out, typically at xf ⌘ mNLSP/T ⇠ 25–30, with a yield
YNLSP ⌘ nNLSP/s, where nNLSP is the NLSP number
density and s is the entropy. Long after freeze-out, the
NLSP decays to the LSP. Assuming the decay is com-
plete, YLSP ' YNLSP, and the final LSP abundance is sim-
ply given by ⌦LSPh

2
' (mLSP/mNLSP) ⌦NLSPh

2, where h

is the reduced Hubble parameter. In most superWIMP
scenarios, mNLSP ' mLSP, such that LSP inherits the
same abundance as the NLSP. A large mass di↵erence is
however not precluded and can be a means to relax con-
straints on the LSP parameter space from relic density
considerations.

For SUSY superWIMPs, if there is a thermal pro-
duction mechanism in the early universe generating an
abundance proportional to the reheating temperature,
then the total superWIMP abundance today is simply
the sum of the thermal population and the population
arising from NLSP decay (“non-thermal”), i.e.,

⌦LSPh
2 = ⌦thermal

LSP h
2 + ⌦non�thermal

LSP h
2
. (1)

In general, however, to generate thermally a GeV–TeV-
mass SUSY superWIMP population to match the ob-
served dark matter abundance requires a high reheating
temperature (� 1010 GeV)[3]. Thus, if the reheating
temperature turns out to be low, production of super-
WIMP relics must rely entirely on NLSP decay.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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imposition of relic density (⌦h
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two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �
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1 ! G̃�,
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
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0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
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1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !
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B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/
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pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
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� 34 GeV [30]. The
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annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
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occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
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A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
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NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also
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tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h
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the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

3

At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

Most previous constraints primarily concerns BBN, 
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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)/(2m�0
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),

is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]

whose width is given by [5]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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)/(2m�0
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),

is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

The two main parameters of interest to us are the axino mass and coupling. The
mass mã strongly depends on an underlying model and can span a wide range, from
very small (⇠ eV) to large (⇠ GeV) values. What is worth stressing is that, in contrast
to the neutralino and the gravitino, axino mass does not have to be of the order of the
SUSY breaking scale in the visible sector, MSUSY ⇠ 100 GeV�1 TeV[6, 7, 8]. The basic
argument goes as follows. In the case of unbroken SUSY, all members of the axion
supermultiplet remain degenerate and equal to the tiny mass of the axion given by the
QCD anomaly. Once SUSY is softly broken, superpartners acquire mass terms. Since
the axino is a chiral fermion, one cannot write a dimension-four soft mass term for the
axino. (For the same reason there are no soft terms for, e.g., the MSSM higgsinos.) The
lowest-order term one can write will be a non-renormalizable term of dimension-five.
The axino mass will then be of order M

2
SUSY/fa ⇠ 1 keV[6, 8].

However, in specific SUSY models there are normally additional sources of axino
mass which can generate much larger contributions to mã at one-loop or even the tree-
level. One-loop terms will always contribute but will typically be ⇠< MSUSY (KSVZ)
or even ⌧MSUSY (DFSZ). Furthermore, in non-minimal models where the axino mass
eigenstate comes from more than one superfield, mã arises even at the tree-level. In
this case mã can be of order MSUSY but can also be much smaller. In a study of
cosmological properties of axinos, it therefore makes sense to treat their mass as a
basically free parameter.

Axino couplings to other particles are generically suppressed by 1/fa. For our pur-
pose the most important coupling will be that of axino-gaugino-gauge boson interactions
which can written as a dimension-five term in the Lagrangian

Lã�A = i
↵Y CaY Y

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫] eBBµ⌫ + i
↵s

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫ ]egb
F

b
µ⌫ , (1)

where eB denotes the bino, the fermionic partner of the U(1)Y gauge boson B, which is
one of the components of the neutralino, eg stands for the gluino and N = 1(6) for the
KSVZ (DFSZ) model. One can show that the SU(2)L coupling can be rotated away
so long as one discusses cosmological properties of the axino at large temperatures.
Depending on a model, one can also think of terms involving dimension-four operators
coming, e.g., from the e↵ective superpotential �  where  is one of MSSM matter
(super)fields. However, axino production processes coming from such terms will be
suppressed at high energies relative to processes involving Eq. (1) by a factor m

2
 /s

where s is the square of the center of mass energy. We will comment on the role of
dimension-four operators again below but, for the most part, mostly concentrate on the
processes involving axino interactions with gauginos and gauge bosons, Eq. (1), which
are both model-independent and dominant.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]

whose width is given by [5]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

4

e↵ective SM interactions to axions, i.e., the axion super-
multiplet A couples to the vector Supermultiplet Va. The
axion supermultiplet acquires a mass after SUSY is bro-
ken. While the saxion mass is roughly set by the the soft
SUSY breaking scale, the axino mass depends on the su-
perpotential. For the purposes of this work, we will take
the axino mass to be a free parameter, and note that its
mass can range from eV to TeV scales.

Cosmologically, axinos can be produced in the early
universe via thermal scattering[34]. However, production
from the decay of a NLSP neutralino population to the
LSP axino is also possible. Assuming a (pure) bino decay,
the decay width is given by [14, 17]
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In the above formula, f

0
a = fa/N , where the factor

N=1(6) for the KSVZ(DFSZ) axion, which are the two
most well motivated axion models. Furthermore, the co-
e�cient CaY Y is a model dependent O(1) number[14].
We will normalize it to 1 without loss of generality. As
in the case of the �

0
1 decay to gravitino, where kinemat-

ically viable, the decay �
0
1 ! ãZ is also allowed albeit

suppressed relative to �
0
1 ! ã� in both the decay width

and the accompanying electromageatic energy release.6

Thermal production of axinos can be model dependent,
as we observed, and has been been considered in several
previous works. However, assuming that the produced
axino (thermally, non-thermally or as a sum of thermal
and non-thermal production), axino decays to gravitino
and axion (or vice-versa, gravitino decays to axino and
an axion) can produce significant amount of excess radi-
ation. The constraints and consequences of this has been
investigated by several works [15, 25]. Note that these
have works have primarily looked at BBN and Lyman-
alpha constraints for the non-thermal scenario, and with
stau NLSP scenario. Note that for the KSVZ axion, the
constraints originating from astrophysics and cosmology
limit the Peccei-Quinn scale 1010

 fa  1012 GeV for
axions that solve the strong CP problem. For KSVZ ax-
ions we can only limit the scale to fa � 108 GeV[35]7.
Regardless of the type of axino one obtains from the un-
derlying model, some general properties hold if axino is

6
At this stage it is important to point out that gravitinos or axinos

can be superWIMPs through interactions with each other and re-

leasing an axion in the process. This process has been claimed to

solve the Hubble tension through injection of dark radiation [28].
7
For fa � 10

12
, and an O(1) misallignemnt angle, the axion can

contribute significantly to the observed dark matter abundance of

the universe

the NLSP from cosmological and collider considerations.
As we will demonstrate in the next section, for fa  108

GeV, LLP and prompt searches with displaced vertices
and emerging tracks as well as photons + missing energy
seraches constrain a large part of the parameter space
for �

0
1 ! ã�. For fa � 109 GeV the �

0
1 is long lived

enough such that there are no collider constraints, but is
constrained only by cosmological observables.

III. CONSTRAINTS

Physics of Energy Injection; BBN, CMB spectral dis-
tortion and anisotropies

A. CMB spectral distortions

(This is cut and paste.) Measurements of the CMB en-
ergy spectrum by the FIRAS instrument on COBE have
shown that it is consistent with a perfect blackbody spec-
trum described by a temperature of T0 = 2.725±0.001 K.
Deviations from the blackbody spectrum are known as
spectral distortions, and it has been long known that
any (non-standard) energy release, e.g., from particle de-
cays, that disturbs the thermodynamic equilibrium be-
tween photons and free electrons in the post-BBN uni-
verse (z . 108) could have sourced such distortions. Null
detection of µ-type (chemical potential) and y-type (up-
scattering) distortions by FIRAS has placed limits on
the parameters |µ| . 9⇥ 10�5 and |y| . 1.5⇥ 10�5 (95%
C.L.), corresponding in both cases to a fractional change
to the photon energy density of |�⇢�/⇢� | . 6 ⇥ 10�5 at
(95% C.L.).

B. CMB anisotropies

C. Light element abundances

Show energy injection, energy-lifetime plots.

D. Lyman-↵ constraints

Show constraints on the mass-mass plane, including
bounds from Lya, collider searches + future sensitivites.

Say something about collider searchwes, Direct (noth-
ing) and indirect Detection (nothing).

Describe Lyman-↵ forest: what we need to do is to es-
timate the comoving free-streaming scale. A fairly com-
mon thing to do (due to Kolb & Turner) is to estimate
the (comoving) particle horizon (since production), i.e.,

�FS(t) '

Z t

tprod

dt
0

a(t0)
v(t0), (5)

The two main parameters of interest to us are the axino mass and coupling. The
mass mã strongly depends on an underlying model and can span a wide range, from
very small (⇠ eV) to large (⇠ GeV) values. What is worth stressing is that, in contrast
to the neutralino and the gravitino, axino mass does not have to be of the order of the
SUSY breaking scale in the visible sector, MSUSY ⇠ 100 GeV�1 TeV[6, 7, 8]. The basic
argument goes as follows. In the case of unbroken SUSY, all members of the axion
supermultiplet remain degenerate and equal to the tiny mass of the axion given by the
QCD anomaly. Once SUSY is softly broken, superpartners acquire mass terms. Since
the axino is a chiral fermion, one cannot write a dimension-four soft mass term for the
axino. (For the same reason there are no soft terms for, e.g., the MSSM higgsinos.) The
lowest-order term one can write will be a non-renormalizable term of dimension-five.
The axino mass will then be of order M

2
SUSY/fa ⇠ 1 keV[6, 8].

However, in specific SUSY models there are normally additional sources of axino
mass which can generate much larger contributions to mã at one-loop or even the tree-
level. One-loop terms will always contribute but will typically be ⇠< MSUSY (KSVZ)
or even ⌧MSUSY (DFSZ). Furthermore, in non-minimal models where the axino mass
eigenstate comes from more than one superfield, mã arises even at the tree-level. In
this case mã can be of order MSUSY but can also be much smaller. In a study of
cosmological properties of axinos, it therefore makes sense to treat their mass as a
basically free parameter.

Axino couplings to other particles are generically suppressed by 1/fa. For our pur-
pose the most important coupling will be that of axino-gaugino-gauge boson interactions
which can written as a dimension-five term in the Lagrangian

Lã�A = i
↵Y CaY Y

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫] eBBµ⌫ + i
↵s

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫ ]egb
F

b
µ⌫ , (1)

where eB denotes the bino, the fermionic partner of the U(1)Y gauge boson B, which is
one of the components of the neutralino, eg stands for the gluino and N = 1(6) for the
KSVZ (DFSZ) model. One can show that the SU(2)L coupling can be rotated away
so long as one discusses cosmological properties of the axino at large temperatures.
Depending on a model, one can also think of terms involving dimension-four operators
coming, e.g., from the e↵ective superpotential �  where  is one of MSSM matter
(super)fields. However, axino production processes coming from such terms will be
suppressed at high energies relative to processes involving Eq. (1) by a factor m

2
 /s

where s is the square of the center of mass energy. We will comment on the role of
dimension-four operators again below but, for the most part, mostly concentrate on the
processes involving axino interactions with gauginos and gauge bosons, Eq. (1), which
are both model-independent and dominant.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]

whose width is given by [5]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

4

e↵ective SM interactions to axions, i.e., the axion super-
multiplet A couples to the vector Supermultiplet Va. The
axion supermultiplet acquires a mass after SUSY is bro-
ken. While the saxion mass is roughly set by the the soft
SUSY breaking scale, the axino mass depends on the su-
perpotential. For the purposes of this work, we will take
the axino mass to be a free parameter, and note that its
mass can range from eV to TeV scales.

Cosmologically, axinos can be produced in the early
universe via thermal scattering[34]. However, production
from the decay of a NLSP neutralino population to the
LSP axino is also possible. Assuming a (pure) bino decay,
the decay width is given by [14, 17]
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In the above formula, f

0
a = fa/N , where the factor

N=1(6) for the KSVZ(DFSZ) axion, which are the two
most well motivated axion models. Furthermore, the co-
e�cient CaY Y is a model dependent O(1) number[14].
We will normalize it to 1 without loss of generality. As
in the case of the �

0
1 decay to gravitino, where kinemat-

ically viable, the decay �
0
1 ! ãZ is also allowed albeit

suppressed relative to �
0
1 ! ã� in both the decay width

and the accompanying electromageatic energy release.6

Thermal production of axinos can be model dependent,
as we observed, and has been been considered in several
previous works. However, assuming that the produced
axino (thermally, non-thermally or as a sum of thermal
and non-thermal production), axino decays to gravitino
and axion (or vice-versa, gravitino decays to axino and
an axion) can produce significant amount of excess radi-
ation. The constraints and consequences of this has been
investigated by several works [15, 25]. Note that these
have works have primarily looked at BBN and Lyman-
alpha constraints for the non-thermal scenario, and with
stau NLSP scenario. Note that for the KSVZ axion, the
constraints originating from astrophysics and cosmology
limit the Peccei-Quinn scale 1010

 fa  1012 GeV for
axions that solve the strong CP problem. For KSVZ ax-
ions we can only limit the scale to fa � 108 GeV[35]7.
Regardless of the type of axino one obtains from the un-
derlying model, some general properties hold if axino is

6
At this stage it is important to point out that gravitinos or axinos

can be superWIMPs through interactions with each other and re-

leasing an axion in the process. This process has been claimed to

solve the Hubble tension through injection of dark radiation [28].
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For fa � 10

12
, and an O(1) misallignemnt angle, the axion can

contribute significantly to the observed dark matter abundance of

the universe

the NLSP from cosmological and collider considerations.
As we will demonstrate in the next section, for fa  108

GeV, LLP and prompt searches with displaced vertices
and emerging tracks as well as photons + missing energy
seraches constrain a large part of the parameter space
for �

0
1 ! ã�. For fa � 109 GeV the �

0
1 is long lived

enough such that there are no collider constraints, but is
constrained only by cosmological observables.

III. CONSTRAINTS

Physics of Energy Injection; BBN, CMB spectral dis-
tortion and anisotropies

A. CMB spectral distortions

(This is cut and paste.) Measurements of the CMB en-
ergy spectrum by the FIRAS instrument on COBE have
shown that it is consistent with a perfect blackbody spec-
trum described by a temperature of T0 = 2.725±0.001 K.
Deviations from the blackbody spectrum are known as
spectral distortions, and it has been long known that
any (non-standard) energy release, e.g., from particle de-
cays, that disturbs the thermodynamic equilibrium be-
tween photons and free electrons in the post-BBN uni-
verse (z . 108) could have sourced such distortions. Null
detection of µ-type (chemical potential) and y-type (up-
scattering) distortions by FIRAS has placed limits on
the parameters |µ| . 9⇥ 10�5 and |y| . 1.5⇥ 10�5 (95%
C.L.), corresponding in both cases to a fractional change
to the photon energy density of |�⇢�/⇢� | . 6 ⇥ 10�5 at
(95% C.L.).

B. CMB anisotropies

C. Light element abundances

Show energy injection, energy-lifetime plots.

D. Lyman-↵ constraints

Show constraints on the mass-mass plane, including
bounds from Lya, collider searches + future sensitivites.

Say something about collider searchwes, Direct (noth-
ing) and indirect Detection (nothing).

Describe Lyman-↵ forest: what we need to do is to es-
timate the comoving free-streaming scale. A fairly com-
mon thing to do (due to Kolb & Turner) is to estimate
the (comoving) particle horizon (since production), i.e.,
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0

a(t0)
v(t0), (5)

Additional freedom in the Peccei-Quinn scale

The two main parameters of interest to us are the axino mass and coupling. The
mass mã strongly depends on an underlying model and can span a wide range, from
very small (⇠ eV) to large (⇠ GeV) values. What is worth stressing is that, in contrast
to the neutralino and the gravitino, axino mass does not have to be of the order of the
SUSY breaking scale in the visible sector, MSUSY ⇠ 100 GeV�1 TeV[6, 7, 8]. The basic
argument goes as follows. In the case of unbroken SUSY, all members of the axion
supermultiplet remain degenerate and equal to the tiny mass of the axion given by the
QCD anomaly. Once SUSY is softly broken, superpartners acquire mass terms. Since
the axino is a chiral fermion, one cannot write a dimension-four soft mass term for the
axino. (For the same reason there are no soft terms for, e.g., the MSSM higgsinos.) The
lowest-order term one can write will be a non-renormalizable term of dimension-five.
The axino mass will then be of order M

2
SUSY/fa ⇠ 1 keV[6, 8].

However, in specific SUSY models there are normally additional sources of axino
mass which can generate much larger contributions to mã at one-loop or even the tree-
level. One-loop terms will always contribute but will typically be ⇠< MSUSY (KSVZ)
or even ⌧MSUSY (DFSZ). Furthermore, in non-minimal models where the axino mass
eigenstate comes from more than one superfield, mã arises even at the tree-level. In
this case mã can be of order MSUSY but can also be much smaller. In a study of
cosmological properties of axinos, it therefore makes sense to treat their mass as a
basically free parameter.

Axino couplings to other particles are generically suppressed by 1/fa. For our pur-
pose the most important coupling will be that of axino-gaugino-gauge boson interactions
which can written as a dimension-five term in the Lagrangian

Lã�A = i
↵Y CaY Y

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫] eBBµ⌫ + i
↵s

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫ ]egb
F

b
µ⌫ , (1)

where eB denotes the bino, the fermionic partner of the U(1)Y gauge boson B, which is
one of the components of the neutralino, eg stands for the gluino and N = 1(6) for the
KSVZ (DFSZ) model. One can show that the SU(2)L coupling can be rotated away
so long as one discusses cosmological properties of the axino at large temperatures.
Depending on a model, one can also think of terms involving dimension-four operators
coming, e.g., from the e↵ective superpotential �  where  is one of MSSM matter
(super)fields. However, axino production processes coming from such terms will be
suppressed at high energies relative to processes involving Eq. (1) by a factor m

2
 /s

where s is the square of the center of mass energy. We will comment on the role of
dimension-four operators again below but, for the most part, mostly concentrate on the
processes involving axino interactions with gauginos and gauge bosons, Eq. (1), which
are both model-independent and dominant.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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),

is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

4

e↵ective SM interactions to axions, i.e., the axion super-
multiplet A couples to the vector Supermultiplet Va. The
axion supermultiplet acquires a mass after SUSY is bro-
ken. While the saxion mass is roughly set by the the soft
SUSY breaking scale, the axino mass depends on the su-
perpotential. For the purposes of this work, we will take
the axino mass to be a free parameter, and note that its
mass can range from eV to TeV scales.

Cosmologically, axinos can be produced in the early
universe via thermal scattering[34]. However, production
from the decay of a NLSP neutralino population to the
LSP axino is also possible. Assuming a (pure) bino decay,
the decay width is given by [14, 17]
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In the above formula, f

0
a = fa/N , where the factor

N=1(6) for the KSVZ(DFSZ) axion, which are the two
most well motivated axion models. Furthermore, the co-
e�cient CaY Y is a model dependent O(1) number[14].
We will normalize it to 1 without loss of generality. As
in the case of the �

0
1 decay to gravitino, where kinemat-

ically viable, the decay �
0
1 ! ãZ is also allowed albeit

suppressed relative to �
0
1 ! ã� in both the decay width

and the accompanying electromageatic energy release.6

Thermal production of axinos can be model dependent,
as we observed, and has been been considered in several
previous works. However, assuming that the produced
axino (thermally, non-thermally or as a sum of thermal
and non-thermal production), axino decays to gravitino
and axion (or vice-versa, gravitino decays to axino and
an axion) can produce significant amount of excess radi-
ation. The constraints and consequences of this has been
investigated by several works [15, 25]. Note that these
have works have primarily looked at BBN and Lyman-
alpha constraints for the non-thermal scenario, and with
stau NLSP scenario. Note that for the KSVZ axion, the
constraints originating from astrophysics and cosmology
limit the Peccei-Quinn scale 1010

 fa  1012 GeV for
axions that solve the strong CP problem. For KSVZ ax-
ions we can only limit the scale to fa � 108 GeV[35]7.
Regardless of the type of axino one obtains from the un-
derlying model, some general properties hold if axino is

6
At this stage it is important to point out that gravitinos or axinos

can be superWIMPs through interactions with each other and re-

leasing an axion in the process. This process has been claimed to

solve the Hubble tension through injection of dark radiation [28].
7
For fa � 10

12
, and an O(1) misallignemnt angle, the axion can

contribute significantly to the observed dark matter abundance of

the universe

the NLSP from cosmological and collider considerations.
As we will demonstrate in the next section, for fa  108

GeV, LLP and prompt searches with displaced vertices
and emerging tracks as well as photons + missing energy
seraches constrain a large part of the parameter space
for �

0
1 ! ã�. For fa � 109 GeV the �

0
1 is long lived

enough such that there are no collider constraints, but is
constrained only by cosmological observables.

III. CONSTRAINTS

Physics of Energy Injection; BBN, CMB spectral dis-
tortion and anisotropies

A. CMB spectral distortions

(This is cut and paste.) Measurements of the CMB en-
ergy spectrum by the FIRAS instrument on COBE have
shown that it is consistent with a perfect blackbody spec-
trum described by a temperature of T0 = 2.725±0.001 K.
Deviations from the blackbody spectrum are known as
spectral distortions, and it has been long known that
any (non-standard) energy release, e.g., from particle de-
cays, that disturbs the thermodynamic equilibrium be-
tween photons and free electrons in the post-BBN uni-
verse (z . 108) could have sourced such distortions. Null
detection of µ-type (chemical potential) and y-type (up-
scattering) distortions by FIRAS has placed limits on
the parameters |µ| . 9⇥ 10�5 and |y| . 1.5⇥ 10�5 (95%
C.L.), corresponding in both cases to a fractional change
to the photon energy density of |�⇢�/⇢� | . 6 ⇥ 10�5 at
(95% C.L.).

B. CMB anisotropies

C. Light element abundances

Show energy injection, energy-lifetime plots.

D. Lyman-↵ constraints

Show constraints on the mass-mass plane, including
bounds from Lya, collider searches + future sensitivites.

Say something about collider searchwes, Direct (noth-
ing) and indirect Detection (nothing).

Describe Lyman-↵ forest: what we need to do is to es-
timate the comoving free-streaming scale. A fairly com-
mon thing to do (due to Kolb & Turner) is to estimate
the (comoving) particle horizon (since production), i.e.,

�FS(t) '

Z t

tprod

dt
0

a(t0)
v(t0), (5)

Additional freedom in the Peccei-Quinn scale
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FIG. 1. Constraints on the gravitino parameter space in the
✏SM-⌧ plane.

of m�0
1

 10�5 eV. At the LHC, gravitino searches
have been conducted within the context of Gauge Me-
diated Supersymmetry (GMSB) breaking models. These
searches look for displaced photons assuming a SUSY
topology that yields the neutralino NLSP. Assuming a
decay channel with maximal production cross section in
the pp ! q̃q̃ ! qq�

0
1�

0
1, followed by the displaced photon

signature of �
0
1 ! G̃�[39, 40]. The latest CMS result [40]

at 13 TeV with 78 fb�1 luminosity within these scenar-
ios exclude a neutralino mass between ' 200 GeV-550
GeV, for a c⌧ between 10 and 104 cm. We will use these
results for illustration purposes, but we emphasize that
these bounds are model dependent.

Similar considerations apply for axino dark matter. In
this case, we have an additional handle over the decay
width, namely the axion decay constant. The proper
length for the axion can be expressed as,

L = c⌧ '=
14.15

✏3sm

 
f
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!2 
100 GeV

m�0
1

!3

m (21)

As is the case with collider constraints on axino
SWIMP scenario depends on the model specifics. In this
case, it depends both on the neutralino production mech-
anism as well as the specifics of the considered axino-
axion models. Regardless of the cosmology, just like the
gravitino, in order for the colliders to be sensitive to the
parameter space, the decay length should be  O(100) m.
Within specific model dependent contexts [], estimates

FIG. 2. Constraints on the gravitino parameter space in the
m�-mG̃ plane.

have been made on the capability of LHC to probe axinos
from neutralino decays from prompt and LLP searches.
For this work we will reinterpret existing LLP searches
to put limits on this decay.

IV. IMPACT OF CONSTRAINTS ON SWIMP
PARAMETER SPACE

A. Gravitino

We start by discussing the results for the gravitino
SWIMP. To illustrate the impact of various observables
in the SWIMP parameter space, we project our con-
straints in a variety of planes. In Fig. 1, we project
the constraints in the ✏SM �⌧ plane. The constraints are
presented in a model independent way assuming a decay-
ing dark matter model, with a decay fraction fDM = 1,
and fractional energy injected ✏SM as a function of the
lifetime ⌧ . For a number of �

0
1 masses starting at 1 GeV

and upto the Unitarity limit of 100 GeV we overlay the
fractional energy ✏ as a function of lifetime. Note that
for a given mass hierarcy between the neutralino and the
gravitino, the amount of energy released and the life-
time are fixed by Eq. 2, that is, there are no further

The two main parameters of interest to us are the axino mass and coupling. The
mass mã strongly depends on an underlying model and can span a wide range, from
very small (⇠ eV) to large (⇠ GeV) values. What is worth stressing is that, in contrast
to the neutralino and the gravitino, axino mass does not have to be of the order of the
SUSY breaking scale in the visible sector, MSUSY ⇠ 100 GeV�1 TeV[6, 7, 8]. The basic
argument goes as follows. In the case of unbroken SUSY, all members of the axion
supermultiplet remain degenerate and equal to the tiny mass of the axion given by the
QCD anomaly. Once SUSY is softly broken, superpartners acquire mass terms. Since
the axino is a chiral fermion, one cannot write a dimension-four soft mass term for the
axino. (For the same reason there are no soft terms for, e.g., the MSSM higgsinos.) The
lowest-order term one can write will be a non-renormalizable term of dimension-five.
The axino mass will then be of order M

2
SUSY/fa ⇠ 1 keV[6, 8].

However, in specific SUSY models there are normally additional sources of axino
mass which can generate much larger contributions to mã at one-loop or even the tree-
level. One-loop terms will always contribute but will typically be ⇠< MSUSY (KSVZ)
or even ⌧MSUSY (DFSZ). Furthermore, in non-minimal models where the axino mass
eigenstate comes from more than one superfield, mã arises even at the tree-level. In
this case mã can be of order MSUSY but can also be much smaller. In a study of
cosmological properties of axinos, it therefore makes sense to treat their mass as a
basically free parameter.

Axino couplings to other particles are generically suppressed by 1/fa. For our pur-
pose the most important coupling will be that of axino-gaugino-gauge boson interactions
which can written as a dimension-five term in the Lagrangian

Lã�A = i
↵Y CaY Y
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b
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where eB denotes the bino, the fermionic partner of the U(1)Y gauge boson B, which is
one of the components of the neutralino, eg stands for the gluino and N = 1(6) for the
KSVZ (DFSZ) model. One can show that the SU(2)L coupling can be rotated away
so long as one discusses cosmological properties of the axino at large temperatures.
Depending on a model, one can also think of terms involving dimension-four operators
coming, e.g., from the e↵ective superpotential �  where  is one of MSSM matter
(super)fields. However, axino production processes coming from such terms will be
suppressed at high energies relative to processes involving Eq. (1) by a factor m

2
 /s

where s is the square of the center of mass energy. We will comment on the role of
dimension-four operators again below but, for the most part, mostly concentrate on the
processes involving axino interactions with gauginos and gauge bosons, Eq. (1), which
are both model-independent and dominant.
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At this stage it is important to emphasize that within
general MSSM, the mechanism of thermal neutralino
freeze-out that generates the right relic abundance is
quite restricted given collider and electroweak precision
observables, as well as Higgs and Z invisible widths. The
imposition of relic density (⌦h

2
 0.12 [29]), subject to

the above constraints lead to m�0
1

� 34 GeV [30]. The
two places with maximally e�cient enhancements in the
annihilation cross section leading to not overclosing the
universe are at the Z-funnel and the Higgs funnel regions
[30]. At higher masses, the annihilation mechanisms can
occur via a variety of processes and subsequently en-
hanced by coannihilation and Sommerfeld enhancements
can lead to the correct relic density[2, 31]3. In any case,
regardless of the neutralino freeze-out mechanism, we will
demonstrate that if gravitino is the LSP, energy injection
constraints, coupled with BBN and Lyman-alpha data
will constrain the bulk of the parameter space. In what
follows, we briefly describe two well motivated SUSY su-
perWIMPs

A. Gravitino superWIMPs

Gravitinos G̃ are spin-3/2 superpartners of gravitons.
Depending on the SUSY breaking mechanism, the grav-
itino mass—given approximately by mG̃ ' hF i/mpl,
where hF i is the SUSY breaking scale—can range from
keV to TeV and is thus essentially a free parameter
in this study. Because interactions of the gravitino
are mPl-suppressed, we do not expect them to be ef-
ficiently produced via scattering in the early universe
unless the reheating temperature is large. In typical
models of SUSY breaking like Supergravity or gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB), the reheating temper-
ature varies between 109 GeV and 1016 GeV. Thus, for
reheating temperature that are significantly lower, ther-
mal scatterings are ine�cient.

However, if the gravitino is the LSP and the dark mat-
ter, non-thermal production from NLSP decay can be a
very e�cient way to achieve the observed relic dark mat-
ter density. To this end, the most well-motivated NLSP is
the lightest neutralino �

0
1, which can be produced in the

early universe via the usual freeze-out mechanism to the
correct abundance via a variety of processes. Stringent
BBN constraints on hadronic energy injection from the
decays �

0
1 ! G̃h/Z essentially rules out a predominantly

wino- or Higgsino-like neutralino [4, 5]. Then, what re-
mains is a bino-like neutralino, which decays into a grav-
itino predominantly via the two-body decay �

0
1 ! G̃�,

3
Note that this rather stringent condition can be relaxed within

NMSSM, where the presence of additional scalars ensure an e�cient

annihilation[32]. Furthermore a non-thermal neutralino will also

ensure that these limits are significantly weakened[30]
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where mPl is the reduced Planck mass.) and ✓W is the
weak mixing angle. Assuming decay at rest and that the
energy carried by the photon, E� = (m2
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is injected entirely into the cosmic plasma, it is conve-
nient to recast the width (2) as
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with ✏SM ⌘ E�/m�0
1

denoting the fraction of the neu-
tralino mass released as electromagnetic energy. Where
kinematically allowed, the additional decay channels
�

0
1 ! G̃Z/h are also available. But, as implied above,

these channels are suppressed for a bino-like �
0
1. Note

that ✏SM  0.5, with maximal energy injection as ✏SM !

0.5 for mG̃ ! 0 4.

B. Axino superWIMPs

Axinos ã are the supersymmetric partners of the ax-
ion, the dynamic field that is expected to solve the strong
CP problem, and appears in the axion supermultiplet af-
ter breaking of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry in the
form A = (s + ia)/

p
2 +

p
2✓a + ✓

2
F , where a is the ax-

ion, s the saxion,5 F the auxiliary superfield, and ✓ is the
Grassmanian coordinate. The axion couples derivatively
to quarks and to the gauge bosons with interactions sup-
pressed by the PQ breaking scale fa. The SUSY inter-
actions can be found by simply supersymmetrizing the

4
Note that the limit mG̃ = 0 is ill-defined within theories of SUSY

breaking models. Since it is related to the SUSY breaking scale,

hF i, the hF i ! 0 simply means a decoupled massless gravitino.

Swampland conjectures relate it to the massless limit of an infinite

tower of states and the breakdown of the e↵ective field theory[33].
5
Although we will ignore the saxion for this work, saxions can

also form superWIMPs, and be subjected to energy injection con-

straints.

4

e↵ective SM interactions to axions, i.e., the axion super-
multiplet A couples to the vector Supermultiplet Va. The
axion supermultiplet acquires a mass after SUSY is bro-
ken. While the saxion mass is roughly set by the the soft
SUSY breaking scale, the axino mass depends on the su-
perpotential. For the purposes of this work, we will take
the axino mass to be a free parameter, and note that its
mass can range from eV to TeV scales.

Cosmologically, axinos can be produced in the early
universe via thermal scattering[34]. However, production
from the decay of a NLSP neutralino population to the
LSP axino is also possible. Assuming a (pure) bino decay,
the decay width is given by [14, 17]
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In the above formula, f

0
a = fa/N , where the factor

N=1(6) for the KSVZ(DFSZ) axion, which are the two
most well motivated axion models. Furthermore, the co-
e�cient CaY Y is a model dependent O(1) number[14].
We will normalize it to 1 without loss of generality. As
in the case of the �

0
1 decay to gravitino, where kinemat-

ically viable, the decay �
0
1 ! ãZ is also allowed albeit

suppressed relative to �
0
1 ! ã� in both the decay width

and the accompanying electromageatic energy release.6

Thermal production of axinos can be model dependent,
as we observed, and has been been considered in several
previous works. However, assuming that the produced
axino (thermally, non-thermally or as a sum of thermal
and non-thermal production), axino decays to gravitino
and axion (or vice-versa, gravitino decays to axino and
an axion) can produce significant amount of excess radi-
ation. The constraints and consequences of this has been
investigated by several works [15, 25]. Note that these
have works have primarily looked at BBN and Lyman-
alpha constraints for the non-thermal scenario, and with
stau NLSP scenario. Note that for the KSVZ axion, the
constraints originating from astrophysics and cosmology
limit the Peccei-Quinn scale 1010

 fa  1012 GeV for
axions that solve the strong CP problem. For KSVZ ax-
ions we can only limit the scale to fa � 108 GeV[35]7.
Regardless of the type of axino one obtains from the un-
derlying model, some general properties hold if axino is

6
At this stage it is important to point out that gravitinos or axinos

can be superWIMPs through interactions with each other and re-

leasing an axion in the process. This process has been claimed to

solve the Hubble tension through injection of dark radiation [28].
7
For fa � 10

12
, and an O(1) misallignemnt angle, the axion can

contribute significantly to the observed dark matter abundance of

the universe

the NLSP from cosmological and collider considerations.
As we will demonstrate in the next section, for fa  108

GeV, LLP and prompt searches with displaced vertices
and emerging tracks as well as photons + missing energy
seraches constrain a large part of the parameter space
for �

0
1 ! ã�. For fa � 109 GeV the �

0
1 is long lived

enough such that there are no collider constraints, but is
constrained only by cosmological observables.

III. CONSTRAINTS

Physics of Energy Injection; BBN, CMB spectral dis-
tortion and anisotropies

A. CMB spectral distortions

(This is cut and paste.) Measurements of the CMB en-
ergy spectrum by the FIRAS instrument on COBE have
shown that it is consistent with a perfect blackbody spec-
trum described by a temperature of T0 = 2.725±0.001 K.
Deviations from the blackbody spectrum are known as
spectral distortions, and it has been long known that
any (non-standard) energy release, e.g., from particle de-
cays, that disturbs the thermodynamic equilibrium be-
tween photons and free electrons in the post-BBN uni-
verse (z . 108) could have sourced such distortions. Null
detection of µ-type (chemical potential) and y-type (up-
scattering) distortions by FIRAS has placed limits on
the parameters |µ| . 9⇥ 10�5 and |y| . 1.5⇥ 10�5 (95%
C.L.), corresponding in both cases to a fractional change
to the photon energy density of |�⇢�/⇢� | . 6 ⇥ 10�5 at
(95% C.L.).

B. CMB anisotropies

C. Light element abundances

Show energy injection, energy-lifetime plots.

D. Lyman-↵ constraints

Show constraints on the mass-mass plane, including
bounds from Lya, collider searches + future sensitivites.

Say something about collider searchwes, Direct (noth-
ing) and indirect Detection (nothing).

Describe Lyman-↵ forest: what we need to do is to es-
timate the comoving free-streaming scale. A fairly com-
mon thing to do (due to Kolb & Turner) is to estimate
the (comoving) particle horizon (since production), i.e.,

�FS(t) '

Z t

tprod

dt
0

a(t0)
v(t0), (5)

Additional freedom in the Peccei-Quinn scale
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FIG. 1. Constraints on the gravitino parameter space in the
✏SM-⌧ plane.

of m�0
1

 10�5 eV. At the LHC, gravitino searches
have been conducted within the context of Gauge Me-
diated Supersymmetry (GMSB) breaking models. These
searches look for displaced photons assuming a SUSY
topology that yields the neutralino NLSP. Assuming a
decay channel with maximal production cross section in
the pp ! q̃q̃ ! qq�

0
1�

0
1, followed by the displaced photon

signature of �
0
1 ! G̃�[39, 40]. The latest CMS result [40]

at 13 TeV with 78 fb�1 luminosity within these scenar-
ios exclude a neutralino mass between ' 200 GeV-550
GeV, for a c⌧ between 10 and 104 cm. We will use these
results for illustration purposes, but we emphasize that
these bounds are model dependent.

Similar considerations apply for axino dark matter. In
this case, we have an additional handle over the decay
width, namely the axion decay constant. The proper
length for the axion can be expressed as,

L = c⌧ '=
14.15

✏3sm

 
f

0

a

108 GeV

!2 
100 GeV

m�0
1

!3

m (21)

As is the case with collider constraints on axino
SWIMP scenario depends on the model specifics. In this
case, it depends both on the neutralino production mech-
anism as well as the specifics of the considered axino-
axion models. Regardless of the cosmology, just like the
gravitino, in order for the colliders to be sensitive to the
parameter space, the decay length should be  O(100) m.
Within specific model dependent contexts [], estimates

FIG. 2. Constraints on the gravitino parameter space in the
m�-mG̃ plane.

have been made on the capability of LHC to probe axinos
from neutralino decays from prompt and LLP searches.
For this work we will reinterpret existing LLP searches
to put limits on this decay.

IV. IMPACT OF CONSTRAINTS ON SWIMP
PARAMETER SPACE

A. Gravitino

We start by discussing the results for the gravitino
SWIMP. To illustrate the impact of various observables
in the SWIMP parameter space, we project our con-
straints in a variety of planes. In Fig. 1, we project
the constraints in the ✏SM �⌧ plane. The constraints are
presented in a model independent way assuming a decay-
ing dark matter model, with a decay fraction fDM = 1,
and fractional energy injected ✏SM as a function of the
lifetime ⌧ . For a number of �

0
1 masses starting at 1 GeV

and upto the Unitarity limit of 100 GeV we overlay the
fractional energy ✏ as a function of lifetime. Note that
for a given mass hierarcy between the neutralino and the
gravitino, the amount of energy released and the life-
time are fixed by Eq. 2, that is, there are no further

Low PQ scales constrained by colliders while 
PQ scales constrained by cosmology 

The two main parameters of interest to us are the axino mass and coupling. The
mass mã strongly depends on an underlying model and can span a wide range, from
very small (⇠ eV) to large (⇠ GeV) values. What is worth stressing is that, in contrast
to the neutralino and the gravitino, axino mass does not have to be of the order of the
SUSY breaking scale in the visible sector, MSUSY ⇠ 100 GeV�1 TeV[6, 7, 8]. The basic
argument goes as follows. In the case of unbroken SUSY, all members of the axion
supermultiplet remain degenerate and equal to the tiny mass of the axion given by the
QCD anomaly. Once SUSY is softly broken, superpartners acquire mass terms. Since
the axino is a chiral fermion, one cannot write a dimension-four soft mass term for the
axino. (For the same reason there are no soft terms for, e.g., the MSSM higgsinos.) The
lowest-order term one can write will be a non-renormalizable term of dimension-five.
The axino mass will then be of order M

2
SUSY/fa ⇠ 1 keV[6, 8].

However, in specific SUSY models there are normally additional sources of axino
mass which can generate much larger contributions to mã at one-loop or even the tree-
level. One-loop terms will always contribute but will typically be ⇠< MSUSY (KSVZ)
or even ⌧MSUSY (DFSZ). Furthermore, in non-minimal models where the axino mass
eigenstate comes from more than one superfield, mã arises even at the tree-level. In
this case mã can be of order MSUSY but can also be much smaller. In a study of
cosmological properties of axinos, it therefore makes sense to treat their mass as a
basically free parameter.

Axino couplings to other particles are generically suppressed by 1/fa. For our pur-
pose the most important coupling will be that of axino-gaugino-gauge boson interactions
which can written as a dimension-five term in the Lagrangian

Lã�A = i
↵Y CaY Y

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫] eBBµ⌫ + i
↵s

16⇡ (fa/N)
¯̃a�5[�

µ
, �

⌫ ]egb
F

b
µ⌫ , (1)

where eB denotes the bino, the fermionic partner of the U(1)Y gauge boson B, which is
one of the components of the neutralino, eg stands for the gluino and N = 1(6) for the
KSVZ (DFSZ) model. One can show that the SU(2)L coupling can be rotated away
so long as one discusses cosmological properties of the axino at large temperatures.
Depending on a model, one can also think of terms involving dimension-four operators
coming, e.g., from the e↵ective superpotential �  where  is one of MSSM matter
(super)fields. However, axino production processes coming from such terms will be
suppressed at high energies relative to processes involving Eq. (1) by a factor m

2
 /s

where s is the square of the center of mass energy. We will comment on the role of
dimension-four operators again below but, for the most part, mostly concentrate on the
processes involving axino interactions with gauginos and gauge bosons, Eq. (1), which
are both model-independent and dominant.

2

Axino-gaugino-gauge boson interactions
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Spectral distortion dominated exclusion region 

Figure 8. 95% CL bounds on the decaying DM fraction as function of the particle lifetime. The
black lines correspond to the bounds displayed in Figure 5 of [160] (labeled P17 for brevity), while the
red dashed line corresponds to the BBN constraints from [161] (adapted from [76] and labeled K05).

The results are displayed in Figure 8. The colored regions represent regions of parameter
space excluded by the condition �

2
> �

2

min
+4. We also show the contours calculated in [160]

(dotted line for SDs and dashed-dotted line for CMB anisotropy constraints). These are to
be compared with the case of Planck+FIRAS (blue region) and several details are worth
noticing. First of all, for the exclusion bounds in the range 105s < ⌧dec < 1013s, which
are dominated by SDs, the authors of [160] derived some separate bounds from y and µ

distortions based on [70]. Thus our contours are smoother and in principle more reliable,
especially in the region where y and µ distortions are produced in similar proportions.

When moving to higher values of the DM lifetime, for which the bounds are dominated
by CMB anisotropies, we also notice that we have slightly tighter bounds than in [160].
This can be attributed mainly to di↵erent assumptions on fe↵ (we take fe↵ = 1, while
[160] assumes two specific values fe↵ < 1 motivated by particular decay channels), as well
as minor di↵erences in the MCMC analysis: the choice of lower prior boundary for ln ffrac

and the slightly di↵erent likelihood for Planck – full Planck 2015 likelihood in [160], mock
likelihood approximating Planck 2018 in this work.

Finally, in Figure 8, we compare the limits on the decaying DM fraction set by SDs with
the BBN bounds derived in [161] and [200]. At the moment, BBN bounds are nearly two
orders of magnitude better than FIRAS bounds. However this situation is likely to change in
the future. On the one hand, we only expect marginal improvements on the BBN side (and
the comparison of [161] and [200] only shows a very small improvement over one decade).
On the other hand, a PIXIE-like mission would improve over FIRAS bounds by up to two
orders of magnitude, and PRISM by almost three orders, leading to much stronger bounds
than BBN.
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These include the specific cases of steps in the amplitude or slope of the primordial
power spectrum. Additional extensions of the standard power spectrum could include the
running of the running or even higher derivative parameters, to stay within this framework
of slow-roll inflation (see e.g. [199]). In order to constrain this class of models, SDs might
be particularly well suited. In fact, to avoid the tight CMB anisotropy constraints, many
models predict deviations from the the standard primordial power spectrum only at scales
larger than 1 Mpc�1. As already mentioned before, in this region of parameter space, SDs
are a more powerful constraining tool than CMB anisotropies.

4.2 Dark matter annihilation

We performed a similar analysis for a ⇤CDM model including s-wave DM annihilation,
parametrized with the annihilation e�ciency parameter pann presented in 2.4.4 (under the
simplified and optimistic assumption fe↵(z) = 1). We do not show our results for that case,
because they simply confirm erlier works [39] in that SD experiments will not improve bounds
on pann with respect to CMB anisotropy observations.

We should note, however, that if DM annihilation was detected, the combination of
CMB anisotropy and SD data would be very useful for discriminating between di↵erent
models, since the spectral distortion spectrum and the angular polarization spectrum would
be sensitive to di↵erent assumptions on the branching ratios and on the energy spectrum of
the annihilation products.

4.3 Dark matter decay

In the third case we are going to focus on, which is the decay of DM into electromagnetic
particles, the importance of SDs is particularly striking. Indeed, in this scenario, the energy
injection history directly depends on the lifetime and abundance of the decaying DM particle
[26, 39, 76]. Consequently, constraints from CMB anisotropies and SDs are complementary
and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
⌧dec = 1/�dec, we consider a 6+2 extension of the standard ⇤CDM model with flat priors
on {h, !b, !cdm, ns, As, zreio} + {log10 ffrac, log10 ⌧dec}, and we scan the parameter space with
an MCMC sampler. However, because of the non-convex topology of the parameter space
spanned by log10 ffrac and log10 ⌧dec, a single MCMC would be extremely slow to converge.

In order to avoid this issue, we slice the parameter space along ⌧dec at several values in
the range between 104 s and 1027 s, and we sample the remaining 6+1 dimensional parameter
space with separate MCMC runs. As a result, we obtain an array of values for ffrac that we
can interpolate along the ⌧dec slices. For each slice we adopt a top-hat prior on log10 ffrac in
the range from �13 to 0.
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Figure 8. 95% CL bounds on the decaying DM fraction as function of the particle lifetime. The
black lines correspond to the bounds displayed in Figure 5 of [160] (labeled P17 for brevity), while the
red dashed line corresponds to the BBN constraints from [161] (adapted from [76] and labeled K05).

The results are displayed in Figure 8. The colored regions represent regions of parameter
space excluded by the condition �

2
> �

2

min
+4. We also show the contours calculated in [160]

(dotted line for SDs and dashed-dotted line for CMB anisotropy constraints). These are to
be compared with the case of Planck+FIRAS (blue region) and several details are worth
noticing. First of all, for the exclusion bounds in the range 105s < ⌧dec < 1013s, which
are dominated by SDs, the authors of [160] derived some separate bounds from y and µ

distortions based on [70]. Thus our contours are smoother and in principle more reliable,
especially in the region where y and µ distortions are produced in similar proportions.

When moving to higher values of the DM lifetime, for which the bounds are dominated
by CMB anisotropies, we also notice that we have slightly tighter bounds than in [160].
This can be attributed mainly to di↵erent assumptions on fe↵ (we take fe↵ = 1, while
[160] assumes two specific values fe↵ < 1 motivated by particular decay channels), as well
as minor di↵erences in the MCMC analysis: the choice of lower prior boundary for ln ffrac

and the slightly di↵erent likelihood for Planck – full Planck 2015 likelihood in [160], mock
likelihood approximating Planck 2018 in this work.

Finally, in Figure 8, we compare the limits on the decaying DM fraction set by SDs with
the BBN bounds derived in [161] and [200]. At the moment, BBN bounds are nearly two
orders of magnitude better than FIRAS bounds. However this situation is likely to change in
the future. On the one hand, we only expect marginal improvements on the BBN side (and
the comparison of [161] and [200] only shows a very small improvement over one decade).
On the other hand, a PIXIE-like mission would improve over FIRAS bounds by up to two
orders of magnitude, and PRISM by almost three orders, leading to much stronger bounds
than BBN.
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These include the specific cases of steps in the amplitude or slope of the primordial
power spectrum. Additional extensions of the standard power spectrum could include the
running of the running or even higher derivative parameters, to stay within this framework
of slow-roll inflation (see e.g. [199]). In order to constrain this class of models, SDs might
be particularly well suited. In fact, to avoid the tight CMB anisotropy constraints, many
models predict deviations from the the standard primordial power spectrum only at scales
larger than 1 Mpc�1. As already mentioned before, in this region of parameter space, SDs
are a more powerful constraining tool than CMB anisotropies.

4.2 Dark matter annihilation

We performed a similar analysis for a ⇤CDM model including s-wave DM annihilation,
parametrized with the annihilation e�ciency parameter pann presented in 2.4.4 (under the
simplified and optimistic assumption fe↵(z) = 1). We do not show our results for that case,
because they simply confirm erlier works [39] in that SD experiments will not improve bounds
on pann with respect to CMB anisotropy observations.

We should note, however, that if DM annihilation was detected, the combination of
CMB anisotropy and SD data would be very useful for discriminating between di↵erent
models, since the spectral distortion spectrum and the angular polarization spectrum would
be sensitive to di↵erent assumptions on the branching ratios and on the energy spectrum of
the annihilation products.

4.3 Dark matter decay

In the third case we are going to focus on, which is the decay of DM into electromagnetic
particles, the importance of SDs is particularly striking. Indeed, in this scenario, the energy
injection history directly depends on the lifetime and abundance of the decaying DM particle
[26, 39, 76]. Consequently, constraints from CMB anisotropies and SDs are complementary
and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
⌧dec = 1/�dec, we consider a 6+2 extension of the standard ⇤CDM model with flat priors
on {h, !b, !cdm, ns, As, zreio} + {log10 ffrac, log10 ⌧dec}, and we scan the parameter space with
an MCMC sampler. However, because of the non-convex topology of the parameter space
spanned by log10 ffrac and log10 ⌧dec, a single MCMC would be extremely slow to converge.

In order to avoid this issue, we slice the parameter space along ⌧dec at several values in
the range between 104 s and 1027 s, and we sample the remaining 6+1 dimensional parameter
space with separate MCMC runs. As a result, we obtain an array of values for ffrac that we
can interpolate along the ⌧dec slices. For each slice we adopt a top-hat prior on log10 ffrac in
the range from �13 to 0.
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power spectrum. Additional extensions of the standard power spectrum could include the
running of the running or even higher derivative parameters, to stay within this framework
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be particularly well suited. In fact, to avoid the tight CMB anisotropy constraints, many
models predict deviations from the the standard primordial power spectrum only at scales
larger than 1 Mpc�1. As already mentioned before, in this region of parameter space, SDs
are a more powerful constraining tool than CMB anisotropies.
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We performed a similar analysis for a ⇤CDM model including s-wave DM annihilation,
parametrized with the annihilation e�ciency parameter pann presented in 2.4.4 (under the
simplified and optimistic assumption fe↵(z) = 1). We do not show our results for that case,
because they simply confirm erlier works [39] in that SD experiments will not improve bounds
on pann with respect to CMB anisotropy observations.

We should note, however, that if DM annihilation was detected, the combination of
CMB anisotropy and SD data would be very useful for discriminating between di↵erent
models, since the spectral distortion spectrum and the angular polarization spectrum would
be sensitive to di↵erent assumptions on the branching ratios and on the energy spectrum of
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and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
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spanned by log10 ffrac and log10 ⌧dec, a single MCMC would be extremely slow to converge.
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Figure 8. 95% CL bounds on the decaying DM fraction as function of the particle lifetime. The
black lines correspond to the bounds displayed in Figure 5 of [160] (labeled P17 for brevity), while the
red dashed line corresponds to the BBN constraints from [161] (adapted from [76] and labeled K05).

The results are displayed in Figure 8. The colored regions represent regions of parameter
space excluded by the condition �

2
> �

2

min
+4. We also show the contours calculated in [160]

(dotted line for SDs and dashed-dotted line for CMB anisotropy constraints). These are to
be compared with the case of Planck+FIRAS (blue region) and several details are worth
noticing. First of all, for the exclusion bounds in the range 105s < ⌧dec < 1013s, which
are dominated by SDs, the authors of [160] derived some separate bounds from y and µ

distortions based on [70]. Thus our contours are smoother and in principle more reliable,
especially in the region where y and µ distortions are produced in similar proportions.

When moving to higher values of the DM lifetime, for which the bounds are dominated
by CMB anisotropies, we also notice that we have slightly tighter bounds than in [160].
This can be attributed mainly to di↵erent assumptions on fe↵ (we take fe↵ = 1, while
[160] assumes two specific values fe↵ < 1 motivated by particular decay channels), as well
as minor di↵erences in the MCMC analysis: the choice of lower prior boundary for ln ffrac

and the slightly di↵erent likelihood for Planck – full Planck 2015 likelihood in [160], mock
likelihood approximating Planck 2018 in this work.

Finally, in Figure 8, we compare the limits on the decaying DM fraction set by SDs with
the BBN bounds derived in [161] and [200]. At the moment, BBN bounds are nearly two
orders of magnitude better than FIRAS bounds. However this situation is likely to change in
the future. On the one hand, we only expect marginal improvements on the BBN side (and
the comparison of [161] and [200] only shows a very small improvement over one decade).
On the other hand, a PIXIE-like mission would improve over FIRAS bounds by up to two
orders of magnitude, and PRISM by almost three orders, leading to much stronger bounds
than BBN.
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These include the specific cases of steps in the amplitude or slope of the primordial
power spectrum. Additional extensions of the standard power spectrum could include the
running of the running or even higher derivative parameters, to stay within this framework
of slow-roll inflation (see e.g. [199]). In order to constrain this class of models, SDs might
be particularly well suited. In fact, to avoid the tight CMB anisotropy constraints, many
models predict deviations from the the standard primordial power spectrum only at scales
larger than 1 Mpc�1. As already mentioned before, in this region of parameter space, SDs
are a more powerful constraining tool than CMB anisotropies.

4.2 Dark matter annihilation

We performed a similar analysis for a ⇤CDM model including s-wave DM annihilation,
parametrized with the annihilation e�ciency parameter pann presented in 2.4.4 (under the
simplified and optimistic assumption fe↵(z) = 1). We do not show our results for that case,
because they simply confirm erlier works [39] in that SD experiments will not improve bounds
on pann with respect to CMB anisotropy observations.

We should note, however, that if DM annihilation was detected, the combination of
CMB anisotropy and SD data would be very useful for discriminating between di↵erent
models, since the spectral distortion spectrum and the angular polarization spectrum would
be sensitive to di↵erent assumptions on the branching ratios and on the energy spectrum of
the annihilation products.

4.3 Dark matter decay

In the third case we are going to focus on, which is the decay of DM into electromagnetic
particles, the importance of SDs is particularly striking. Indeed, in this scenario, the energy
injection history directly depends on the lifetime and abundance of the decaying DM particle
[26, 39, 76]. Consequently, constraints from CMB anisotropies and SDs are complementary
and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
⌧dec = 1/�dec, we consider a 6+2 extension of the standard ⇤CDM model with flat priors
on {h, !b, !cdm, ns, As, zreio} + {log10 ffrac, log10 ⌧dec}, and we scan the parameter space with
an MCMC sampler. However, because of the non-convex topology of the parameter space
spanned by log10 ffrac and log10 ⌧dec, a single MCMC would be extremely slow to converge.

In order to avoid this issue, we slice the parameter space along ⌧dec at several values in
the range between 104 s and 1027 s, and we sample the remaining 6+1 dimensional parameter
space with separate MCMC runs. As a result, we obtain an array of values for ffrac that we
can interpolate along the ⌧dec slices. For each slice we adopt a top-hat prior on log10 ffrac in
the range from �13 to 0.
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because they simply confirm erlier works [39] in that SD experiments will not improve bounds
on pann with respect to CMB anisotropy observations.

We should note, however, that if DM annihilation was detected, the combination of
CMB anisotropy and SD data would be very useful for discriminating between di↵erent
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be sensitive to di↵erent assumptions on the branching ratios and on the energy spectrum of
the annihilation products.
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injection history directly depends on the lifetime and abundance of the decaying DM particle
[26, 39, 76]. Consequently, constraints from CMB anisotropies and SDs are complementary
and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
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spanned by log10 ffrac and log10 ⌧dec, a single MCMC would be extremely slow to converge.
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power spectrum. Additional extensions of the standard power spectrum could include the
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We should note, however, that if DM annihilation was detected, the combination of
CMB anisotropy and SD data would be very useful for discriminating between di↵erent
models, since the spectral distortion spectrum and the angular polarization spectrum would
be sensitive to di↵erent assumptions on the branching ratios and on the energy spectrum of
the annihilation products.
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In the third case we are going to focus on, which is the decay of DM into electromagnetic
particles, the importance of SDs is particularly striking. Indeed, in this scenario, the energy
injection history directly depends on the lifetime and abundance of the decaying DM particle
[26, 39, 76]. Consequently, constraints from CMB anisotropies and SDs are complementary
and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
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are a more powerful constraining tool than CMB anisotropies.
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simplified and optimistic assumption fe↵(z) = 1). We do not show our results for that case,
because they simply confirm erlier works [39] in that SD experiments will not improve bounds
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[26, 39, 76]. Consequently, constraints from CMB anisotropies and SDs are complementary
and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
⌧dec = 1/�dec, we consider a 6+2 extension of the standard ⇤CDM model with flat priors
on {h, !b, !cdm, ns, As, zreio} + {log10 ffrac, log10 ⌧dec}, and we scan the parameter space with
an MCMC sampler. However, because of the non-convex topology of the parameter space
spanned by log10 ffrac and log10 ⌧dec, a single MCMC would be extremely slow to converge.

In order to avoid this issue, we slice the parameter space along ⌧dec at several values in
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Figure 8. 95% CL bounds on the decaying DM fraction as function of the particle lifetime. The
black lines correspond to the bounds displayed in Figure 5 of [160] (labeled P17 for brevity), while the
red dashed line corresponds to the BBN constraints from [161] (adapted from [76] and labeled K05).

The results are displayed in Figure 8. The colored regions represent regions of parameter
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(dotted line for SDs and dashed-dotted line for CMB anisotropy constraints). These are to
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noticing. First of all, for the exclusion bounds in the range 105s < ⌧dec < 1013s, which
are dominated by SDs, the authors of [160] derived some separate bounds from y and µ

distortions based on [70]. Thus our contours are smoother and in principle more reliable,
especially in the region where y and µ distortions are produced in similar proportions.
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[160] assumes two specific values fe↵ < 1 motivated by particular decay channels), as well
as minor di↵erences in the MCMC analysis: the choice of lower prior boundary for ln ffrac

and the slightly di↵erent likelihood for Planck – full Planck 2015 likelihood in [160], mock
likelihood approximating Planck 2018 in this work.

Finally, in Figure 8, we compare the limits on the decaying DM fraction set by SDs with
the BBN bounds derived in [161] and [200]. At the moment, BBN bounds are nearly two
orders of magnitude better than FIRAS bounds. However this situation is likely to change in
the future. On the one hand, we only expect marginal improvements on the BBN side (and
the comparison of [161] and [200] only shows a very small improvement over one decade).
On the other hand, a PIXIE-like mission would improve over FIRAS bounds by up to two
orders of magnitude, and PRISM by almost three orders, leading to much stronger bounds
than BBN.
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These include the specific cases of steps in the amplitude or slope of the primordial
power spectrum. Additional extensions of the standard power spectrum could include the
running of the running or even higher derivative parameters, to stay within this framework
of slow-roll inflation (see e.g. [199]). In order to constrain this class of models, SDs might
be particularly well suited. In fact, to avoid the tight CMB anisotropy constraints, many
models predict deviations from the the standard primordial power spectrum only at scales
larger than 1 Mpc�1. As already mentioned before, in this region of parameter space, SDs
are a more powerful constraining tool than CMB anisotropies.

4.2 Dark matter annihilation

We performed a similar analysis for a ⇤CDM model including s-wave DM annihilation,
parametrized with the annihilation e�ciency parameter pann presented in 2.4.4 (under the
simplified and optimistic assumption fe↵(z) = 1). We do not show our results for that case,
because they simply confirm erlier works [39] in that SD experiments will not improve bounds
on pann with respect to CMB anisotropy observations.

We should note, however, that if DM annihilation was detected, the combination of
CMB anisotropy and SD data would be very useful for discriminating between di↵erent
models, since the spectral distortion spectrum and the angular polarization spectrum would
be sensitive to di↵erent assumptions on the branching ratios and on the energy spectrum of
the annihilation products.

4.3 Dark matter decay

In the third case we are going to focus on, which is the decay of DM into electromagnetic
particles, the importance of SDs is particularly striking. Indeed, in this scenario, the energy
injection history directly depends on the lifetime and abundance of the decaying DM particle
[26, 39, 76]. Consequently, constraints from CMB anisotropies and SDs are complementary
and apply to two separate regions of the parameter space. On the one hand, DM particles
with lifetimes between 105 s and 1012 s mainly a↵ect the thermal history of the universe
before recombination, thus almost exclusively causing SDs. On the other hand, lifetimes
between 1012 s and 1025 s are strongly constrained by CMB observations (see e.g., Figure 11
of [76] and Figure 5 of [160] for a graphical representation).

In this analysis we consider a simplified model with fe↵ = 1, i.e., we adopt the on-the-
spot approximation (wich is normally very accurate for energy injection prior to recombina-
tion) and we assume that all decay products interact electromagnetically.

In order to derive bounds on the fraction ffrac of DM that decays and its lifetime
⌧dec = 1/�dec, we consider a 6+2 extension of the standard ⇤CDM model with flat priors
on {h, !b, !cdm, ns, As, zreio} + {log10 ffrac, log10 ⌧dec}, and we scan the parameter space with
an MCMC sampler. However, because of the non-convex topology of the parameter space
spanned by log10 ffrac and log10 ⌧dec, a single MCMC would be extremely slow to converge.

In order to avoid this issue, we slice the parameter space along ⌧dec at several values in
the range between 104 s and 1027 s, and we sample the remaining 6+1 dimensional parameter
space with separate MCMC runs. As a result, we obtain an array of values for ffrac that we
can interpolate along the ⌧dec slices. For each slice we adopt a top-hat prior on log10 ffrac in
the range from �13 to 0.
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E. Some useful expressions for the Lya bounds
(just YW’s notes)

• Time versus scale factor during RD and MD:
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For a 5.3 keV thermal WDM, we can take aprod ! 0
and v0 ' 3Tx/mx ' 1.2 ⇥ 10�8. Evaluating the
integral for z = 2 gives (13).
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F. Collider constraints

Since superWIMPS are extremely weakly coupled, col-
lider constraints searches are insensitive to a large part
of the parameter space. Here we summarize the collider
constraints on the gravitino and the axino LSP origi-
nating from the neutralino decay. Note that we assume
that the NLSP neutralino is not ruled out from current
jets/leptons + missing energy searches. This is not an
unreasonable assumption given that LHC searches are
insensitive to a significant portion of the PMSSM param-
eter space as well as model specific considerations such
as split SUSY, or mass-degenerate scenarios where the
chargino-neutralino mass gap is extremely small.

With the above consideration, let’s first consider the
gravitino. The neutralino proper decay length to grav-
itino as a function of the fractional energy Eff can be
expressed as,
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or equivalently in terms of purely the energy released
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Collider experiments are sensitive to length scales of

about 100 m. This includes prompt decays that occur at
the interaction vertex, therefore sensitive to photons plus
missing energy signatures, or delayed decays leading to
sensitivity towards LLP searches. Therefore in order to
for colliders to be sensitive to this scenario, a large hierar-
chy is required between the neutralino and the gravitino.

The LEP experiment placed a lower bound on the
mass of the mass of the gravitino from the process
e
+
e
�

! G̃G̃� of mG̃ � 1.09 ⇥ 10�5 eV[38]. Further-
more, under the assumption that the rest of the SUSY
spectrum is decoupled apart from the selectron and the
neutralino �

0
1, the LEP searches exclude a neutralino

mass of up to m�0
1

' 200 GeV for a gravitino mass

Planck Suppressed operators, 
large decay lengths unless  huge hierachies in mass
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about 100 m. This includes prompt decays that occur at
the interaction vertex, therefore sensitive to photons plus
missing energy signatures, or delayed decays leading to
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During RD, this simplifies to
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while during MD, we have
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• Comoving free-streaming scale, with v0 ⌘
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For a 5.3 keV thermal WDM, we can take aprod ! 0
and v0 ' 3Tx/mx ' 1.2 ⇥ 10�8. Evaluating the
integral for z = 2 gives (13).

• Present-day speed of superWIMP DM from decay

(x = G̃, ã)
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(18)

F. Collider constraints

Since superWIMPS are extremely weakly coupled, col-
lider constraints searches are insensitive to a large part
of the parameter space. Here we summarize the collider
constraints on the gravitino and the axino LSP origi-
nating from the neutralino decay. Note that we assume
that the NLSP neutralino is not ruled out from current
jets/leptons + missing energy searches. This is not an
unreasonable assumption given that LHC searches are
insensitive to a significant portion of the PMSSM param-
eter space as well as model specific considerations such
as split SUSY, or mass-degenerate scenarios where the
chargino-neutralino mass gap is extremely small.

With the above consideration, let’s first consider the
gravitino. The neutralino proper decay length to grav-
itino as a function of the fractional energy Eff can be
expressed as,

L = c⌧ ' 2.8 ⇥ 1022
m

2
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✏
3
SMm

3
�0

1
(m2

�0
1
+ 3m

2
G̃

)
(19)

or equivalently in terms of purely the energy released
and the mass of �

0
1 as,

L = c⌧ ' 2.8 ⇥ 1022
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m�0
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!3
(1 � 2✏SM )

✏
3
SM (1 + 3(1 � 2✏SM ))

m

(20)
Collider experiments are sensitive to length scales of

about 100 m. This includes prompt decays that occur at
the interaction vertex, therefore sensitive to photons plus
missing energy signatures, or delayed decays leading to
sensitivity towards LLP searches. Therefore in order to
for colliders to be sensitive to this scenario, a large hierar-
chy is required between the neutralino and the gravitino.

The LEP experiment placed a lower bound on the
mass of the mass of the gravitino from the process
e
+
e
�

! G̃G̃� of mG̃ � 1.09 ⇥ 10�5 eV[38]. Further-
more, under the assumption that the rest of the SUSY
spectrum is decoupled apart from the selectron and the
neutralino �

0
1, the LEP searches exclude a neutralino

mass of up to m�0
1

' 200 GeV for a gravitino mass
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Kompaneets equation and PPSD

⌫ through x = h⌫/T0. This definition of x absorbs the momentum redshifting and simplifies
the frequency dependence of the BB spectrum, as can be seen in Equations (2.3) and (2.8),
respectively.

Furthermore, we are going to assume a homogeneous background-distribution for the
PPSD f(q↵, p

↵) such that @f/@q = 0 and @f/@n = 0 with p = pn. Substituting then
p(t)! x(t, p), we obtain that f(q↵, p

↵) = f(t, x). Thus, the PPSD obeys the general homo-
geneous Boltzmann equation

C[f ] =
df(t, x)

dt
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, (2.3)

denoting the indices of the brackets as the variables we hold constant when evaluating the
derivatives (see Appendix A.1 for more details on our treatment of partial derivatives and a
more general discussion regarding Equation (2.3)). This result clearly shows that in absence
of collisions, i.e., setting C[f ] = 0, the homogeneous PPSD3 is constant in time. In other
words, only the collision term C[f ] can change the PPSD, as it adds or removes photons or
changes the momenta of existing photons.

The main e↵ect capable of modifying the momentum distribution of the photon bath
is CS. The solution of the collision term for this process has been found by [80] assuming a
Maxwellian electron phase-space distribution. The result is the famous Kompaneets equation

C[f ]|CS = ⌧̇
Te
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4
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+

Tz

Te

f(1 + f)
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, (2.4)

where �T is the Thomson cross section and ⌧̇ = ne�T . If CS is very e�cient, the system will
tend towards an equilibrium solution where C[f ]|CS is functionally identical to zero. This
can be fulfilled as long as f is a solution to the di↵erential equation

0 =


@f

@x
+

Tz

Te

f(1 + f)

�
, (2.5)

which has a physically relevant solution

f(x) =
1

exp(x̃ + C)� 1
, (2.6)

where x̃ = x Tz/Te = p/Te and C is an integration constant. As expected, this solution
coincides with the Bose-Einstein distribution for photons in kinetic equilibrium with electrons
with a chemical potential µ = C.

CS conserves the number of photons and is compatible with a non-zero chemical po-
tential, but this is not the case for additional processes like DC scattering and BR emission.
When those processes are also in equilibrium, the chemical potential must vanish, since re-
actions like n�  ! m� with n 6= m are permitted and e�cient (more details are provided
in Appendix A.2). As such, the e�ciency of the DC and BR processes is crucial to minimize
the e↵ective chemical potential of the photon bath, and their ine�ciency will subsequently
cause a distortion.

3Note that with perturbations in the PPSD this is not true anymore as shown in e.g., [47–51].
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denoting the indices of the brackets as the variables we hold constant when evaluating the
derivatives (see Appendix A.1 for more details on our treatment of partial derivatives and a
more general discussion regarding Equation (2.3)). This result clearly shows that in absence
of collisions, i.e., setting C[f ] = 0, the homogeneous PPSD3 is constant in time. In other
words, only the collision term C[f ] can change the PPSD, as it adds or removes photons or
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where �T is the Thomson cross section and ⌧̇ = ne�T . If CS is very e�cient, the system will
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where x̃ = x Tz/Te = p/Te and C is an integration constant. As expected, this solution
coincides with the Bose-Einstein distribution for photons in kinetic equilibrium with electrons
with a chemical potential µ = C.

CS conserves the number of photons and is compatible with a non-zero chemical po-
tential, but this is not the case for additional processes like DC scattering and BR emission.
When those processes are also in equilibrium, the chemical potential must vanish, since re-
actions like n�  ! m� with n 6= m are permitted and e�cient (more details are provided
in Appendix A.2). As such, the e�ciency of the DC and BR processes is crucial to minimize
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cause a distortion.
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If CS is  efficient, above moves towards an equillibrium solution

Remarks on notation: Throughout this paper we use Greek indices for four-dimensional
quantities (e.g., q

µ) and adopt the Einstein convention for the summation over repeated
indices. The spacetime coordinates and 4-momentum of a particle are denoted by q

µ and
p
µ respectively. Three-dimensional forms will be written in bold. We define the proper

momentum measured by comoving observers1 as p = a |p|, which for massless particles in a
flat homogeneous FLRW metric implies p = p

0 = E, where E is the particle energy measured
by the same comoving observers. Furthermore, we use an overdot to indicate derivatives
with respect to physical time, and – unless stated otherwise – we work in natural units with
~ = c = kB = 1. All these quantities are defined in the context of the homogeneous flat
FLRW metric

ds
2 = �dt

2 + a
2(t)[dr

2 + r
2
d✓

2 + r
2 sin2

✓d�
2] . (1.1)

Moreover, a small n will correspond to number density, and ⇢ to energy density. The symbols
e, �, b, ⌫, cdm, H, and He denote respectively electrons, photons, baryons, neutrinos, cold dark
matter, Hydrogen, and Helium. Additionally, we will refer to xe = ne/nH as the fraction of
free electrons.

2 Theory

Here we aim to unify and streamline the theory of SDs, building on the theory reviews
and lecture notes of [77–79]. In Section 2.1 we introduce the photon Boltzmann equation
governing the evolution of the photon phase-space distribution (PPSD). In Section 2.2 we
infer what kind of distortions of the BB spectrum of the CMB are allowed. In Section 2.3
we show how the amplitude of the SDs can be calculated for a given thermal history of the
universe. Finally, in Section 2.4 we list the most significant heating processes within the
standard cosmological model and review several exotic heating mechanisms as well.

2.1 Photon Boltzmann equation

The goal of this section is to describe the Boltzmann equation of the PPSD in the presence
of Compton scattering (CS), double Compton scattering (DC), and Bremsstrahlung (BR).
The study of the evolution of PPSD directly provides a description of SDs, as the observable
intensity spectrum is just given by the PPSD multiplied by a factor of 2h⌫

3
/c

2.

In the homogeneous FLRW metric we have

p
0
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µ
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+ �µ

↵�
p
↵
p
� = 0 )

dp

dt
= �Hp ) p / a

�1
, (2.1)

where �µ

↵�
are the Christo↵el symbols. For convenience, we define the time-invariant and

dimensionless frequency x = x(t, p),

x ⌘
p

Tz

/ a · p )
dx

dt
= 0 , (2.2)

where T0 is a reference temperature, and Tz ⌘ T0(1 + z) scales exactly as if photons were a
decoupled species2. The dimensionless frequency is related to the current observed frequency

1This definition of the proper momentum can be extended in presence of metric fluctuations, but we will
only be concerned with homogeneous cosmology within this work.

2This quantity should not be confused with the actual photon temperature T� , which may have a more
complicated evolution. The precise normalization of Tz is arbitrary, but T0 ⌘ Tz(0) will be chosen close to
the actual temperature today, T�(0) = (2.7255 ± 0.0005)K [70, 71], in order to have T� ' Tz at least in the
late universe.
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the frequency dependence of the BB spectrum, as can be seen in Equations (2.3) and (2.8),
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denoting the indices of the brackets as the variables we hold constant when evaluating the
derivatives (see Appendix A.1 for more details on our treatment of partial derivatives and a
more general discussion regarding Equation (2.3)). This result clearly shows that in absence
of collisions, i.e., setting C[f ] = 0, the homogeneous PPSD3 is constant in time. In other
words, only the collision term C[f ] can change the PPSD, as it adds or removes photons or
changes the momenta of existing photons.

The main e↵ect capable of modifying the momentum distribution of the photon bath
is CS. The solution of the collision term for this process has been found by [80] assuming a
Maxwellian electron phase-space distribution. The result is the famous Kompaneets equation
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where �T is the Thomson cross section and ⌧̇ = ne�T . If CS is very e�cient, the system will
tend towards an equilibrium solution where C[f ]|CS is functionally identical to zero. This
can be fulfilled as long as f is a solution to the di↵erential equation
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which has a physically relevant solution

f(x) =
1

exp(x̃ + C)� 1
, (2.6)

where x̃ = x Tz/Te = p/Te and C is an integration constant. As expected, this solution
coincides with the Bose-Einstein distribution for photons in kinetic equilibrium with electrons
with a chemical potential µ = C.

CS conserves the number of photons and is compatible with a non-zero chemical po-
tential, but this is not the case for additional processes like DC scattering and BR emission.
When those processes are also in equilibrium, the chemical potential must vanish, since re-
actions like n�  ! m� with n 6= m are permitted and e�cient (more details are provided
in Appendix A.2). As such, the e�ciency of the DC and BR processes is crucial to minimize
the e↵ective chemical potential of the photon bath, and their ine�ciency will subsequently
cause a distortion.

3Note that with perturbations in the PPSD this is not true anymore as shown in e.g., [47–51].
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derivatives (see Appendix A.1 for more details on our treatment of partial derivatives and a
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words, only the collision term C[f ] can change the PPSD, as it adds or removes photons or
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BE equation with 
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denoting the indices of the brackets as the variables we hold constant when evaluating the
derivatives (see Appendix A.1 for more details on our treatment of partial derivatives and a
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where �T is the Thomson cross section and ⌧̇ = ne�T . If CS is very e�cient, the system will
tend towards an equilibrium solution where C[f ]|CS is functionally identical to zero. This
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where x̃ = x Tz/Te = p/Te and C is an integration constant. As expected, this solution
coincides with the Bose-Einstein distribution for photons in kinetic equilibrium with electrons
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When including these additional processes to the collision term expressed in Equa-
tion (2.6), one finds the complete evolution equation for the PPSD, including the most
important processes (with d⌧ = �Tnedt):
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with F(x) = 1 � f(x) · (ex̃ � 1). Here KBR and KDC are both temperature and frequency
dependent factors describing the e�ciency of BR and DC, respectively. Note that there are
several conventions for the definition of these factors. In particular, the di↵erences between
x̃ and x can be included in the definitions of KBR and KDC or not. Here we follow [77],
where, together with [26, 81, 82], the interested reader can find the full derivations for these
factors and more in-depth discussions.

2.2 Shapes of the distortions

The thermalization of the CMB takes place through various processes, the most prominent of
which are CS, DC, and BR. As long as all of these processes are e�cient, the CMB spectrum
will locally remain a BB. Their gradual ine�ciency causes the SDs of the BB spectrum to
be generated. To model the PPSD f(t, x) we will thus always decompose it as

f(t, x) = B(x) + �f(t, x) , (2.8)

where B(x) ⌘ 1/(ex � 1) is the phase-space distribution of a BB at the temperature Tz . We
will treat any contribution to �f(t, x) as a distortion of the spectrum.

Note that this also includes a deviation of the radiation temperature T� from the simple
Tz / (1 + z) law. In this case, there are no actual distortions with respect to a blackbody
spectrum, but only a departure from the arbitrarily chosen reference one. For this reason,
we will refer to such deviations as temperature shifts instead of distortions. As argued
in the following sections, temperature shifts are very di�cult to observe4. Consequently,
keeping them cleanly separated from the other true distortions will be crucial. As a possible
distinguishing criterion to isolate the components of the other distortions, which should not
be confused with a shift in temperature, one can use the shift in photon number �N caused
by thermalization. Indeed, this precisely separates the temperature shifts , involving DC,
BR and �N 6= 0, form the other distortions, involving only CS and �N = 0.

When the PPSD does not follow exactly a thermal shape, several definitions of temper-
ature can be introduced. By choosing the above criterion, we are implicitly introducting a
definition of temperature based on number density: T� is the temperature of a blackbody
that would share the same number density as the distorted PPSD. Other authors occasionally
refer to alternative definitions, such as the energy density temperature, or the Rayleigh-Jeans
temperature [26, 51]. In any case, our final results will be expressed in terms of the full ob-
servable photon energy spectrum, and will thus be independent of the temperature definition.

4Note that the temperature history T�(z) at di↵erent times could still be constrained through di↵erent
probes, such as recombination constraints from CMB anisotropies [83–85] or entropy constraints from BBN
[64, 86, 87]. This would, in principle, allow for a measurement of temperature shifts between the corresponding
epochs. However, experimental uncertainties are usually much larger than predicted shifts.
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All necessary equations and definitions to describe the three major types of distortions
expected throughout the thermal history are now assembled. These include, in chronological
order of importance, the temperature shift g , the chemical potential µ distortion, and the
Compton y distortion.

Temperature shift g

The solution for the real photon temperature T� will deviate from Tz whenever energy is
injected, and from the electron temperature Te when their thermal coupling becomes ine�-
cient. Solutions such as Equation (2.6) will then not be applicable. The temperature of the
spectrum will be shifted, even if it can still be described as a BB spectrum.

According to Equation (2.8), this can be written at first order as
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with �T = T� � Tz ⌧ Tz . Thus, the shift of the phase space distribution reads
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, (2.10)

where we defined the shape of the temperature shift
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The amplitude of the temperature shift is determined by the true BB temperature today
T�(z = 0) and the chosen reference temperature T0 ⌘ Tz(z = 0). Consequently, it can only
be constrained up to the experimental uncertainty on T�(z = 0). In practice, however, it is
always possible to readjust the reference temperature to coincide with the observed one.

Chemical potential µ distortion

We have seen above that the general solution to the Kompaneets equation in full equilibrium
is Equation (2.6), which involves a chemical potential. This chemical potential vanishes only
as long as processes changing the number of photons are e�cient. Otherwise, one finds5
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We find that the shift in the total photon phase-space distribution reads

�f(x) = �µ
G(x)

x
, (2.13)

suggesting a possible definition of the µ distortion shape as

fM(x) = �
G(x)

x
. (2.14)

5To be more rigorous, we should write this solution in terms of x̃ instead of x. However, the di↵erence
between x and x̃ is equivalent to a simple temperature shift distortion, not relevant for this section.
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expected throughout the thermal history are now assembled. These include, in chronological
order of importance, the temperature shift g , the chemical potential µ distortion, and the
Compton y distortion.

Temperature shift g

The solution for the real photon temperature T� will deviate from Tz whenever energy is
injected, and from the electron temperature Te when their thermal coupling becomes ine�-
cient. Solutions such as Equation (2.6) will then not be applicable. The temperature of the
spectrum will be shifted, even if it can still be described as a BB spectrum.

According to Equation (2.8), this can be written at first order as
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The amplitude of the temperature shift is determined by the true BB temperature today
T�(z = 0) and the chosen reference temperature T0 ⌘ Tz(z = 0). Consequently, it can only
be constrained up to the experimental uncertainty on T�(z = 0). In practice, however, it is
always possible to readjust the reference temperature to coincide with the observed one.

Chemical potential µ distortion

We have seen above that the general solution to the Kompaneets equation in full equilibrium
is Equation (2.6), which involves a chemical potential. This chemical potential vanishes only
as long as processes changing the number of photons are e�cient. Otherwise, one finds5
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Note, however, that the above PPSD shift does not respect the number count changing
criterion employed here to separate the distortions. In fact, the definition expressed in Equa-
tion (2.14) can be seen as a superposition of a BB temperature shift and pure µ distortion.
To correct this, we can subtract the temperature shift away and obtain

M(x) = �G(x)
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x
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◆
, (2.15)

where the coe�cient ↵µ is found by imposing that the remaining µ distortion conserves the
photon number density6,

Z
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2
M(x)dx

!
= 0 =)

Z
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2)G(x)dx = (�G1 + ↵µG2)
!
= 0 . (2.16)

Here we have defined the useful quantity Gk =
R

x
k
G(x)dx = (k + 1)!⇣(k + 1), and one sub-

sequently obtains ↵µ = G1/G2 ⇡ 0.4561. Finally, the µ distortion reads

�f(x) = µ M(x) . (2.17)

Note that one could have defined µ distortions in such way to conserve energy rather number
density [51], but the current definition leads to simpler and more consistent formulas.

Compton y distortion

The y distortion occurs when the Kompaneets equation (2.4) applies without reaching its
equilibrium solution. This occurs when CS still takes place, but is not very e�cient. Following
any departure from equilibrium, and starting from an initial BB spectrum, the photons will
be redistributed on some timescale �⌧ according to7
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Therefore, the shift in the total photon phase-space distribution reads

�f(x) ⇡ �⌧
Te � Tz
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Y (x) , (2.19)

which then defines the y distortion shape as �f(x) = y Y (x) with
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We can immediately see that the photon number density is conserved by such a distortion,
since Z

x
2
Y (x)dx = �

Z
@

@x
(x3

G(x))dx = 0 , (2.21)

and thus there is no need to subtract any additional temperature shift.

6We recall that the number density is given as n(t) =
R
f(p, t)d3p = 4⇡T 3

z

R
f(x)x2dx

7Note that �@B(x)/@x = B(x)(1 +B(x)) = G(x)/x.
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Heating Sources

The three main eras visible in the left panel of Figure 1 are the y, µ, and g eras. For
redshifts higher than
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most of the injected energy tends to fully thermalize as the number count changing processes
of DC and BR are very e�cient [24, 96]. Hence, mostly temperature shifts will be caused,
and the era is named the g or thermal era. For redshifts between z = zµy ⇡ 5 ⇥ 104 and
z = zth, the number count changing processes become ine�cient, while CS is still e�cient.
This is the so-called µ era, during which the dominant contribution will be a µ distortion.
The final era is the y era, where CS is ine�cient and the injected energy is only partially
redistributed, so that a y distortion is created. This era lasts between z = zµy and today.
Finally, the residual distortions R(x) account for deviations from this simplified picture. The
corresponding shapes of the distortions at di↵erent times can be seen in the right panel of
Figure 1.

2.4 Causes of the distortions

As shown in the previous section, the magnitude of the final observed SDs has a complete
and unique dependence on the heating history of the universe, which can be parameterized
using the heating rate Q̇. To better understand how to calculate this heating rate, we start
with a general discussion regarding the di↵erence between injected and deposited energy in
Section 2.4.1, and then focus on energy deposition into heating in Section 2.4.2. Furthermore,
in Section 2.4.3 we discuss the di↵erent injection mechanisms predicted by the standard
⇤CDM model. This catalogue relies on the work of many recent publications like [26, 31, 39].
Finally, in Section 2.4.4 we additionally discuss a few of the most common non-standard
injection mechanisms.

2.4.1 Injection and deposition

The energy injection into the intergalactic medium (IGM) through various processes does
not necessarily immediately heat the IGM and the photon bath. As such, we di↵erentiate
energy injection, energy deposition, and various deposition channels. The injected energy is
the energy released by a given process. The deposited energy is the fraction of this energy
that eventually a↵ects the medium after the radiative transfer and electron cooling. The
deposition channels (labelled by an index c) describe the final impacts on the IGM.

The deposition function fc(z) represents the fraction of injected energy that is deposited
in channel c at redshift z. It can be decomposed into an injection e�ciency function fe↵(z)
and a deposition fraction �c(z), with all deposition fractions across all channels summing
up to one,

P
c
�c(z) = 1. The deposition fraction usually depends only on the free electron

fraction xe at a given redshift, and can thus be written as �c(xe(z)). In summary, the
injection and deposition rates are related through

dE

dtdV

����
dep,c

=
dE

dtdV

����
inj

fc =
dE

dtdV

����
inj

fe↵ �c ⌘ Q̇ �c , (2.36)

where we have defined the e↵ective rate of energy injection Q̇ as a useful shorthand. It should
not be confused with Q̇, which is the e↵ective heating term (see also Equation (2.37)).
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Use on-the spot approximation

bath, i.e. �⇢�/⇢� ⌧ 1. Even when no energy is injected into the IGM and photon bath,
distortions can be generated by an internal redistribution among photon momenta, or by
energy and momentum exchange between photons and baryons. Examples are provided by
the adiabatic cooling of electrons and baryons, and by the dissipation of acoustic waves (see
Section 2.4.3 for more details). In that case, equation (2.32) features a contribution to the
rate Q̇ despite the fact that there is no actual energy injection: we will call it the non-injected
heating rate Q̇non�inj . Summing up this contribution with the actual energy injection rate
in the form of heat defined in Section 2.3, we can express the e↵ective deposition rate in the
form of heat as

Q̇ =
dE

dtdV

����
dep,h

+ Q̇non�inj = Q̇ �h + Q̇non�inj . (2.37)

Note that at early times the on-the-spot approximation is valid and the entire injected
energy is deposited in the form of heat, as clear from Appendix C.1 and particularly Equa-
tion (C.1). For this reason, and since we are primarily interested in the pre-recombination
generation of SDs, in the following discussions it will often be possible at early times to
employ the approximation Q̇ ⇡ Q̇ + Q̇non�inj .

For the baryons, on the other hand, the full temperature evolution is calculated assuming
a Maxwellian phase space distribution (see Section 3.1). Due to the very strong and poorly
constrained galactic influences, however, the calculation is still very uncertain. Explicitly, we
do not even attempt to define or calculate the SDs of the baryon phase space distribution.
An improved treatment of the baryon thermal evolution is left for future work.

2.4.3 Heating mechanisms in ⇤CDM

Adiabatic cooling of electrons and baryons

If the interaction with the CMB photons can be neglected, the temperature of non-relativistic
matter9 scales as Tm / (1+z)2, while the photon temperature scales roughly as T� / (1+z).
At very low redshifts (z < 200), when CS becomes ine�cient, this di↵erence in the adiabatic
index of baryonic matter and radiation leads to a significant di↵erence in the CMB and
matter temperatures, with Tm < T� [19]. However, at higher redshifts the CMB photons
are tightly coupled to baryons. This implies that the baryonic matter in the Universe must
continuously extract energy from the CMB in order to establish Tm ⇡ T� . As a consequence
of this energy extraction, photons shift towards lower energies [26, 82].

In the steady state approximation [105] the cooling rate associated to this process can
be determined as

Q̇non�inj = �H↵hT� , (2.38)

where we define the heat capacity of the intergalactic medium [26, 82, 106] as

↵h =
3

2
nbar =

3

2
(nH + ne + nHe) =

3

2
nH(1 + xe + fHe) , (2.39)

where nbar is the number density of all baryonic constituents of the IGM and fHe = nHe/nH

is the relative abundance of He to H.
9Comoving number density conservation gives d(a3n) = 0, and from the first law of thermodynamics one

derives d(⇢a3) = �pdV . Inserting the expression of ⇢ and p for a non-relativistic species at first order in T/m
gives d(na3·(m+3/2T )) = �nTd(a3). We then find na3·3/2 dT = �3na3Tda/a, and thus dT/T = �1/2 da/a,
and finally T / a�2 / (1 + z)2 [104].
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SUSY breaking scale, the axino mass depends on the su-
perpotential. For the purposes of this work, we will take
the axino mass to be a free parameter, and note that its
mass can range from eV to TeV scales.

Cosmologically, axinos can be produced in the early
universe via thermal scattering[34]. However, production
from the decay of a NLSP neutralino population to the
LSP axino is also possible. Assuming a (pure) bino decay,
the decay width is given by [14, 17]
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In the above formula, f

0
a = fa/N , where the factor

N=1(6) for the KSVZ(DFSZ) axion, which are the two
most well motivated axion models. Furthermore, the co-
e�cient CaY Y is a model dependent O(1) number[14].
We will normalize it to 1 without loss of generality. As
in the case of the �

0
1 decay to gravitino, where kinemat-

ically viable, the decay �
0
1 ! ãZ is also allowed albeit

suppressed relative to �
0
1 ! ã� in both the decay width

and the accompanying electromageatic energy release.6

Thermal production of axinos can be model dependent,
as we observed, and has been been considered in several
previous works. However, assuming that the produced
axino (thermally, non-thermally or as a sum of thermal
and non-thermal production), axino decays to gravitino
and axion (or vice-versa, gravitino decays to axino and
an axion) can produce significant amount of excess radi-
ation. The constraints and consequences of this has been
investigated by several works [15, 25]. Note that these
have works have primarily looked at BBN and Lyman-
alpha constraints for the non-thermal scenario, and with
stau NLSP scenario. Note that for the KSVZ axion, the
constraints originating from astrophysics and cosmology
limit the Peccei-Quinn scale 1010

 fa  1012 GeV for
axions that solve the strong CP problem. For KSVZ ax-
ions we can only limit the scale to fa � 108 GeV[35]7.
Regardless of the type of axino one obtains from the un-
derlying model, some general properties hold if axino is

6
At this stage it is important to point out that gravitinos or axinos

can be superWIMPs through interactions with each other and re-

leasing an axion in the process. This process has been claimed to

solve the Hubble tension through injection of dark radiation [28].
7
For fa � 10

12
, and an O(1) misallignemnt angle, the axion can

contribute significantly to the observed dark matter abundance of

the universe

the NLSP from cosmological and collider considerations.
As we will demonstrate in the next section, for fa  108

GeV, LLP and prompt searches with displaced vertices
and emerging tracks as well as photons + missing energy
seraches constrain a large part of the parameter space
for �

0
1 ! ã�. For fa � 109 GeV the �

0
1 is long lived

enough such that there are no collider constraints, but is
constrained only by cosmological observables.

III. CONSTRAINTS

Physics of Energy Injection; BBN, CMB spectral dis-
tortion and anisotropies

A. CMB spectral distortions

(This is cut and paste.) Measurements of the CMB en-
ergy spectrum by the FIRAS instrument on COBE have
shown that it is consistent with a perfect blackbody spec-
trum described by a temperature of T0 = 2.725±0.001 K.
Deviations from the blackbody spectrum are known as
spectral distortions, and it has been long known that
any (non-standard) energy release, e.g., from particle de-
cays, that disturbs the thermodynamic equilibrium be-
tween photons and free electrons in the post-BBN uni-
verse (z . 108) could have sourced such distortions. Null
detection of µ-type (chemical potential) and y-type (up-
scattering) distortions by FIRAS has placed limits on
the parameters |µ| . 9⇥ 10�5 and |y| . 1.5⇥ 10�5 (95%
C.L.), corresponding in both cases to a fractional change
to the photon energy density of |�⇢�/⇢� | . 6 ⇥ 10�5 at
(95% C.L.).

B. CMB anisotropies

C. Light element abundances

Show energy injection, energy-lifetime plots.

D. Lyman-↵ constraints

Show constraints on the mass-mass plane, including
bounds from Lya, collider searches + future sensitivites.

Say something about collider searchwes, Direct (noth-
ing) and indirect Detection (nothing).

Describe Lyman-↵ forest: what we need to do is to es-
timate the comoving free-streaming scale. A fairly com-
mon thing to do (due to Kolb & Turner) is to estimate
the (comoving) particle horizon (since production), i.e.,
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Depends on the particle mass 
and cosmological parameters
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where v(t) can be taken to the the average velocity of the
particle distribution.
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This expression should yield a �FS that is dependent on
the particle mass and the cosmological parameters (e.g.,
matter density), and its value at z = 0 should be more
or less correspondent to the ↵ parameter that appears in
the (thermal) WDM transfer function,

T (k) =
⇥
1 + (↵k)2⌫

⇤�5⌫
, (7)

used to generate initial conditions for Lya simulations.
I say more or less correspondent, because ↵ parameter

itself and its relation to the DM particle mass is normally
determined by fitting the expression

↵ = am
b
X

⇣
!X

0.12

⌘⌘ ✓ h

0.6736

◆✓

h
�1 Mpc, (8)

to the actual transfer function obtained from solving the
WDM Boltzmann hierarchy using CLASS or CAMB (like
in Vogel & Abazajian) for specific DM models, i.e., it is
not exactly the same as �FS, and using �FS as an es-
timate of ↵ could easily over or underestimate the true
↵ by a factor of a few. I guess we can tolerate that?
(https://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0009003.pdf)

Mapping Lya bounds: Here are three fairly straight-
forward ways to map Lya bounds. Reference [36] gives
a bound mwdm & 5.3 keV from Lya, assuming a thermal
WDM and that all of the DM is WDM. The simulations
used to derive this bound have been initialised using the
method of [37], including using a transfer function of the
form (7), with ⌫ = 1.12 and

↵ = 0.24

✓
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1 keV/T⌫
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Mpc, (9)

where mx is the WDM mass, Tx is the present-day WDM
temperature, and T⌫ is the present-day neutrino temper-
ature (i.e., 1.95 K or 1.7 ⇥ 10�4 eV). This expression for
↵ does not yet assume a thermal WDM; to implement
that assumption, we need to use

!x =

✓
Tx

T⌫

◆3 ⇣
mx

94 eV

⌘
, (10)

which then ties the WDM temperature to the dark mat-
ter density. Fixing !x = 0.12 and assuming a thermal
WDM with a maximally-allowed mass of 5.3 keV, we find
Tx = 2.2 ⇥ 10�5 eV, or Tx/mx = 4.1 ⇥ 10�9.

From this point onwards, we have three ways to map
the Lya mass bound. The first and simpler way is to
just demand that our WDM superWIMP should have
Tx/mx . 4.1 ⇥ 10�9 today. This is easily justifiable,

because the m/T scaling is essentially what controls the
(instantaneous) free-streaming scale. For the tempera-
ture Tx, recall that in an FD distribution the average
momentum is hpi ' 3T . So, it should be OK if we iden-
tify

Tx '
a(t = ⌧decay)px

3
, (11)

where px = (m2
� � m

2
x)/(2m�) assuming decay at rest,

and the scale factor a is evaluated at a time corresponding
exactly to the decay lifetime ⌧decay.

The second way to do the mapping is translate the
thermal WDM bound on the WDM mass into an upper
limit on ↵ of equation (9). That is, ↵ . 0.011. Since the
dependence of ↵ on mx/Tx is very weak, I don’t imagine
this would produce a bound that is too di↵erent from
simply applying a bound on mx/Tx. But one could ar-
gue that this scaling preserves the shape of the transfer
function and is hence better.

The problem with these two ways to map, however,
is that simply scaling the instantaneous free-streaming
may not completely capture the physics, as perturba-
tions are always growing with time, even during radia-
tion domination. So if you compare a thermal WDM that
goes from relativistic to non-relativistic, with a decay-
produced WDM that is initially non-relativistic that
than becomes somewhat relativistic before turning non-
relativistic again, there must be some di↵erence in the fi-
nal power spectrum However, non-relativistic subhorizon
matter perturbations only grow like ln a during radiation
domination; the scales to which Lya are sensitive enter
the horizon at a ⇠ 10�8 ! 10�6, at which point a ther-
mal WDM of 5.3 keV would have Tx/mx = 0.004 ! 0.4.
So, if decay happens before or around this time, produc-
ing a WDM that is also similarly semi-relativistic when
the k scale enters the horizon, I think the mapping won’t
be too far o↵. (I certainly would not apply this mapping
if the WDM is made during matter domination, since
during MD the perturbations grow like a.)

The third way to map is to compute �FS, which has
the advantage that it takes care of the evolution history.
Consider first the case of a thermal WDM. At z = 2 ! 3,
i.e., the Lya redshifts, we have
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where b ⌘ aeq/v(a = 1), and v(a = 1) ⌘ p(a = 1)/mx.
Assuming a thermal WDM of 5.3 keV, zeq = 3400, and
⌦m = 0.32, this evaluates to

�FS,WDM(z = 2) = 0.045 h
�1Mpc
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This can then serve as an upper bound on �FS(z = 2) of
the superWIMP.
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where v(t) can be taken to the the average velocity of the
particle distribution.
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to the actual transfer function obtained from solving the
WDM Boltzmann hierarchy using CLASS or CAMB (like
in Vogel & Abazajian) for specific DM models, i.e., it is
not exactly the same as �FS, and using �FS as an es-
timate of ↵ could easily over or underestimate the true
↵ by a factor of a few. I guess we can tolerate that?
(https://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0009003.pdf)

Mapping Lya bounds: Here are three fairly straight-
forward ways to map Lya bounds. Reference [36] gives
a bound mwdm & 5.3 keV from Lya, assuming a thermal
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WDM and that all of the DM is WDM. The simulations
used to derive this bound have been initialised using the
method of [37], including using a transfer function of the
form (7), with ⌫ = 1.12 and

↵ = 0.24

✓
mx/Tx

1 keV/T⌫

◆�0.83 ⇣
!x

0.12

⌘�0.16
Mpc, (9)

where mx is the WDM mass, Tx is the present-day WDM
temperature, and T⌫ is the present-day neutrino temper-
ature (i.e., 1.95 K or 1.7 ⇥ 10�4 eV). This expression for
↵ does not yet assume a thermal WDM; to implement
that assumption, we need to use

!x =

✓
Tx

T⌫

◆3 ⇣
mx

94 eV

⌘
, (10)

which then ties the WDM temperature to the dark mat-
ter density. Fixing !x = 0.12 and assuming a thermal
WDM with a maximally-allowed mass of 5.3 keV, we find
Tx = 2.2 ⇥ 10�5 eV, or Tx/mx = 4.1 ⇥ 10�9.

From this point onwards, we have three ways to map
the Lya mass bound. The first and simpler way is to
just demand that our WDM superWIMP should have
Tx/mx . 4.1 ⇥ 10�9 today. This is easily justifiable,

because the m/T scaling is essentially what controls the
(instantaneous) free-streaming scale. For the tempera-
ture Tx, recall that in an FD distribution the average
momentum is hpi ' 3T . So, it should be OK if we iden-
tify

Tx '
a(t = ⌧decay)px

3
, (11)

where px = (m2
� � m

2
x)/(2m�) assuming decay at rest,

and the scale factor a is evaluated at a time corresponding
exactly to the decay lifetime ⌧decay.

The second way to do the mapping is translate the
thermal WDM bound on the WDM mass into an upper
limit on ↵ of equation (9). That is, ↵ . 0.011. Since the
dependence of ↵ on mx/Tx is very weak, I don’t imagine
this would produce a bound that is too di↵erent from
simply applying a bound on mx/Tx. But one could ar-
gue that this scaling preserves the shape of the transfer
function and is hence better.

The problem with these two ways to map, however,
is that simply scaling the instantaneous free-streaming
may not completely capture the physics, as perturba-
tions are always growing with time, even during radia-
tion domination. So if you compare a thermal WDM that
goes from relativistic to non-relativistic, with a decay-
produced WDM that is initially non-relativistic that
than becomes somewhat relativistic before turning non-
relativistic again, there must be some di↵erence in the fi-
nal power spectrum However, non-relativistic subhorizon
matter perturbations only grow like ln a during radiation
domination; the scales to which Lya are sensitive enter
the horizon at a ⇠ 10�8 ! 10�6, at which point a ther-
mal WDM of 5.3 keV would have Tx/mx = 0.004 ! 0.4.
So, if decay happens before or around this time, produc-
ing a WDM that is also similarly semi-relativistic when
the k scale enters the horizon, I think the mapping won’t
be too far o↵. (I certainly would not apply this mapping
if the WDM is made during matter domination, since
during MD the perturbations grow like a.)

The third way to map is to compute �FS, which has
the advantage that it takes care of the evolution history.
Consider first the case of a thermal WDM. At z = 2 ! 3,
i.e., the Lya redshifts, we have
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where b ⌘ aeq/v(a = 1), and v(a = 1) ⌘ p(a = 1)/mx.
Assuming a thermal WDM of 5.3 keV, zeq = 3400, and
⌦m = 0.32, this evaluates to

�FS,WDM(z = 2) = 0.045 h
�1Mpc
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(13)
This can then serve as an upper bound on �FS(z = 2) of
the superWIMP.
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where v(t) can be taken to the the average velocity of the
particle distribution.
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This expression should yield a �FS that is dependent on
the particle mass and the cosmological parameters (e.g.,
matter density), and its value at z = 0 should be more
or less correspondent to the ↵ parameter that appears in
the (thermal) WDM transfer function,

T (k) =
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1 + (↵k)2⌫

⇤�5⌫
, (7)

used to generate initial conditions for Lya simulations.
I say more or less correspondent, because ↵ parameter
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determined by fitting the expression
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to the actual transfer function obtained from solving the
WDM Boltzmann hierarchy using CLASS or CAMB (like
in Vogel & Abazajian) for specific DM models, i.e., it is
not exactly the same as �FS, and using �FS as an es-
timate of ↵ could easily over or underestimate the true
↵ by a factor of a few. I guess we can tolerate that?
(https://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0009003.pdf)

Mapping Lya bounds: Here are three fairly straight-
forward ways to map Lya bounds. Reference [36] gives
a bound mwdm & 5.3 keV from Lya, assuming a thermal
WDM and that all of the DM is WDM. The simulations
used to derive this bound have been initialised using the
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this would produce a bound that is too di↵erent from
simply applying a bound on mx/Tx. But one could ar-
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function and is hence better.

The problem with these two ways to map, however,
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may not completely capture the physics, as perturba-
tions are always growing with time, even during radia-
tion domination. So if you compare a thermal WDM that
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than becomes somewhat relativistic before turning non-
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nal power spectrum However, non-relativistic subhorizon
matter perturbations only grow like ln a during radiation
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So, if decay happens before or around this time, produc-
ing a WDM that is also similarly semi-relativistic when
the k scale enters the horizon, I think the mapping won’t
be too far o↵. (I certainly would not apply this mapping
if the WDM is made during matter domination, since
during MD the perturbations grow like a.)

The third way to map is to compute �FS, which has
the advantage that it takes care of the evolution history.
Consider first the case of a thermal WDM. At z = 2 ! 3,
i.e., the Lya redshifts, we have
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where b ⌘ aeq/v(a = 1), and v(a = 1) ⌘ p(a = 1)/mx.
Assuming a thermal WDM of 5.3 keV, zeq = 3400, and
⌦m = 0.32, this evaluates to
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This can then serve as an upper bound on �FS(z = 2) of
the superWIMP.


